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In the groupingsof
Made Known Netherlands
Holland Armory
Provincial

at the

HAS BEEN MUCH DISCUSSION
SINCE COLONIAL DAYS REL-

ATIVE TO PARENTAGE
AND BIRTH OF WHITE
CHILD
For many years there has been
discussion as to who the

much

bom in this community was. These discussions
first white child

came up from time to time, but is
anin rife since the Netherlands
Pioneer and HistoricalFoundation
has been busy on historical things
as this relates to the Holland colony and the Holland of today.
It appears that Miss Ruth Keppel has solved the mystery in a
book she is now writing on the
Dutch pioneers of Holland, Michigan, containing a great deal about
the Keppel family. Teunis Keppel,

FIRST WHITE CHILD BORN
IN

HOLLAND COLONY

there is one exhibit that is of unusual interest. It is a replica of
the old Dutch Reformed church at
Delfts Haven. This is the church
where the pilgrimfathers, who sailed for America in 1620, worshipped
for 12 years. They were invited by
this congregation to this church
after they had fled from England,
and before they sailed on the little
‘‘Mayflower"they kept up their religious beliefs and found a haven
in this old church.
The church reproduced is true
to type of the one from which the
pilgrims came; sailed 3,000 miles
in a small brig; and landed at Plymouth Rock, where they settled in
New England and played such a
tremendous part in the making of
a great nation. The infleunceof
those early-day pioneers still plays
a great part in shaping the destiny of the nation today.
today. President
Calvin Coolidge
dge vwas one of this
type — a presidentwho was universally loved; and no one disputes
his rugged honesty.
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Wood, president.

has been built and placed on the
Albert Keppel School Forest Reserve. Some time ago this replica
*as built by the members of the
Holland Exchange club under the
directionof Albert Keppel. This

Otto

Sc

hasp

Laarman.
The two infants were baptized
together by Dr. Van Raalte, the
founder, ’ in front of his home,
which was then just east of the
city, a short distance from what
is now the east 8th St. limits. The
large brick house on that site is
still there, built later. The rear of
that brick house is the original
first house built by Dr. Van Raalte

father of Albert Keppel, was one
of those early pioneers of Van
Raalte's time; and Mr. Keppel, today living on East 10th St., remembered a great deal of what his
father told him a few years before
hii passing nearly two score years
ago.
Michigan historians make the and where these children were bap-

claim that the most
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The first marriagewas that of
epoch harking back to pioneerdays
was the settlementin this state of Lambert Floris ana Jantje Meyerthe coming of the Dutch, who
formed a colony at the head of
Black Lake in 1847, which is now
the thriving city of Holland. As
we all know, in the winter of 1847
a group of Netherlands pioneers,
under tne guidance of Albertu.* C.
Van Raalte, arrived on this spot.
They saw this beautiful bay, its
forest fastness, Lake Michigan,and
saw in it an ideal spot to build a
city, with churches, and a seat of
learning— all of which have developed since.
Beeides Dr. Van Raalte there was
Mr. Avert Saggers, Mr. and Mrs.

PICTURE OF PARENTS OF
FIRST WHITE CHILD

ink.

The accompanyingphotograph is
that of Otto Schaap, first white
child to be bom in Holland, and
the parents of this child, Mr. and
Mrs. Jan Schaap.
The first child was a cousin of
Albert Keppel of this city. It is
further traced that in 1860 this
family moved to Platteville, Wisconsin, and the photographs, according to the date on the backs,
were taken in 1864.
Teunis Keppel, father of Albert
Keppel, and Jan Schaap married
sisters. Mrs. Keppel’s name was
GertrudeBloemers, and the wife
of Mr. Schaap was named Wilbelmina Bloemers.
For some years after the settlement of the Holland colony, Jan
Schaap lived on what is still known
today as the old Keppel farm east
of the city. Mr. Keppel and Jan
Schaap, his brother-in-law,purchased the farm jointly in 1847,
and Mr. Keppel in May of that
year walked to Ionia to get the
deed filed. They purchased the land
from the governmentat $1.25 an
acre. Mr. Keppel bought the farm
from Mr. Jan Schaap when the latter decided to move to Wisconsin
with his family. They never returned to Holland.
RUN WAY TO THE SOUTH
This, in substance,is the information gotten together by Albert
BREAKWATER
Keppel and his daughter.Miss Ruth
Henry Vander Schel, who is deepKeppel, 85 East 10th St. The picly interestedir\ harbor work, says
tures, too, are their property.
that the U.S. Government is de-

MULDER
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*
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The Pere Marquette magazine r'aiif mily’ moved 10
does the handsome thing with our
How the drowning occurred (a
Festival.In Section 3, the Holland
not known up to this time. AccordCity News reproduces an entire
page just as it appeared in the mg to information from a brother
who lives in Cooperaville,David
magazine. What the editor has to
had gone in bathing with a cousin,
•ay in a letter is also fully given.
Arnold Romeyn. also formerly of
Holland. They had taken the auSee "Zip
Houtman's story on tomobile from Hollywoodto Santa
"Kleinc Nederland" on page 1, sec- Monica Beach, not far away, and
tion 4. He gives a vivid description had gone in awimmlng. Both are
of just what is now being piaced very good swimmer*. They then
in shape in the Holland Armory, went hack to the automobile and
ready for inspection tonight and listened to the results of the Kenopen for the public beginning Sat- tucky Derby, Inst Saturday, while
urday morning. The public can- seated in the car. Mr. Romeyn renot begin to conceive the beauty mained to listen further, but David
and the authenticity of this exhibit. De Witt said ha was going to Uka
It is simply marvelous— but then, another dip.
read "Zipp’s" story first and then
Being Interested in the broadvisit the Armory. "Little Nethercast, Romeyn paid no attentionto
lands" was conceivedby Mr. Houtthe beach. However, after soma
man, who — although he may be an
time ho noticed that no one waa
extraordinarymailman in the local
there, and of course, he became agipost office— he is of an artistic
tated. He left the car and ran ta
turn of mind if the creation of
the beach, but there was no sign
ProvincialNetherlands is any criof his cousin. He spread the alarm
terion. We considerMr. Houtman a
and beach guards as well as life
real artist.
savers, dragged for the body for
» • *
throe days.
This was heard on the street this
A wire has just been reeeivad
morning by E. P. Stephan when that the body waa found late Wedtwo visitors Just ahead of him stop- nesday. No details relative to funped and one of them said: “Now eral arrangementswere available
1 know why it is so cool in Hol- any further than that burial will
land— look ‘at that sign" The sign take place in Glendale.Calif, Just
read: "Dr. Winter and Dr. KooU." what took place will never be
We are now wondering what their known. The bay- was rather
comment was when they saw the n calm place, a large yacht"Warm Friend Tavern" sign and ing basin, where many of the
the mi— "HollandFurnaces make yachts of the movie colony
I Warm Friends",and the name of were anchored, and there were ne
Director Heeler in the Tulip Time cross currents or tides at the time.
program. Wouldn't that beat the Undoubtedlythe young man wee
band?
either seized with a cramp or suf• • •
fered heart failure.
The progressive Park Board, David De Witt loved to travel and
headed by Chairman Brouwer,is has been in many part* of the Unurging the city to authorizea flood ited States, and made one trip
light for WindmillPark to greet around the world.
He is survived by his mother,
| our nocturnal visitorsduring the
Festival and to remain as a per- Mrs. John Pippie, route 1, Coopersville; Bernard De Witt, a brother,
. manent feature. The beautification
of this park has created much fav- at Pittsburgh, Pa. in Carnegie
orable comment.
Tech. Also a sister, Mrs. Robert
• • •
Gordon, Jr., of Holland; and a half
The North and South American brother, Ivan Pippie, of Cooperaboats are hark nt their docks at ville,survive.
Montcllo Park after having been
in dry-dock ami are awaiting the
DETHMERS TO BE ORATOR
Tulip Time guests who will avail
HERE
themselves of the hospitalityand
the conveniences of these floating
John
Dcthmers, prosccutinj
hotels— rather a unique arrange- attorney,hive been selectedby thi
ment, ami what is more, Captains local military organizationsandth
Bright and Anderson are landlords Decoration Day committee, to givi
of their respectiveships.
'he address of the day at Pilgrin
Home cemetery on Monday, May 30
At the Holland Armory you will } Rev. William Van't Hof, paste:
be introducedto the beautiful home I nf the Third Reformed church, wil
of the great artist Rembrandt and give the sermon at Hope M*m'ori*
his estimablewife. They will greet chapel at 3:00 o’clock Sunday af
ypu in the garden. Qpm'e and meet temoon, the day before.
tham.
The line of march will start at
9:30, the parade forming and
For the past week from 7:00 to marchingover the same route as
|8-3() p. m. the "Klompen" dancers in other years.
have noon practicing on 10th St. at
___

m

day noon at the North Shore Park
Community club near Park township airport. No speaker has been
selected for the meeting which will
be a “picnicie” affair, according to

Picturetaken December 24, 1864

NEPHEW OF FORMER

and waa popular at Hope. Ha waa a
lou have heard of storks build- nephew of Professor Arnold Muling their nests on chimney tops, or der of Kalamazoo College,former
• pots,' as they are called in Kur- editor of the Holland Evening Senope. Well, m The Net Leri amis tinol.
there are many such scenes. The
Mrs. He Witt, the mother, wti
stork over a house is consideredan
n daughter of the late Mr. and
omen of good luck in Old Holland.
Mrs. B. Mulder, living south of ZeeVisit the stork at the Holland Arland, and is a sister to Mrs. Dens
mory— and we do not mean that
Romeyn, who for many yeara lived
figurativelyeither.
on West 16th St. but later, with
• • •

r-
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Has Been Found

t r a

EDITOR. ARNOLD

Exchangeites will hold their regular Tulip Time meeting next Mon-

was in 1932.
However, coming to the birth of
the first white child, we wish to
say that in the early spring of
1847 a party of Dutch immigrants,
numbering nearly 100 people, arrived here from St. Louis, Mo. In
this group was the family of Jan
Schaap, and the first child born
in the Holland colony was Otto
Schaap, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jon
Schaap. The second child born
here was bom to Mr. and Mrs. J.

n

A complete and official Tulip Festival program will be found on page
.
David Do Witt, whoa« parenta
1, section -1, giving the activities ; formerly lived in Zeeland and who
hour by hour, and day by day. j was n graduate of Hope College
* *
in 1935, and received his mastera
This issue of the Holland City degree at the University of MkhiNews is dedicated to "Tulip lime gan in 1936, was drowned at Santa
in May." There arc picturesof the Monica Beach, California.Young
1 estival on practically every page, De Witt was well known in Holland
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Centennial Park The bevy of beau- 1 A ton-vear veteran Boy Scout
tifu. girls in Dutch regalia extends award will be made
to Andrew
over a block, many more than at Steketee.84 West 14th St., Tuesothi-r rulip Festivals. The music
day night. May 17, at a meeting ol
was recorded at Holland high the executive board of the Ottapositing"Rip Rap" from the light- pier to the north breakwater, but ers.
Tlie governmenttug "Cumber•‘fhool,
played
by
the
band.
The
house pier to the south breakwater, now the south pier has also been
wa-Allegan Council of Boy Scouts,
I'hysua!director, Miss Mabel Apel, M. P. Russell, scout axecutive has
available to all fishermen. He provided with a stepping stone run- ;,on<)- “f”1 rrt‘w- have been inspecannounced.
way to the south breakwater,which I ting the work,
Continued on page four!
stated that lour years ago "Rip
is indeed convenient for pier-fishRap" was placed from the nortn
i

WHERE RUSSIA GOT

Night Flash Of Rembrandt’s Home

ITS

FLEET

Sailing Vessel Docking In The Canal

Sjg;

P

Mr. and Mrs. Jan Schoap. Mrs.
Schaap's maiden name was Wilhelmina Bloemers.

L

ife,'
William Nutting, Mr. J. Lankeet,
Mr. and Mrs. Laarman, Mr. Egbert Fredericks,and Mr. and Mrs.

s
rr.f

B. Grotenhuis.
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When Mr. Teunis Keppel, Mr.
Hein Vander Haar, and Mr. Jan
Binnekant arrived here one month
later, they found that but one
cabin had Seen built here. Notwithstanding,they were taken in. The
cabin was locatedon the property
which later became the. Vander
Haar farm east of the'dty on the
old Zeeland road. Mrs. Nutting died
in this cabin and was buried under
a large oak tree not far away from
this log cabin. Her coffin was
made of hemlock bark, the only
availableway to bury the dead in
those early days.
Besides Mrs. Nutting, seven
other early pioneers died in the
first log cabin during the first year
at their coming, whjch conclusively shows -that these trail-blazerr
suffered hardships and wglked
dally with pestilenceand death
Later in the year1 1847, after the
first settlers had built their homes,
first cabin was used as receivbarraeks for the newcomers.
’ to preserve this historic
* rsplica of this cabin

It II

unii
This picture is the Zssndsm Lumber Mill with wind power. This
mill sewed the lumber for. The
fleet in the days of
It was at this mill
the Great, of Russia,

This group of houses, bordering house to the “winker (store) on curtains, depicts ths horns of a
ship-bnildingtrade. He
on the eanal in The Netherlands, the other side. In other words, ths typical merchant One of the buildlie incognito,learned ell
are a combination of house and business block is also utilized as ings, you will notice, dates back
was to learn, and then went • Apparently the great Holland Holland Armory. Figures of RemWs native land, Russia, trtist, Rembrandt,was a success brandt and his estimable wife,
store. Supplies are; unloaded from the home. The canal side makes up 1599— one hundred years after
and built the largest fleet on the ...
the canal boats, or sail boats as the boms, and the other side of the Golumbus discoveredAmerica. Thi* seven seta in those early days of Z, ,art“t,ctllJr financially, Zaskia, are also seen in images in.
wooden vessels. This picture was This is a replica of his home, to be front of the home running true to
iMTta.tt.
•Iso taksn from ths mtnisture. seen in “Kleins Nederlands" in the type. The Dutch architectureis

SLr-tts,

’

^

surely dominant in this group
Rembrandt buildings.Tb*
street and the lighting

ment between the home
canal hae all been
miniature.

Pagt Two

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

HOLLAND GUY NEWS

which take place in The Nether-

82 W. 8th St

lands at this season of the year.
Always spic and span Holland

(Established1872)

AAAAAAAAAAAA4AAAAAAAAAAA Yesterday

afternoon at one o'clock the Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton chapter, Daughters of the
American Revolution,held its fin-

LOCAL NEWS

JUDGE SPEAKS TO
LINCOLN PTA SCHOOL

Judge Fred T- Miles was the main
assumes during its "tulpen feest"
, Holland,Michigan
Mrs. Louisa Bradshaw,40 West al meeting of the year with a speaker Monday evening at the
fetont
CUm Miller it the a color, a playfulness,a friendly 16th St., is now residing at her luncheon at Warm Friend Tavern. regular monthly meeting of LinSWtoClM W Holland.MkV. under (he art hospitality, which make a visit to
new home on Park road, rural Mrs. R. F. Keeler was in charge coln school P.T.A. Other features
•< C—tT— . March Sr4. 1171.
route No. 1.
of arrangementsfor the affair. A were a musical program, and elecBusiness Office
2020 it a delightfuland not-soon-to-beforgottenexperience.
Fred Scheibach has returned to report of the continentalcongress tion of officers.Devotions were in
the city from University hospital, of the society, which met at Wash- charge of Mrs. Dick Wiersma.
BIT OF TRANSPLANTED
Miss ^jss Mirian Davis accompanied
Ann Arbor, where he recentlysub- ington recently,was read. mma
DEADLY TREE SNAKES
Katherine Post is the composer. 'Miss Marjorie Brouwer, who renEUROPE
mitted to a maior operation.
message from Beth Marcus, dere<l v°c*l nolo. Elaine Essenburg
• a a
The Women’s Foreign Mission- "good citizenship" pilgrim from thei^ave a tap dance, Mrs. Marie BeerBy Jack Peterson, WPA
(Detroit Free Press)
ary
society of First Methodist
local chapter to Washington, was nM accompanying. Readings were
RecreationalLeader
church held its regular meeting in
• a •
also read. Election of officers was al80 K'ven by Mrs. Ernest Penna.
Bym’s parlorslast Wednesday af- featured. Miss Laura A. Boyd, Plans for the school picnic, to be
The annual “tulpen feest" or tuIn the United States we are fortemoon. In keeping with the chapter regent, presided over the Md in June, were formulated.Mr.
lip festival at Holland has come to
poisonou;|theme. "World Citizenship."Mrs.
land Mrs. Van Hekken and Mr. and
be an event of importance in Mich- snakes confined to water or ground. | MarRaret Markham, president of
Piano pupils of Miss Mario iMrs- Herman Bekker were in
igan life.
W^ do not have poisonous snakes the |ocal W.C.T.U., presented an
Meinsma- presented a practice re-icharFc of program arrangements,
that dwell in the trees.
address. Dean Dykstrn, who re
At this time every year tens of
cital at the Meinsma home last'an<lMiss Schurman’s pupils servIn tropical America there are cently won an oratorical contestat
Monday. Selections were played byied refreshments.Officerselected inthousands of visitors from far and many
poisonous snakes that
-----v live Hope College, gave his winning
” «••••• ft
Mae Reidsma, Margery Rooks, Lil- 1 clU(,cd: Bernie Vander Meulen,
wide pour into the beautifullittle in (trees. Their coloring Is no j oration, "Am I My Brother’sKeeplian Israels, Donald Brink, Evelyn nrealdent.who succeeds Al Ver
city to witness the picturesquecer- much like the bark and leaves of er." Miss Donna Eby spoke on the Beyer, Erwin De Vree, AngelineBeek; A(,c Moes, vice president;
emonies of a festival set in miles the trees that it is almost impossi- marijuana threat. Mrs. Charles Poppema, Thelma Boven, Hazel Chester Dykhuis, treasurer; and
ble to see them. The Palm Viper I eachman,now of Muskegon, but Meeuwsen, Henrietta
Overway, Miss Margaret Schurman, secreupon miles of streets lined with tuis the ugliest of these. With big formerly of this city, was in charge Lorraine Ver Meulen, and
Lucille tary.
lips of every conceivablecolor.
of
special
music,
which
was
prehorned heads and cruel eyes it is
Dams.
sented
by
16
Mother's
Singers.
The thrifty Nctherlanders who fortunate that its dispositionis
According to Eugene F. Heeler,
Russell Koetsier of West Olive AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA « AAJ head of band review arrangements
make up 90 per cent of the popula- very good. It is rarely known to
bite. Different indeed are the long, snent last Saturday in Holland at
for Saturday, May 21, 34 entrants
tion of Holland did not come to this
very slender green parrot snakes. the home of friends.
have enrolled in the baton twirling
’'WrvVYYTTTTTTTVTTTTT
Country empty-handed.
They blend perfectly with the leavSoloist at the meeting of the
The next meeting of the ' Post ^
°" lh,l d“y a,
Along with those estimable per- es anti hanging saw grass and are Young People’ssocietyof Wesleyof
the
most
vicious
disposition,
an
Methodist
church
Sunday
even26th
^
°n
WednesdayMay
0
sonal traits belonging to their race,
Thev also have a lot of courage |jnjr was Mrs. C. W. Meredith,
..
BeV- and Mrs. Henry Buurthey brought with them their native
and will stand their ground against Announcement has been made
„
and, hl* helpers will graaff and daughter. Mary Ruth,
costumes, their folk lore and danc- any and all enemies. Horses bit- here bv Mr. and Mrs. George Van- fix up the lunch and entertainment,who reside at Glenn, N. Y., are viaAt this meeting the plans for 'ting at the home of Mrs. Buures, their klompen or wooden shoes ten by this snake have died within (l,.r Hie. 156 West Ninetenth
— and their love for tulips which an hour. Natives claim that the st., of the engagement of. their Memorial Sunday and Decoration 1 LMaaf’s mother, Mrs. H. W. Hardy,
West 11th St.
parrot snakes are the most vicious . daughter, Bertha, to Julius Es- Day will bo discussed.
nowhere are more beautiful than and deadly reptile in the world. ; sink, son of Mr. and Mrs. G. .1.
The Fifth Districtwill hold a MAAAAAAAAAAi AAAAAAAaaa*
in the country of their origin.
o
] Kssink of Hamilton. Date for the joint mooting at Rockford on
V.F.W. NEWS
A proclamationby the burgomeisMr and Mrs. Junius Wood, wedding has not been definitely Thursday. May 19th. There will bo
8 parade at 6:30 followed by a
ter will open this year’s tulip fes- Waukazoo residents, will leave •‘,et.
sometime during the latter part
Miss Dorothy Hofsteen, daugh- short business meeting and ban- Next meeting will bo hold on
tival next Saturday. Then the mam
June and will take a trip abroad, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Nick Hof- quet and dance. Reservations are Thursday evening, May 26 at 7 45
street of Holland will be scrubbed Included in their stops will be Por- , steen, became the bride last ('•at(5c and all those that are going |P- m. in V.F.W. Hall. Ladies Auxilspotlessly clean by the young peo- tugal, the Azores, Algiers,Greece, urday at a ceremony performed at wiii please call the Commander so 'ary meets same evening in the
ple, a picturesquefrolic. After the Jugoslavia,Italy, and various oth- South Bend, Ind., of I,oui8 A. that we can let them know on how G.A.R. room, city hall,
er
[Haight, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wal- many to look for from
tr;n..i«
street has been inspectedand found
Tif_
, p,nal arrangementswere made
o
.lace Haight of this city. The R<'v.
The
Legion
Street
Scrubbing
I
last
Tuesday for Memorial Day
immaculate, a costume parade will
A plate glass window facing Riv- ; Robert M. Selle officiated at the
Sound will take part in Saturday’sI son-ires. Plans are for a little
pass through it.
er Ave.. at Rusty’s Place, 208 River ceremony, which took place in St.
• May 14) stunt as usual. Members I shorter program, but making it
Aye., was broken last Tuesday at Paul’s Methodist Episcopal MemAnd then will follow nine days 8:30 a. m., when a gas stove, uscdjorial church. The couple will re- wo T*1,,81.the L€^ion rooms at, more interesting so that all ex-«erI U0 *
,n
vice men and Auxiliariesare sure
of festivities modeled upon those in the establishment,exploded.| side at 332 Maple Ave.
The NominatingCommittee has t0 fall in line and help make it a
been working on a list of nominees real Memorial Day.
and will be ready to make their an-| Last Saturdaybeing Carnation
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and nearly

children

by punctures, blowouts and skidding

Firestone

injured. More than 52,000 of these

J

,

' QeCGU&A

specifications.

Mileage — Safe, silent tread design made of tough, slow
that assures long mileage.Sturdy bars and rugged
notches that give full protectionagainst skidding.

Long

wearing rubber

Blowout Protection — Nine extra pounds of rubber are added to every 100
pounds of cord by the Firestone Patented Gum-Dipping process. Every cord
in every p!v is saturated with liquid rubber which counteractsinternal
friction and heat that ordinarilycause blowouts.

8in-

2 ^6
and, the ' Day. a day set aside for the Spanamiunl election will be held on June j ish-American veterans for the same
'purpose as the World War veterDONT FORGET, if you arc plan- ans, we were glad to see that the
"i-c. on going to Rockford on the public takes a lot of interest in
19th, let us know so we can make the Spanish War veterans for this
the necessary arrangements.
occasion.

CHURCH NEWS
ORTHODOX BAPTIST
CHURCH

FIRST

Dr. Chas. F. Fields, Pastor.
10:00 A. M. — Morning Worship
with the sermon by the Pastor.
i :30 P. M. —
Gospel service with
me««»ge by the Pastor.
(This is the closing Sunday of
the present pastorate,the closing
nf Dr. fields’ ministry in Hol-

t>4

Surely glad to see Shud Althuis
and Lon Overway back in town
again. They say the hospital is a
good place to go to, but still a
good place to stay away from.

Firestone saves money by controlling

New High Quality — First choice rubber and selected cotton
that conforms to Firestone’s high standards and rigid

i

AAAAA

25%.

and securingrubber and cotton at the source and by
more efficient manufacturing and distribution. These
savings make possible more extra values at low prices:

2nnul|mfnl°n Mny.

a

save

A HIGH QUALITY TIRE AT
/y/ SUCH A NEW LOW PRICE

costume.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA aa

and

Tires

7

* horo

M

Convoy

FIRESTONE CAN GIVE YOU SUCH

of

-

become

deaths and injurieswerecaused directly

B

countries.
-

tires now in use are, or will

a

smooth this year. Do your part to make
driving safer. Replace smooth tires on
your car. Come in today and equip with

Rjvervkw

i

to

TIRES AND BE SAFE
smooth, worn, unsafe tires. A

recent survey discloses that 59 million

a quarter more were

1 _

^

xi

women and
million and

due

more than 40,000 men,

cost the lives of

<

AMERICAN LEGION

WORN

REPLACE TOUR SMOOTH
XAST year highway accidents

cords

Puncture Protection — Firestone'spatented constructionof two

Gum-D. iped

layers of

under the tread tnat
!

-

extra

---

protects

against puncti"-

Come

in today. Let us put a

set of these large sire, rugged,

long wearing Firestone Convoy

Now

that our Officer of the Day
and Chaplain are back on the job,
we ought to turn out 100r/r strong.
Seeing that our Tulip Time program is starting Saturday, we
ought to dig up our wooden shoes
and Dutch uniformsto show up
our nationalityif not our V.F.W.

Tires on sour car

— remember,

you s;ne 2H;.

BATTERIES

colors.

land.)

nw#?*
Miiana

CITY MISSION

Expires May 28—17228
Geo. W. Trotter,Superintendent.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Sunday. :30, Sunday School.
The Probate Court for the CounAt 2:30. Service of Song, Mesty of Ottawa.
sage and Praise.
At n sessionof said Court, held
At 7:30, Evangelistic Service.
Half hour of singing. Music by the at the Probate Office in the City of
orchestra. Geo. W. Trotter will Grand Haven in the said County,
on the 3rd day of May, A. D., 1938.
speak.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande WaOpen House at the Mission.Rest
Rooms during the Tulip Festival. ter. Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Gertrude Meeuaen, Deceased.
IMMANUEL CHURCH
It appearingto the court that
C. M. Beerthuis,pastor.
Services on Sunday, May 15, to the time for presentationof claims
be held in the Holland Theatre against said estate should be limbuilding.86 E. Eighth St., Hol- ited, and that a time and place be
appointed to receive, examine and
land, Mich.
10:00 A. M. — “What Christians adjust all claims and demands
Should Do in a Day of Apostacy.” against said deceased by and be7:30 P. M.— "Heaven and How fore said court;
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
to Get There." Special music will
be furnished by a chorus of forty said deceased are required to prevoices under the direction of Miss sent their claims to said court at
Thelma Vanden Brink. Miss Ana- said Probate Office on or before the
gene Raak and Miss Evelyn Vande 7th day of September, A. D., 1938,
Lure will present piano accordion at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said
duets. The orchestra will play for time and place being hereby appointed for the examinationand
the song service.
adjustmentof all claims and deCHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY mands against said deceased.
It is Further Ordered, That pubServices in Warm Friend Tavlic notice thereof be given by pubern.
lication of a copy of this order for
Sunday service. 10:30 A. M.
Subject: "MORTALS AND IM- three successiveweeks previous to
said day of hearing, in the HolMORTALS."
land City News, a newspaper printLEARN TO PLAY your favorite ed and circulatedin said county.
instrument — InstrumentFree!
CORA VANDE WATER,
Pay for lessons only. As low as
Judge of Probate.
$1.00 weekly. Private instruction. A true copy:
Meyer Music House, Holland. Harriet Swart,
c4t23
Register of Probate.
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SELIS TULIP

Uors to wander through the tidips at the
though our display was considered by many

Holland and

tn be the

n //

FARM.

nsiAl-

most complete exhibi-

this exhibit sti'l more interesting,

we have scoured the world for those unusual types, colors, and shapes never
displayed on our farm, and we consider it (hi finest display ire hare ever

Michigan.

been able to present.

A Beautiful Box

Fresh Cut Tulips

of

Your Last Chance

Mailed Anywhere— The Ideal Tulip-Time Gift
Last year we filled orders for several hundred
box** of cut tulips, wh:ch were rhipped from New
York to California,and from Maine to Florida.
This note of appreciaton from Mrs. Arthur H.
Vandenbrre. Washington, D. C, is typical of the

many

received:

"Do

let

to save

isfactorydelivery to any point within 300 miles,

up

at $1.00 a box. postpaid,slightly higher to more

me thank you

for the lovely tulips

Our De Luxe Box

rut. Only a few
This year we have planted enough tulips so .hat
we can cut a quantity for boxes without d sturbing our main tulip display, and we are offering
our rtandard box, which will contain a gorgeous
assortment of not leu than 25 choice blooms, in

Select Your Tulip Bulbs
The bert time to order your

tulips is

Only

now wnen

they are all in bloom, and you can see the actual
cotora. shapes and size* of 400 varieties.Many of
there varieties are li*ted and describedin our new
tulip . eaUlog. many of them are illustrated in'
color, but neither words nor illustrationscan begin
to do justice to the tulips that are now arrayed -n
*err**aa displayfor you to see at our farm. There
is more pleasure in ordering your tulips from the
field, and you will be better pleased w lh the rerultr. next spring. Besides the better selection,
your order will be filledin the fall with the largest and finest of bulbs.

of these boxes remain still un-

sold. at $2.00 a box. slightly higher for points beyond 300 miles.

Your Card Enclosed With Each Box

Now

50

a

Few Left— You Must Act Now!
Up to Three Years to Pay

W.

8th

St.

*

Your Walgreen System Agency

Name

....... v

............
; ...................................................

N.E.Corner River and

25c Djer Kiss

EXTRA DISCOUNTS FOR EARLY ORDERING
You can save money by ordering now. Special ex-

Address ..........................................................
.........

tra diacounta are given on orders placed this
month. Take advantage -of your opportunity to

City and State

$1.00 Dr.

.

60c Sal

prior direct from the largest and finest tulfp dis-

NELIS NURSERIES

Talc - -

- - - •

Miles Nervine

$1.00 Fitchs
50c

8th We Deliver Holland

Hepatica

15c

83c
49c

Dandruff Shampoo 79c

Po-Do Shave

fires

Cream -

29c

Tun. m on .he

(Won.

Voice of ,h. F.nn R.d.o

Holland, Michigan

5.50-17..

Guaranteed

A00-16..

X1.00

625-16..

15.15

P^ZZcZh

durta^f

and Service Stores
Holland, Mich. Len Steketee,

Mgr.

Across from Holland Theatre

EMPLOYEES OF LOCAlI
STORES INCLUDED IN MUTUAL BENEFIT

THEATRES

An increase of one-third in the
face value of life insurance policies held by (Kroger employees,
without hny additional premium ^^888888888888838888888888888885
charge, was announced by Leslie
F roman, president of Grand RapHOLLAND, MICHIGAN
ida branch Kroger Employees Mutual Benefit association,qt a recent meeting of the local branch
KEMBA committee. Emplo’yees of
Holland are members of the Grand
Rapids unit.
This increase,approved at the
company-widemeeting Froman attended recentlyat Kroger Grocery Continuous daily starting at 2:30
Matinees daily at 2:30
and Baking Company headquarters
Price change at 5:00
Evenings— 7:00 and 9:15
in Cincinnati,O., raised the value
Continuous on Saturday
of the policies from $1,500 to $2,-

HOLLAND COLONIAL
Price Change — 5:00

Friday and Saturday,

For 16,717 Kroger employees
throughout the company, this
means a gain of $8,358,500in face
value of KEMBA policieswhich
now total $33,434,000.In addition
to the insurance plan, KEMBA
sponsors a credit union, whose
members have saved a total of $2,082,086 since it was started five
years ago, and social and athletic
eventa. Plans have been completed
in the Grand Rapids branch for
the immediate organization of a
service club for employees who
have been with the company for
ten years and 25 years, the forming of a gun club, and the sponsoring of a |) ranch-wide fishing

May

13, 14

in

Double Feature Program
Dick Foran in

Dr. Rhythm

“OVER THE WALL"

Added— -News and Cartoons

Wm. Boyd in
"HEART OF ARIZONA"

Saturday,

May

Added— Episode No. 13 of Serial
"Wild West Days"

14, is

GUEST NIGHT
Monday and Tuesday, May

Lloyd Nolan and Claire Trevor

16, 17

Alice Brady and Charles Wlnninger
in

"KING OF GAMBLERS"

"GOOD-BYE BROADWAY”
Added— News, "Going Places",
and Cartoon

Monday through Friday,
May

16 through

Tuesday,

May

17—

GUEST NIGHT

Bruce Cabot and VirginiaGrey

May 20

contest.

in

Froman also announced that KEMBA had decided to sponsor a
group hospitalization
plan in two
branohes on a trial basia, planning
to extend it throughout the company later If it prove* practical.
The plan providesfor a maximum
of 21 days Of hospitalisation at the
rate of $5 a day. It also provides
$10 for an operating or delivery
room, and $1(
UT for X--ray pictures,

100 pillows to
83 E. 14th St. Phone 4248.

,

"BAD GUY”

Walt Disney’a

Wednesday and Thursday.

Snow White and

M*T. 18,

19

>

.

Double Feature Program

Gene Raymond

Seven Dwarfs

in

“STOLEN HEAVEN"
Added— Newa, March of Time
Sally EUtrs In

cleun.

and Scenic

j “NURSE FROM BROOKLYN

*

**

RENOVATING— FOR

SALE: — Reasonable,two
knw WANTED:' — Experienced girl
Plymouthchrs. One 1936 coupe—
woman for general housework,

Phone 4248.

Satisfaction

t

f.I5
f.*§
10.45

Firestone Auto Supply

WANTED—

TRUSS FITTING A SPECIALTY

•.15

••SO

1555

FEATHER

INCORPORATED

525-18..

ed.

MODEL DRUG STORE

Send me your new 1938 Nelis Tulip Catalog
and special offers for eaHy ordering.

525-17..

ly issued at $1,000 each, though
premiums have remained unchang-

Holland, Mich*

7.f#

.

5.00.19.

is the second boost in value ordered since the policies were original-

play in America, at money-saving prices. Shipment will be made in time for early fall planting.

1000 Lakewood Blvd.,
Holland,Michigan.

4.75-19.

The $500 increase voted this year

for Fall Delivery

NELIS NURSERIES, INC.,

ou

ers.

Meyer Music House
-j 17

rat

’finiwr mm

000, and means a total gain of
Friday and Saturday, May 13, 14
$421,500 in face value for the 843
Grand Rapids branch policy hold- Bing Crosby and Mary Carlisle

and Refrigerators

of latest novelties we have never before cared to

in

JO-21..

4

j

on 1937 Westinghouse Electric Ranges

This box will containan assortment of colors and
varieties that cannot be surpassed,also choicest

.’’

Qur Standard Box—

Blvd.

$65

to

distantpoints to defray the extra poetage.

that arrived today, just as fresh as if they had

only been picked. .

al least 12 various colors and types, fresh cut,
carefully parked and attractively wrapped for sat-

*7.*0

4.50-20..

HAVE YOUR OLD FEATHER one 1982 coupe. Call Bert Brandt,
BED made into pillows. We LAWNMOWERS REPAIRED end
use only feather-proofticking.

SHARPENED.

83 Evst 14th

E, 21st St, Phone 4228.

fit.

Phone 4248.

’

^

J. Hoeksema, 60

&TwSulJ™
Mrs. G.
Bosch,

w

J.

Central Park,
" Holland, Michigan.
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HOLLAND PUBUC SCHOOLS
Holland Public Schools
TT1 IVE elementary schools, each with kindergarLj ten and grades one to aix; two Junior High

m

Schools, grades seven to nine; and Senior High
School,grades ten, eleven and twelve. There
are over three thourand pupils in daily attendance. The buildings are so located that every child
in the city is in easy walking distance of school.

^4

In all grades of the school system part'cular attentionis given to character and personalitydevelopment, through the study and activity program. Initiativeandself-disciplineisencouraged in the children
of all grades from kindergartenthrough high school.
The students and teachersof the junior and sen or
high schools are organized into systems of studentteacher co-operativegovernment. The Junior High
School government is organized on the federal plan,
and the Senior High School is organized as a city
government.The students as well as the teachers
take the responsibility for the governmentof ihe
schools. The school is a laboratory for citizenship

n

i

training.

Seventh Rrade beys workinR at the solderingbench in East Junior High School Shop.

The Holland High School is on the accreditedlist
of the University of Michigan and is a member of
the North Central Associationof Colleges and Secondary Schools. Many of our graduates make excellent records in colleges and universities.Among
the studiesoffered in our Junior and Senior High
Schools are courses in business training, bookkeeping, shorthand, typing, commerciallaw, mechanical
drawing, woodshop, metal working, molding, upholstering, printing, home economics, fine arts, music.
There are regular classes daily in vocal and instrumental music, several excellent musical organizations,
both vocal and instrumental. A course is given in
Journalism,the classes preparing all the copy for th-*
“Holland High Herald" which is printed in the High
School print shop by high school boys.

Sevnth grade boy* wo*-kirgin the general shop in the East Junior High School. The
articles in the case back of the boys and many others were made by boys in this shop.

Pianos
Must Be

The Bible is read in opening assembly 'very morning in all grades, kindergartenthrough high school.

Sold!

The schoolsmaintain special departments for crippled children, the deaf and hard-of-hearing,
children
of low vital ty, and mentally hnndicappei children.
Through instructionby speciallytrained teachers,
treatment by physician and physiotherapist,
and occupational activities suited to their abiliUes, these
children are trainedto be useful and happy citizens.

|f%

Also well-equipped playgrounds, and gymnasiums,
nnd a fine system of health and physicaleducation.
A school nurse carefully looks after the health of the
children.

K

1

from our

¥

basement

A CHILI) CENTERED SCHOOL

WITH OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL

stock in the
Board of Education
Fred Beeuwkes, President;Mrs. G. E. Kollen, Vice

next

President;Henry Geerlings, Secretary;C. J. DeKoster, Wrm. Arendshorst, A. E. Lam pen, George Mooi,

John Olert, A. E. Van Lente, E. E. Fell, SuperintenA section of the Print Shop for Holland Junior and Senior High Schools,

making up forms for the

14
£
V

«

.

£

v;

The boys are

ten

dent.

A section of the type room ;n the Holland Senior High School. There are 42 typewriters
in this room, which are in use from 8:30 a. m. to 3:00 p. m.

press.

£

>:

*+* >:
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WORKMEN WILL START FLOOR

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA zoo

MUSEUM DRIVE TO CONTINUE
TOWARD GOAL OF 1,003
At a joint meeting of the Board
of Trustees and the executivecommittee of the membership drive
reports were received on the progless of the campaign to date. About
350 to 400 members are actually in
and the combined groups were sufficiently encouraged to plan the
drive through this week and next
so that the entire goal of 1,000
might be reached.
About 16 members of the Exchange club have completed their
assignments of five members each.
The committeeof the Lions club
is working on an objectiveof 10

Lampen, Myrtle Klokkert, Juella nie De Boer. Others to attend were: was presented with a Literaryclub
church.
Oetman, Marcia Scholten, Amy Mr. and Mrs. Charles White. Fol- pin as an award for their literary
Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma and the primary room. Miss Vander Tien, Paul .Schrotenboer,Evelyn Kooiker, Evelyn Reimink, and Jen- lowing the banquet each member interest.
daughter, Connie, were Thursday Kamp, formerly of the Intermediate
evening dinner guests of Mr. and room, has accepted employment at
Mrs. Ben Kooiker. The occasion the Montello Park school.
celebrated the birthdayanniver- Charles B. White, principal of
sary of Mrs. Haakma.
the local school, announces the honMr. and Mrs. Bud Ten Brink or of valedictorianfor the year’s
in

the American Reformed

,

line of Holland for the Intermedi- ard Newcombe, Hazel Folkert, Dorate room; and Fannie Bultman for is Ende, Wilma Nyenhuis, Virginia

were Sunday evening dinner guests class to Miss Aleta Eding, daughof Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kempkers. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Eding
with an average of 3.8. Miss
The Ladies' Missionary Society Jr.,
Eding is very active in school orof the American Reformed church
ganizations.She is a member of
met last week Thursday evening the Players’Club and took a leadin the church basement. Hostesses
ing part in the class play. In addifor the afternoon were: Mrs. Joe
tion to this, Miss Eding does some
Slotman and Mrs. Stankey. Mrs. very artistic drawing and is very
Joe Slotman also had charge of the
clever in theme writing.Honors in
devotions.Following the business
salutatorian will be divided between
meeting a "white elephant” sale Wilma Nyenhuis, daughter of Mr.
members each and the available took place.
and Mrs. Henry Nyenhuis, and Paul
reports from this group are very
The graduating class of the loSchrotenboer,son of Mr. and Mrs.
encouraging. At present there are cal high school enjoyed a banquet
Edward Schrotenboer. Graduation
about 30 organizationsin the city at Keefer’s Restaurant at Holland
Day for the high school exercises
and suburbs and every committee last Friday evening.
will be held Friday, May 27 in the
chairman is urged to contact his
Miss Eunice Hagelskamp of local auditorium.
members to see that a complete re- Grand Rapids spent the week end
At the sophomore class meeting
port will be availableby the end with her parents here.
many necessary details for the acof next week. Several of the
Miss JosephineTimmerman spent tivitiesof the month were decided
church groups hove been slow in the week end with her parents,
upon. The class motto selected was
getting under way but those that Mr. and Mrs. George Timmerman.
“Today Decides Tomorrow." The
have made the start have report- Other visitors in the Timmerman sweet pea won favor as the class
oH some very encouraging results. home included Mr. and Mrs. Marflower, and the class colors are royThere is practicallyno resistance tin Timmerman and daughter from al blue and silver. A committee on
aside from the unemploymentcon- Grand Haven, and Miss Baker from
decorationsfor graduation was also
dition but the Board feels that East Saugatuck.
selected.
there are more than enough peoMr. and Mrs. Jerry Hagelskamp Tuesday evening, May 10, the
ple interestedwho have full time and daughterGeraldine of Allehigh school presented a sound movemployment so that the goal will gan were entertainedin the home ie and high school exhibit.Every
be reached.All that is necessary is of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp
student of the 9th and 10th grades
to actually see the prospects and on Sunday.
had an individualdisplay of their
there will be no doubt about the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dekema and best work of the year. The disresult.Several additional groups Johnny Dekema were Hamilton vis- 1 piay jnciuded biology drawings,
are being set up this week so that itors last Sunday
,| English themes, letters, editorials,

,
I

SUIT SALE
Hundreds

ann

TVvYTVwyy

*¥

$25
$35

$15

-

and up

Suits

.... ALL MODELS
Group

1

—

MANY REBUILT. REFINISHED

NOW

Extra Pants $2.50

Group

2

CUT TO

THESE RIDICULOUSLY LOW
PRICES

TO AVOID STORAGE

CHARGES AND HANDLING.

Values to $18.50

$12.50
ACT NOW!

—
$25.00

NOW

Extra Pants $3.50

ry club of the
the high
higl
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Schutmaat, school enjoyed a banquet at Z,alsZals
this civic enterprise.
Mrs. Wallace Kempkers and Nor- man’s Restaurant last Thursday
ma Jean Kempkers motored to evening. The club was organized
Grand Rapids last Friday.
at the beginning of the school yea
The Phillips 66 scored a victory by Mr. White. Mr. White promised
Building permit applications
have been applied for with City over the local team in a twilight each student a banquet providing
Clerk Oscar Peterson by the fol- baseball game played here last they read two books a month.
' Fiflowing: Simon Meeuwsen,271 West Wednesday evening,the score being teen people will be eligible.Those
12th St., reroof home, $175; Reu- 8 to 2. The local team needs prac- who attended were: Viola Maatben Nyenhuis, 700 Washington tice, and at present are getting in man, Donald Morgenstem, MaynAve., erect garage, $160; and Had- trim for the holidays. They will
ley Buss, 78 West 9th St., addition soon don new suits which the merExpires May 28 — 17228
to rear wing, $50.
chants have bought for them. The
old team has disbanded, however,
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Lite

FLOORS MUST BE CLEARED

PIANOS WILL BE

Values to

I

Young Men’s

PRICES SLASHED!

evening.

one must do his duty if Holland is
to continue to be the center of

of Men’s and

AND OUR

CONSTRUCTION

$16.50

ra

Group

2

IF

—

Values to

YOU EVER INTEND TO BUY

A GOOD USED PIANO! TERMS

$35.00 NOW

Extra Pants $4.00

Boy^

Suits

$22.50
all

AS LOW AS

50c

WEEKLY!

10%

HAMILTON

and they are looking forward to a
The Probate Court for the Countrip to Detroit on May 25th where
At a session of said Court, held
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Kronberg
will witness a game between at the Probate Office in the City of
Three Rivers, and Mr. and Mrs. the Yankees and the Tigers. The Grand Haven in said County, on
Donald Slighter of Holland were group will travel in individual cars. the 3rd day of May, A. D., 1938.
Traffic through town is becoming
Sunday visitorsof Mr. and Mrs.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wavery heavy due to the advance
E. A. Dangremond.
ter, Judge of Probate.
blooming
of
the
tulips
in
the
neighBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Justin
In the Matter of the Estate of
Bultman on Saturday, a baby girl. boring town. Townspeoplewill see Gertrude Meeusen, Deceased.
many
tourists
passing
through
our
The boy bom to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Simon J. Meeusen having filed in
Tellman last Thursday has been village within the next couple of said Court his petition,praying
weeks.
named Harry John.
Misses Margret and Ila Jacob- for licenseto mortgage the interMr. and Mrs. Everett Root and
of Chicago were Sunday est of said estate in certain real
usse
son of Fennville were Sunday visguests
of their parents, Mr. and estate therein described.
itors here.
It is Ordered, That the 7th day
Mrs.
George
Jacobusse.
oh
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
of June, A. D., 1938, at ten o’John Kolvoord Jr. were Mr. and Several neighbors gathered at clock in the forenoon,at said ProMrs. Wagner and sons of Grand the farm of Mr. and Mrs. Albert bate Office, be and is hereby apKlokkert on Tuesday afternoon to
Rapids.
pointed for hearing said petition,
Mrs. P. H. Fisher and Mr. and put up the frame for a new bam, and that all persons interestedin
the
old
one
having
burned
last
sumMrs. Jesse Kool were guests of
said estate appear before said
Mr. Kool’s mother in Freesoillast mer.
Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp attended a Court, at said time and place, to
Sunday.
show cause why a license to mortMr. and Mrs; William Ten Brink Mothers’ and Daughters’ banquet
gage, the interest of said estate in
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr. at Bethany church in Grand Rap:. She Was said real estate s h o u 1 d not be
ids
last
Thursday
evening.
and Mrs. Frank Moomey at Holgranted;
guest of her daughter, Eunice.
_
It is further Ordered, That pubMr. and Mrs. Herman Brower The Women’s Church League of lic notice thereof be given by pubwere guests of Mr. and Mrs. George the First Reformed church met
last week Thursdayevening in the lication of a copy of this order, for
Schutmaat on Sunday.
Rev. A. De Young of Kalama- home of Mrs. Ed Tellman. A playlet three successiveweeks previous to
said day of-hearing, in the Holtoo had charge of the evening ser- entitled “Silhouettes of Arabia
land City News, a newspaper printwas
given
by
members
of
the
vices in the American Refomed
. , ed and circulatedin said County.
church Sunday evening, . Rev.
CORA VANDE WATER,
The Board of Education announcScherpenisse having charge of the
Judge of Probate.
servicesat Kalamatoo.In the af- es the hiring of the followingteachA true copy:
ternoon
vesper service for moth ers: Charles B. White for principal
o a vespei
Harriet Swart,
era and daughters was conducted and inspector; Russell Kleis for the
Register of Probate.
grammar
room; Mrs. Lillian Gors'Young
of
Kalama*
by Mrt*,
. A. De

2 Golf or 2 Long Pants

of

Sizes

6

to

discount

20

TOPCOATS— 10% DISCOUNT
LADIES

FOOTWEAR

LADIES

$1.00

Meyer

Special Values $5.00

Special values to $3.95
1 Lot

FOOTWEAR

$1.94

pair

Whitea in BotfwGroups

Music

'

land.

House

1

17

West 8th

St.

Holland, Mich.

league.

Holland, Mich.

39 East 8th St.

Phona 3337

*

,

•
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

MOVIE STARS TO BE GUESTS ed to the Little Netherlands for a
HERE TONIGHT, FRIDAY
preview of that exhibit. Admis-

broadcastingannouncements of the
Tulip Festival. A telegram was
just received at the Chamber of
sion
will be confined to the guests
For the accommodationsof the
Commerce headquartersstating
Hollywood stars, Rochelle Hudson, of honor and their party, to official that the Sinclair Refining ComVirginia Grey and Richard Arlen! camera men and to representativespany is cancellingits commercial
a premier showing of the Little of the press and members of the broadcast Friday night at 6:30
Netherlands will be staged Friday Tulip Time Committee. Admission over WWJ and will substitutean
evening. These movie artists are will be bv ticket only. The Holly- announcementof the Tulip Festiexpected to arrive by plane at the wood folk will be guests of the val. This is in accordance with a
Waukazoo Airport about 6:30 on Holland Furnace Company while telegramreceived by Ray Smith,
Friday evening, and will be ac- in the city and will take part in the local
il agent for this company.
corded
receptic by Mayor (leer- broadcast which begins at one o’----a reception
lings, Clarissa I’oppen, Myra Ten clock Satunlayand will go over
TODAY, FRIDAY THE 13th
Cate, Lyda Tinholt, Lotus Schafs-j Columbia network on 72 stations.
rr.a, and others. They will be escortMany other radio stations are Who is superstitious? Today, Friday, is May the 13th, but we should
worry. The only one to worry is

V*T

BUEHLERS/^te
Friday and Saturday Specials

FANCY YEARLING LAMB
(HOKE

MEATY
SHOULDERS

BREAST

STEW

LEG

(HOI'S

ro

a

si-

Pure Pork Sausage
2

25c

VEAL

STRICTLY
MILK FED

Ground Beef

Fresh
HOME
KILLED

POCKET

SHOULDER

LEAN

ROAST

ROAST

CHOPS

STEAK

12c

15c

15c

27c

KOI

ND

KWAKELBRUG

Shtlip

FROM

DR. PIETERS RETIRES

Nates

services were held Tuesday at 1:30 Dy being wall

known

a. -riWr

d*,,.

WESTERN THELOGICAL SEM.

(Continuea from Pur* on*)

is directing this Urge group of
dancers from the pUtform in the
rk, and is doing a good Job of U.
oud speaker carries the music
and Kir instructionsclearly over
the entire block. When she notices
certain parts of the group not quite
"up to snuff," she stops the music
and gives instructions. It is really
Interesting,and hundreds gather
nightly to watch the practice.The
W-*'
"Klompen"dancers will perform
Mrs. Ida Burton, age 68, died
every evening during the Festival,
Frida
except on Sundays. See official proinfik1
the wrong-doer,for Friday is
Here is a reproduction of a gram in this issue for details.
West, 10th St. Private funeral
“hangman'sday." Preparationsfor "Kwakelbrug”—in other words, a
• • •
the Tulip Festival are being finish- draw bridge, of which there are
The Nelis Farm is receiving
ed up today for the big celebration many in The Netherlanda, span- quite a run of tulip orders sent by
beginning tomorrow; but the large ning the canals.It is easy to lift mail. Some of them have gone into
nniK'fficientcommittees are paying the bridge, and are used for ve- Canada. $1.00 sends an entire bouno attentionto day or dates, for hicles and pedestriansalike. It is quet to any part of the nation,
they art* feverishly working to- commonly called "Op haal brag." packed in a neat box. How it is
wards a successful "Tulip Time in
done will be found on the next page
May."
The new varietyof tulips, to be of this issue.
during the Wednesday,
NETHERLANDS PICTURES TO dedicated
May 18, of the 1938 Tulip Festival,
Quite a co-incidence:—manager
HE SHOWN AT WOMAN’S
in nonor of Princess Beatrix, baby Carley of the Holland Theatre has
LITERARY CLUB
daughter of Crown Princess Jul- made arrangements to film “Snow
iana and Prince Bernhard, will be White and the Seven Dwarfs,” the
John Pert-boom and his moving dedicated by Carl Smith of Bay most publicizedpicture in years.
picture reels will be here all dur- City, state commander of the Am- The picture will be here at the
ing Tulip Time, and the pictures erican Legion, Smith’s acceptance Holland Theatre beginningMonare to be shown at the Woman's of the duty auvised late this week. day through Friday— practically
LiteraryClub on the following Alfred C. Joldersma, Holland leg- the entire Tulip Time Week. This
days:— May 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, ionnaire, who has been a member Walt Disney production with its
20, and 21 at 8:30 p. m. Matinees of the state legion finance commit- colorfulbackground will fit in exwill be on May 14, 17, and 20 at tee with Mr. smith for two years, ceptionallywith our colorfulcel4:00 o’clock in the afternoon. Ad- will be in charge of entertainment ebration.
• • •
mission will be 25c; children under for the city's guest during the latA long string of tungsten lamps
ter’s stay here. Mr. Smith will leave
12, 10c.
stretchingover a block on 10th St.
These are interesting sound pic- Holland Thursdaymorning.
the dedication will be part of at Centennial Park have been intures showing royal Netherlands.
Queen Wilhelmina,'the Princess, the Village Green program, to be stalled. These high-powered lamps
Queen Mother, the King and Queen given between 8 anu 8: JO p. m., on will practically flood-light the large
of Belgium, and many high officials lUth St., between River and Cen- group of "klompen" dancers who
appear and speak during the festiv- tral Aves. The dedicationplatform will be seen every evening on the
ities that accompanied the marriage is being erected on the north end Village Green. It is a marvelous
of Princess Juliana. The Queen of Centennial Park, where the cer- sight.
REFINED IN
meeting with her cabinet and emony will take place. At the exerA traffic count will be taken Satspeaking to them is also shown. cises, Mayor Henry Geerlings will
The pageantry that followed on introduceCommander Smith. Jacob urday and Sunday, the opening
the streets, the church marriage, Steketee, Nethertandsconsul at days of Tulip Time, William M.
and the honeymoon trip 'is all viv- Grand Rapids, will represent the Connelly, manager of the Holland
idly pictured.Picturesque Holland, Dutch government. Otners on the Chamber of Commerce,has been inVolendam, Zeeland,and "Tulip platform will be members of the formed by Carl T. Bowen, engineer-manager of the Ottawa County
EATMORE
Time in Holland” are all shown in Detroit Consular corps.
A collection of the bulbs will be Road Commission. WPA labor has
these pictures. The films are given
NUT
under the auspicesof the Woman's forwardedto the princess at the been obtained for the work by Mr.
Bowen.
Counting
will commence at
close
of
the
summer.
Miss
Myra
Literary Club and the proceeds go
7 a. m. each of the two days, and
to a worthy cause. Mrs. William C. Ten Cate, together with Mr. btekwill continue for two shifts of sevKools is chairman of the committee etee and Mayor Geerlings,are arranging the program. Mayor Geer- en and a half hours apiece. John
making arrangements.
lings, Mr. Steketee, Dr. Wynand Beider of Park township will have
charge of the counters, who will be
Do you want to send Tulips to Wichers, Mr. JoJdersma, Henry placed on US-31, north of LakeVender Schel, and Major Henry
friendsabroad? $1.00 buys a nice
Geerds comprise the consular en- wood Blvd., just south of the city,
bouquet all boxed up and mailed.
and on M-21, east of the short cut
See the Nelis Nursery announce- tertainingcommittee.
In
1936,
new
varieties of tulips road.
ment on page two in the colored
were dedicatedduring the festival
section.
to Miss Lida Rogers and Mrs. J.
William M. Connelly, manager
E. Telling.Last year, tulips were of the Holland Chamber of Comdedicated to Gov. Frank Murphy merce, announced yesterday that
and Miss Dorothy Van Otterioo, the Tulip Tots division of the
who is now Mrs. Preston Van Kol- Volks Parade, to be held Saturday,
RICH RED
ken. Harry Nelis of the Nelis nur- on the opening day of the 1938 Tulip Time festival, will assemble at
series developed the new variety.
is
2:30 p. m. on ColumbiaAve., just
SIXTH REFORMED CHURCH south of Eighth St. The division
LARGE
will disband at River Ave. and
9:30 — Morning Worship.
11-oz.
Sermon: “A Successful Fishing 10th St., followingthe parade. Mrs.
air
Peter Van Domelen, Jr., is in
boUles
Trip.”

C

mifLl

services at 2 p. m. from Nibbelink

Dr. Albertua Pieters, who occupies the chair of Bible and Missions at Western Theologicalseminary here, will resign from active
duties next May when he will
reach the age limit of 70, which ia
set as the retirementage for seminary instructors. Dr. George Menenga of Central College, Pella, la.,
will likely be tendered an invitation to fill the chair left vacant by
Dr. Peiters.

7188

of

>"

in these parts

Notier chapel. The Rev. William
Wm. J. Olive, head of th^Fmjk.
Van’t Hof officiated at the servicea.
in
lin Life Insurance Co. in,1
Survivors includethree daughters,
Miss Eva Benton and Mn. Peter trict, and who has been
Michaelv of Holland, and Mn. C. tire here for more than
J. Burgh of Alpena; one son* Rus- was called to Chicago to splikat
sell Burton of Holland; a brother,
Simon De Boer; a sister, Mn. D. a Urge convention of the agents of
J. Werkman of Cedar Rapids, la.; the company yesterday, and was
and two grandchildren.
asked to talk on tha subjact, "Sales

.*3:

Methods that are Getting Business
Word has been received that Vin- for me Today.** If anyone knows
nie Landry of Chicago, who has how to talk or get insurance, "BUI"

many

h*ome;

relatives here, died

she wn8 ‘he daughter

of

late Millard Harrington, this

surely does. Ho has been asked to
^the speak often at insurance conven-

fam-

tions in different dties.

MICHIGAN FROM MICHIGAN CROWN BEETS

OLEO

BUEHLER'S TENDER NEW-CURE SMOKED

HAMS
The

GOLMAR
OLEO

Whole

21c

String Half

finest you've ever tasted

LARD

MILD

Creamery

100'', Pure

CHEESE

BITTER

912c

10c
QUALITY

TENDER
LEAN
BEEF

or

BEEF

3

That Tastes
Liice Bee

I

TENDER

RIBS

MEATY
KETTLE
ROAST

BEEF
STEAK

STEAK

10c

UV2C

19c

17c

DELICIOUS

Sugar Cured Hickory Smoked

PICNICS
Loin End

FAT
PORK

16c

Choice

I/can

PORK

FRESH

CHOPS

PICNICS

25c

10c

BACON

Special music by tne choir.
Chib’ ‘ “
- “A Chinese’sLaChildren’s
Talk:
dies’ Compact ’’
7:30 — Evening Worship.
Sermon:"Commercializing Worthwhile Enterprises."
Special music by the choir.
Awards will be given to worthy
scholars of the catechism classes
that have just closed for the season

16c

Small Size

Heavy

PORK
ROAST

14c

15c

Squares

Hardware Week
Bargains! Hurry!

FRYING

Prices Expire Saturday

ROLLER SKATES

WE CARRY THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF
IN HOLLAND.
ALSO IMPORTED DUTCH FOODS

ST. HOLLAND, MICH. PHONE

Inc
3551
Regularly $1.15— 98c pr. cash

6 PC.

DROP FORGED

MILK

Connellyof the Chamber
of Commerce, and we are made
aware that the picture of the old
la.'kBMP

y

»

-8

g

89c

op*.

Thuich

value — 79c

SASH CORD CLOTHES LINE

.".Of

,/,

^

Netherlands

who are

reminiscing,

was made by Mr. Matchner. The
reproductionof his picture on page
one surely gives evidence of his
ability as an artist. He is division
manager of Lever Brothers Co.,

This store is built on service
as well as stone and steel. It's

Cambridge, Mass. The way

25c value— 17c
a specialbrand of service for
which there ir no charge. We
try to study your wants and
cater to them— with the kind of

courtesy

BIG PAVILION
S

AU

GATUCX

and

that make fast

understanding
friends.

..

Per-

haps that's why so many men

come here

PAIN —
I

picture really reached Mr. Connelwas through Miss Dena Muller
of the Standard Grocery Co. She

11)0', lead and zinc house ly

paint. Special

..............
$2.49 gal.
(White or Tints) in .Vs
thought so much ot the picture
SCREEN EN A M EL — Regular 29c that she brought it to the Chamber
j Special—quart ................... 19c of Commerce office after Mr.
Matchner had left it with her on
ROOF CEMENT OK COATING.
his regular call at this business
place. We are pleased to give him
I 1 gal can (black)— reg. 59c
I Special ......................................
49c these courtesy lines.

GALVANIZED SCREEN. Best
| mesh— reg. 3‘iC sq. foot,

for their

the

j

16

Mr. John Vande Wege, amateur
l Special ..........................................
3c photographerof Holland, can be
given the credit for most of our
BUS — 4 pc. bit set, for boring holes "Kleine Nederland"reproductions.
made by Irwin. Special 98c The work ia very creditable.

PALM BEACH

PRUNES
4 - 19c
for

35c Value

DANCE

They pay the same low
advantagesof a wide

ON THE SCREEN-

Shirley Temple in

selec-

— finding what they want

—

our gratis contributions.

EVERY SATURDAY
14-

the

and being expertly fitted— are

MOVIES
MAY

price

they pay elsewhere— and

tion

AND

U

HIED

I

May we show you your Palm
Beach wardrobe for

Special

...................

COMBINATION DOORSbusinesa,

play and evening wear?

$1.00

with

screen and storm panels.
1 1/8" white pine. Special $5.95

WALLPAPER— boy

wall and border, receive ceilingFREE

$17.75
ia the price for all suits—ex*

THIS WEEK ONLY
BICYCLES— Save at oar special
reduced price*.

8a llroom
Admission

the past week. A

was
staged at 6:46 p. m. Wednesday at
the fire box at Central Ave. and
Sixth St Within one minute, the
first truck had arrived, and within
two minutes, water lines were operating. The drill, which lasted
about half an hour, attracted a
great many pqopl* who thought the

Vogelzang Hardware

There is a beauty salon for sale,
fully equipped, with excellentpatronage and centrally located. This
Two Location* to Sorvo You! beauty parlor will b* sold at cost.
Good reason for selling. Excellent
for on* to start out
Waah. Square and 76 East 8th St
already established.
HOLLAND
Utters to 83 East
18th St*
tnd or Phone 2683,
“It P*y» to Get eur Price**

Company

P. S. Boter & Co.
W.

8th

Sr,

Holland

SANDWICH

;

lb.

loaf

Jr

C

FRENCH BRAND
COFFEE LB. RAG
LUX FLAKES
LUX SOAP 4 b*r» 25c

SPRAY

G«iio„

89c

Ur*e

oi .

IVORY FLAKES

pkg. Ale

IVORY SOAP 10 Mel. bar* 19c

roU* 25c

TISSUE

SCRATCH FEED ‘ra

F.SCO EGG

MASH

lOO-lb”

$1.69

OXYDOL

BOWLENE

* Q

bottle 18«

6

15c

89c - CASE OF 24 $3.09

for

Each 19c
6 for $1.10 - CASE OF 18 $3.09

FRESH

BEANS

wax or

green

u.

g^c

TOMATOES
FANCY HOT HOUSE TOMATOES

1

0c

I

PEAS

FRESH

-

lb. 15c

' FANCY TEXAS YELLOW

3 ^ 25c ONIONS 4

>».

19c

1 /

0

rizc I

(2 Small Size

21/2C

o.r»i?so 20c
soap IQ b*" 3 5c

LARGE
24 SIZE

CALIFORNIA -

Large

1

PINEAPPLES

bag 11.99

CLIMALENE

OR

15c

RED RIPE - SOLID

4

SEMINOLE

lb.

box

EXTRA LARGE 18 SIZE

TRUMP - QUICK ACTING

FLY

50c

can

SIXTEEN VARIETIES -HEINZ KETCHUP Urge

19c
pk*. 21c

lb.

SPRY-CRISCO 3
CRACKERS ^ 2
HEINZ SOUPS

/2*

U. S. No. 1

QUALITY

POTATOES

7c)

RECORD CROP SALE

3k

A

15

NEW ALABAMA RED

PEACHES
am
country
HALVES

OH SLICES

gioiCE

ROAST

UViC

LARGE
No. 21/j ran

g »ilh Hie grower lo
mote hia anrplna

Co-operalii

LARSEN S READY TO USE

VEG-ALL
BUTTER

2 £

CORN

’ 10c

FANCY ALASKA - PINK

SALMON

14™£. 12^c

BABY FOODS

GERBERS

4

25c

. SUNSEALD FLORIDA

ORANGE JUICE “T
BETTY CROCKER MILK

LAYER
Wt

SHOULDER CUTS
CHOICE SHOULDER

VEAL CHOPS

FANCY RIB

» 23c

PORK LOAF

SLICED

»

25c

AVONDALE EXTRA CHOICE GOLDEN

BANTAM

ib.

t.2 10c

EMBASSY - NO BITTER HEARTS

PEANUT

VEAL CUTS
R0^17e
® %

10c

25c

- 15c

%

SPRATTS

a VERY GOOD PAN

FANCY SUGAR CURED

PISH

lb. f

Qc

SUB

BACON
2 to 3 Ib. piece*

CHOC

CAKE

Broadcast Picnics

19/2c

(CENTER CUTS

Ib. 25c)

29c

Accept Welfare Orders and Cash W.

F. A.

Chscfcs

Say

stated today.

BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE

$5.50.

14-16

fire drill

Fire Chief Cornelius B^om^jR,’

eept the dinner formal ($20.60)

Cool Palm Beach Slacka art

Holland firemen also made preparations for Tulip Time during

I

WITH PURCHASE OF

2.V 5/8" all rubber.
$1.45 value. Special ............$1.19

SUITS

28-oz. ram

P a C giant

Normandie Crystal
Table Service *

HOSE—

A merit badge show will be staged on the third floor of the MasonCARPET SWEEPERS— reg. $2.29 ic Temple during Tulip Time by
Special ....................................
$1.98
troops of the Ottawa-Allegan
Boy Scout council. The exhibitwill
TUBS — Galvanized No. 2 size.
79c value. Special ....................
69c be open to the public from 10 a. m.
to 10 p. m. on Saturday, of the
ROOFING— Slate, 90 Iba. 108 sq. ft. Festival, and during the intervenroll — reg. $2.15. Special $1.95 roll ing week will be open from 1 p. m.
to 8:30 p. m: Several months have
ROOFING — 35 lbs. mica. $1.00 vaL
been spent in preparing for the exRoll ..............................................
79c
hibit
, • •
BARN PAINT— red. reg. $1.15 gal

SIZE

URGE SO-SO

"Bill’’

mill in Windmill Park and the two
old "cronies,
products of The

BEANS tZ 3
25c
DDE A ft
dKEAU win mL 12c
LIGHT g
FLUFFY
,Wn DC
PAN ROLLS
NAVY BEANS 7 25c
lb».

25c

4

89c

•ark

BALANCED BLEND FLOUR

bulk

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

emphasized through floats,
Dutch costumes, parades, show
windows, and in other ways in recent years. Pictures from New
York, Grand Rapids, Saugatuck,
Spring Lake, Chicago, Detroit,
Lansing, and elsewhere, picturing
Holland’s Tulip Time at different
events,are shown in the review.

H. A. Matchnerof Detroit, who
represents Lifebuoy Soap, is also
a photographer and makes photography his hobby. He called on

PILLSBURY'S

ACCEPTEDBY AMERICAN

the

but one in particular is of Holland’s
public schools. Superintendent Fell
gives severalgroup pictures of pupils, showing just what these pupils are doing in our schools. Pictures of lirt woric, typewriting,
soldering, and printing are shown.
Students at work in these different
vocations are shown in the pictures. Turn to next page.
• • •

i

W. 8TH

“The Tulip Festival" and

There are many interestingannouncementsin this week’s issue,

LUNCH MEAT AND CHEESE

BUEHLER BROTHERS

COUNTRY CLUB

year.

** >' DA

or

was

National
Sugar Cured

charge of the division, which is
open to childrenof pre-kindergarten age. Cornelius B. Dalman will
serve as the Pied Piper for the
Tulip Tot divisionfor his second

publicityit has brought is shown
on pages 2 and 3, section 3 of this
issue. Besides an article which goes
Visitors will find a welcome here. into detail, 14 pictures are given
of differentoccasions in different
cities where “Tulip Time in May”

FANCY DRESSED CHICKENS
ROASTING STEWING

7

25

free as

87c

Mrk

KITCHEN TESTED FLOUR

GIANT

CATSUP

Our Service

24^.lb.

COUNTRY CLUB - MICHIGAN PACK

TASTY

SWISS

3VC

Rack

24Vfr*lb.

COLO MEDAL

COFFEE
39c

£

SINCERITY

10c

SPOTLIGHT

26c

7 /2 c

1

FLOUR

I

Bay Lady Doris

SILVERWARE

KROGER

Ob

Kreger'a_

_

Prlaarltb.

ES65c-2?

Volume Number 67
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Holland, Michigan, Thursday,
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Glimpse Into the Past Picturing West Michigan Furniture Co. Force 47 Years Ago

Rare Picture

To Mind
Old Memories

Brings

FIRST FORCE OF WEST MICHIGAN FURNITURE CO. PIC*

TUBED HERB
The picture on this page

it the

West Michigan Furniture Company's force of employaerf,taken
in May, 1891. 47 jrepr* ago this
month. Moth neater has
the dam" tinea that
whom you tee in the
mere lads, but since
held positions of trust
land and elsewhere.
For instance, George Tilma, who
i

Garden

of

lately passed away at Wyoming
Park, where he had been supervisor, was at one time Mayor of
Grand Rapids, and held other positions of trust. Sheriff Dornbos,
who was sheriff eome twenty yedlu
ego, is one of the little fellows in
the picture.
Frita Jonkman and Art Drinkwater, respectively, have been and
is alderman of the city of Holland.
Jpe B. Hadden was at one time
legislator, elected by the NBull
Moose." The late John Steggerda
wm a former Treasurerof Holland; the late Nick Kammeraad
was Mayor of this city; Jake Ooeterbaan wm Treasurer of Holland
Township; and so, there may be
many more, if relativM and frfeada
scrutinise the photograph more
thoroughly.
George P. Hummer, head of the
enterprise,is found in the front
row in the center of the picture.
Mr. Hummer for many jmera was
11.
-Van Der Veen?
superintendentof HoUand schools.
12.
-Newman
He wm able and keen and m strict
13. Dick Van Lente
as they make. them. However, de14. Jim Oxner
spite his thorough discipline, there
15. Herman Steggerda
were few studentsst that time who
16. John Steggeraa.latc(cx-trcas.)
did not love George P. Hummer.
17. Ben De Vries
Both Mrs. Mulder sad myself reAgaitut windows:
ceived our fundamentaleducation
1. Fred Dykema
under his instruction.
2. Gerrit De Vries
He resigned In 1888 to become
3. Henry De Weerd
an industrialist,and In 1889 a com4. Tom Rosendahl
pany wm organized to tyild the
6. John Donkelaar
second furniture factory in this
city, called the West Mkhigaa,
We are indebtedto Mr. Dick Van
—the Ottawa Furniture Co. '
Lent*, River Ave. Holland, for the first The factory wm
this picture, and he, too, supplied on the old Plugier Mill alto,

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren
Central Ave., Holland

Gardens and Plantings of Exquisite Beauty
Designed and Planted by
First row:
1. Peter De

-

2.

JAN
79

B.

Landscape

VANDER PLOEG

West Nineteen

Architect
Holland, Mich.

St.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

8. Chas. Pattengail
9. Geo. Shaw-

Boe

Alderink
Comeil Dornbos (ex-sheriff)
John Damstra
Geo. P. Hummer
Comeil Van Duren
Mr. Tuttle

Frank Hadden, Foreman.
Joe Hadden

Frank Pifer
Second row:
?

3. Geo.Tilma (ex-mayor of

-

Grand

Rapids)

4.
5.
6.

l

isaduit!

7hif Outfit

Fritz Jonkman, former alderman

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

John Van Allsburg
Martin De Bidder
John Stephan
Jake Osterbaan
I^n Visser
Tell Porter (hand on hip)

Fourth row:
1. Gerrit Ter Vree
2.

John Bedell

5.

Ver Hulst
Ver Hulst

4. Geo. De Groot

8.

Market Place In

Van Lente

Little

Tubergen

?

fi. Cal

7.

6. John K.

Gerrit

1. Bill Tremble
2. Nick Kammeraad
3. John Browm
4. Henry Knutson

3. ?

5. Frank Wilson

—
—

John Kouwe
John Van Der Zwaag
John Van Der Meulen
Roy Wilson
Peter Bos
Wm. Van Allsburg

Art Van Den Brink
John Hahn
Ifi. Addie Johnson
Fifth row:

Alderink

Bill Burton

’'The

man)
3.

9.

1. Frank Bedell

2.

Third row:
1. Chas. Porter
2. Arthur Drinkwater (city aider-

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
18.
14.
15.

9.

Newman

a

?

of

combination
lumber
the names as far as this was possible, with the assistanceof oth- flour mill, conducted
ers in the picture.Mr. Van Lente Plugger, pioneer
turer. It
the daughter of
is No. 13 in row Ave.

and

by A.
manufac-

John Merriman
Martin Brown

10. Elmer Strong

OUTFIT HERE
Netherlands DREDGING
READY TO START ON HARBOR PSALM
Preliminary steps in the harbor

tAAAJ

wm
who

Mr.
married the IsU
George P. Hummer; and this property wm then in the family, and
Plugger

SINGING WILL FEAT- undoubtedlythat is the reason this
site wm chosen on the lake
URE SUNDAY'S PART IN THE ideal
front The writer remembers Mr.
TULIP FESTIVAL
Hummer inspecting cargoes of

improvement project were taken
over the week-end with the moving of eauipmentto local harbor
waters of machinery to be used
in the project. The tug Fred Griding, property of the Lyons Con-

lumber that arrivedhere by sailing

On Sunday, May 16. at 4 p. m., vessel to be turned into furniture.
the annual Tulip Time "Zingen
The factory wm burned in 1898
Van Psalmcn" under the direction in the midst of the streMful Cleveof VoorzingerWilliam J. Brou- land depression.There wm no
wer, will be held in Hope Memor- welfare at that time and Holland
struction Co., which holds the con- ial chapel. Each year hundreds of had to take care of its own needy,
tract for the improvement pro- persons attend this Tulip Festival and did so. The workmen in the
gram, took two large scows to Hol- feature, and join heartily in the shop, headed by George P. Humland Sunday, and then returned to singing of the Dutch songs.
mer, helped to rebuild the new facGrand Haven for the hydraulic Kenneth R. Osborne, head of the tory. All the brick that could be
dredge.
Hope College departmentof mu- salvaged was chipped off by tha
The tug Cumberland and the sic, will assist at the organ. Cor- men, and together with the buildbarge Milwaukee of the U. S. netists John Olert, Jr., and Cornel- ers, the new shop wu ready for
Army engineers’ departmentalso ius J. Stekctee will render a num- the roof in less than two monthi.
arrived here Sunday. Late Satur- ber, and the Bosker trio of Kala- People, it seems, found a way
day afternoon the S.S. North mazoo will sing. C. C. Boers, G. to take care of themselves
American arrived in the harbor Vander Woude, and James Traer in those days, and despite
from drydock in Manitowoc, Wis., comprise the trio. Organ selections the trying times, Holland wm a
to remain at dock with the S.S. of Dutch composers will be played happy city then. The city believed
South American through the Tulip by Mr. Osborne.
in George P. Hummer, and there
festival.
Psalm 42: vs. 1; 25: vs. 1; 68: were not a few modest contribu-o
vs. 10; 84: vs. 1; 73: vs. 1; and tions given to help him re-estabALL-BOY QUARTETTE BORN 81: vss. 1 and 2 will be sung by lish.
the public, and Psalm 126 and ‘‘Er
IN LOWER OTTAWA
For a half centunr the West
Ruischt Langs De Wolken” will be MichiganFurniture Co. Hm been
an excellent "going" concern. It
Four births were reported in1 sung by the Kalamazoo trio. On May 22, the following Sun- has been one of Holland's induslower Ottawa during the week and
day, at 4 p. m., a program featur- trial mainstays.The factory has
they arc all boys.
ing Robert Hays, Muskegon organ- been enlarged from time to time
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Postma, Vriesist, and Harry Friesema, Detroit during this period. The writer could
land, a son, Lee Allen, Thursday,
tenor, will be rendered at Hope give a great many historicinciApril 28. Mrs. Postma, before her
chapel.
dents about this plant. Its nroducts
marriage, was Miss Eleanor BouVWfTTWYTTTTTfTTYTTTTYY are rated high in the furniture
wens of Zeeland.
world, and today its management
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Van Klom- FEW BUYERS BID
is in excellent hands, the manager
penburg, Vriesland,a son, Monday,
FOR PROPERTY IN
being Mr. Charles Kirchen, son-inMay 2.
OTTAWA TAX SALE law of the late Mr. and Mrs. George
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Mulder,
P. Hummer.
Ottawa Station, a son, Glen, MonAbout 95 per cent of the land ofComing back to the time of this
day, May 2.
fered in tax sales by the county
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Faber, fi]8 treasurer, has gone to the state, he picture,it is interestingto note
that Miss Nella Pfanstiehl,now
East Central Ave., Zeeland, a son.
reported today. One parcel a day Mrs. Albert Diekema, living on
I,a Verne Hubbard, Tuesday, May 3.
was sold last week to comply with West 16th St., was the first bookthe law, the sale being adjourned keeper in the West Michigan FurnMr. and Mrs. Frank Lighthart after sale of the one parcel at 10 iture factory office, and her salary
and Ray Lighthart and family of a. ni. This step was taken to enable was $3.0Q a week. Mr. Hummer,
Holland and CliffordLighthart of the office to catch up on clerical
This is Mrs. Clarissa Poppen has gone up in this market— man, Chicago and Mr. and Mrs. Nye of work before undertaking the sale while superintendent of the Holland schools, taught certain pupils
Yager of Holland, standing,or sit- barrel,and all — and why not? Ganges were guests in the home of which began yesterday.
who desired, bookkeeping.Miss
ting, in the Dutch market place Clarissa has the Hollandish mar- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lighthart of
Nicholas Sprietsma, county Pfanstiehlwas one of these. She
at the Holland Armory. Sauerkraut ket in the hollow of her hand.

----

JUNE PRIDES—

Attention!

UNDERPRICED AT
Brides,be satisfied with nothing but the

beat. Here

is

a fine nuite with the

papular waterlallfiont.

We

most

cfler you

$75

vanity,a chest of drawers, bed and bench-

JM.
212-216 River

I.

UOMEI

Avenue.

COMPANY

The Old Reliable Furniture Store Holland, Michigan

-

0

-

Douglas.

A Group

of

treasurer,has 110 estimate of the
number sold although about five,
he said, were sold to private bidders yesterday. He commented on
the unusual lack of interest.

Netherlands Provincial Houses
-

83S

Arabia Missionaries
Coining on Furlough

CAMERA
NEWS
AGFA
No.

AGFA

wm

Relatives of Dr. and Mrs. William J.

Folding Camera

620
Box

Camera No.

$9.50
*1

AQ

Il6v*w0

EASTMAN
EASTMAN FILMS
N0.VU6 ............ 32c
Na VI20 ......... 27c

YONKERS
20Wt*

.....

Trg

8th St— Holland, Mich.

22c

nTs0RE

Moerdyk received word this

past week that the family are on
their homeward journey front Arabia. They sailed from Beyronth on
the 19th of April and will travel
by rail across Europe. On their
journey they will visit Italy, Switeerland, France, Netherlandsand
alao England. They sailed frota
England yesterday on the French
liner, the Normandie,arriving in
New Yoric about May 15 or 16.
They expect to make their home
in

BROWNIE #127 89c

NO.V127

was so apt in her studies at school
that Mr. Hummer asked her to
take a positionin the office after
he had started this furniture factory, together with the late Frank
Hadden, Fred Metz and other loSCHAKELAAR GETS 15 TO 30 cal men.
YEARS IN PRISON
Mrs. Diekema stated today that
she might have started on $3.00 a
Albert Schakelaar,Holland town- week, but before she relinguished
ship, was sentenced to • Southern her positionsome years later, she
Michigan prison at Jackson for was the highest paid bookkeeper
16 to 30 years by Judge Fred T. in the city at the time. When she
Miles following |he defendant’s started as bookkeeperthere
plea of guilty to a breaking and only one other lady accountant—
entering charge.
namely, Misa Mary Herold, who
The severity of the sentence was was bookkeeperat the Cappondue to a third offense for the same Bertsch Leather Co. She later becrime, Judge Miles pointed out. came Mrs. George Ballard,identiSchakelaar was sentenced for the fied with the tannery.
first time in 1913 and then again in
This article is not so much to
give a review of the history of the
1926.
Lei nard S-erie, H)llaui township, West MichiganFurniture Co„ but
companionof Stha’mhmr's,pleaded rather to print this old pictureof
guilty to breakingand entering. yesteryear. It surely will bring
Both men admitted bmkmg into a bask old memories to those who.
•’lace operated by Albert Wieger- are a part of this picture and their
ink near Holland and the larceny families and many friends. Some of
of a quantity of beor, cigaretsand them have passed away, but many
other merchandise on April 20.
of them have older grown and have
ages since
The respondents have been held added 47 yeara to tneir aj
this photo wm taken.
in the dounty jail for some time
..o—
they vfere unable to furnish bail
imposed when arraigned before a OTTAWA SUGAR BEET
ACREAGE SETS RECORD
justice court at Holland. Serie will
be sentenced later, Judge Miles Ottawa county farmeis this year
stated, after he has investigatedare planting a record acreage to
Serie.
sugar beets. John D, Kelly, field
-o
superintendentof the Lake Shore

Kalamazoo.

Dr. Moerdyk la iyell known in
Holland, Zeeland and vicinity -and
Mrs. Moerdyk ia the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. John Leenhouta of Holland.
They have been engaged as missionariesof the Reformed church
in Amar, Iraq, during the past 14
years, being members of the Arabian. Mission.
The family consists of four children, Billy, Betty, Margaret and
Dorothy.

m

MOVES

-

-

STUDIO

7,000 acres' under contract. Last
The picture above shows a group Its a part of the exhibit in MKleine| hibitlon. The houses, you will er^has7
fishermen’shouses on the island | Nederland,” making up the panor- notice, are built on stilts over the 12th Street, Holland, where he will year a high total wm let at 5,400
meet his
acres.
of MMrken on the sea. This group amic view of this Tulip Festival ex- 1 water.

patrons,

.

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Maas.; Mrs. Earl Fairbanks, Mrs. sis, were held Wednesday after- passed away Saturday at her h
Henry Van Dyke, and Chester, noon at 1:46 o’clock at the home, She was the former Jane Ver u
Warren, Donald and Herman John- and formal services at 2 p. m. from of this citv. Funeral sendees we
son, all of this city; and three sis- Sixteenth St. Christian Reformed held at 1:30 p. m. Tuesday at t!
ters, Mrs. F. Wragg of Chicago: church, of which she was a mem- home, and at 2 p. m. from Graa
Mrs. Henry Was of Holland; and ber. The Rev. Peter Jonker offi- schap Christian Refonned church
Mrs. L. Roy of Detroit. Funeral ciated at the services, burial taking the Rev. H. Blystra officiating.Bur
services were held Tuesday at 2 place in Fairlawncemetery.Mr. ial took place in Graafeehap cem
p. m. from the home and at 2:30 Schuttinga is janitor at Sixteenth etery. Surviving are a twin sister
p. m. from the Wesleyan Metho- St. church. Survivors include the Mrs. Sue Brill of Holland; thre
dist church, the Rev. C. W. Mere- husband; three daughters, Mrs. daughters,Mrs. Ben Becksfort
James H. Klomparens, Mrs. Peter Mrs. Bert Nyland and Mrs. George
dith officiating.
Brieve, and Mrs. Edward Oonk, Gunther, all of Holland; three sons
Jerman Johnson,56, 205 West
Private funeral services for Mrs. all of this city; 18 grandchildren; Peter, Gerrit and John H.; tw
14th St, following a brief illness. Alice Schuttinga,75 .wife of Cor- and three great-grandchildren.
brothers,Abram Ver Lee of Hoi
• • •
Survivors are the widow and eisht nelius Schuttinga,379 Maple Ave.,
land, and Peter Ver Lee of Zee
Mrs. Jane Slenk, 77, widow of land; 28 grandchildren;and three
children, Mrs. Henry Oonk of Hol- who died Sunday noon at her home
land, Raymond Johnson of Quincy, here, followinga stroke of paraly- John J. Slenk, 135 West 17th St., great-grandchildren.

The dty was without electrical
serviceSunday for about half an
hour when trouble developedin
the 2,500 kilowatt steam turbogenerator at the Fifth St power
lant The lesser condenserwas
ing used while other condensers
were being cleaned,Charles Voe,
assistantsuperintendentof public
works, announcedtoday.
• • •
Death came Saturday, about 2
. m. at Kalamazoo hospital,for

09m

The City of Holland
"The Place Wheie Folks Really Live"

Tulipr, maj be cut before the annal Holland Tulip featival this year,

but thoae in charge of the event
are going ahead with plans to make
the Little Netherlands lure visitors
from Mar 14 to 22. ERNIE
ROOY of Holland, left, is turning
out scores of tiny Dutch figures
which will be seen on the Dutch
wta in the exhibit The pictureat the lower picturedepicts an Am- home of Rembrandt. The artist and
The News is indebted to the
'he top, right shows a scene at sterdam scene. The tali buildingin his wife. Saskia, are in front of the Grand Rapids Press for this courVolendam, The Netherlands, while the center is a reproductionof the
tesy.

WAN-

[

structure.

A

meeting of paint dealers and trade were present. The meeting
was held Friday evening was in charge of V. L. Daggy and
at Warm Friend Tavern. About E. J. Dekker, Jr., representingthe
30 local representatives of the National Lead Co. John Vander
retailers

Broek. James Nies, William Selles, AAA4A*AAAA4AAA*A4*«AAA,
and William Nies were among reLOCAL
tailers who were present at the

NEWS
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meeting.

Guests at the home of Mrs. J.
Brower over the week-end were
Mr. and Mrs. G. Oudcbekken of
Hamilton.

Among those who attended the
funeral here last week of the late
Rev. John Engelsman were John
Engelsman of Raton Rouge, La.;
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kngelaman and
son, John, of Chicago; Mrs. Ste*nbergrn of Grand Rapids; Mrs. H.
Maaselink of Grand Rapids; Mrs.
G. Haverkamp of Orange City, la.;
Mrs. PL Vande Berg, Sioux City,
la.; Mrs. C. Versteeg, Waukegan.
III.; and the Rev. and Mrs. Russell
Rcdeker and daughter of Pringhar, la.

^1
PRODUCT

A BETTER

• •

With

a

True Dutch Tradition

The annual banquet of students
and faculty of Western Theological seminary was hold Friday evening in Hope Reformed church.
About 70 attended.

FOR BETTER FLOWERS and BEAUTIFUL GARDENS!

• •

FOR SALE

in all

•

•

Application for a building permit has been made here with City
Clerk Oscar Peterson by Mrs.
Dona Vos, 59 East 18th St., who
seeks to reroof her home at an estimated cost of $100.
• • •

Kresge, Woolworth and Green Slores and Leading

Department Stores!

LARGEST COLLECTION OF HARDY HERBACEOUS PERENNIALS

AND ROCKPLANTS!

dormitory, held open house from
3:30 to 6 p. rh. Monday at the hall.
Tea was served under direction of
Dean of Women, Elizabeth Litchty.
• • •

and bloom

VISIT

thrive from year to year without replanting
better as they get older.

OUR NURSERIES
While

Holland

in

Weller Nurseries Company, Inc.

1

Largest Growers of Perennials,Rockplants and Evergreens

PHONE

5315

Rural Route No.

Holland, Michigan

According to announcement made
here Monday by Superintendent of
Schools E. E. Fell, that work of
taking the annual school census
is now under way. Children from
5 to 20 years of age will be included in the census. It will be
completed in 20 days. Census takers are Mrs. Cornelia Groenewoud,
First Ward; Mrs Belle Van Hess,
Second Ward; Mrs. Harold Gould,
Third Ward; Mrs. Fanny Raak,
Fourth Ward; Mrs. Minnie Meengs
and Mrs. Fritz Yonkman, Fifth
Ward; and Mrs. William Van Howe
and Mrs. John Vander Hill, Sixth
Ward.
• • •

Holland High school has been
placed on the approved list of the
North Central Assoeiationof Colleges and Secondary Schools, school
authorities were informed Monday.
Holland Christian received word
of its reacceptancelast week. Holland High has been on the list
•dnce 1909, and Holland Christian
since 1926.

USED BY MORE MOTORISTS

W

the market

.

.

.

gasolines on
did you ever

stop to think why Mobilgaa

is

America’s largest-scllcr?
Here’s the reason.

Because Mobilgas is refinedin
a special way ... to give uniformly

smooth performance in
mates, under
tions

.

.

Try

.

all

all

cli-

weather condi-

rain, shine, hot, cold

• •

•

Death came early Monday for B.
H. Weller, Sr., 75, who submitted
Sunday to an operationat Holland
hospital. A native of The Netherlands, he was born July 13, 1862.
Private funeralserviceswere held
Wednesday at 1:30 p. m. from the
home on East 8th St., followed by
oublir services at 2 p. m. from
Nibbelink-Notierfuneral home, the
Rev. James Wayer officiating. In‘erment took place in Pilgrim Home
cemetery. The widow; a brother,
P. A. Weller of Rural Route No. 1;
a sister. Mrs. K. Van Klaveren of
Holland; and the following children: Henry Weller, Jack Weller,
\rie Weller,Mrs. Walter Kuizenga,
Mrs. Herbert Van Meurs, all of
this city; M/s. William Kay of
Grand Rapids, Mrs. Paul Dieteman
of JCalamazoo. and Mrs. Harold
Lievense of Elkhart, Ind.; and 16
grandchildren; and four greatgrandchildren survive.

THAN ANY OTHER GASOLINE
Trrun dozens of

!

this remarkable,modern

• •

gasoline today. It costs no morel

•

At the regular quarterly meeting of teachers and officersof
Fourth Reformed church at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Heneveld at Central Park last Friday
evening, the Rev. W. G, Flowerday, pdfctor of the First Methodist
church, spoke on the topic, “Our
Tasks as Teachers.” John Kobe*

America's Largest Selling Gasoline

was In charge of

preliminaries.

During the course of the evening,
Mf. Kobes, because of numerous
other duties,resigned as Sunday

GEERLINGS BROS OIL COMPANY
Elm and Washington

1

- Zeeland, Michigan

BEAVERDAM

HUDSONVILLE

HOLLAND
Knapp Super Service

Sts.

1th and Jtiver

Al Peaaley

.............

...........

on M21 Cyrus Huyscr

........

School superintendent.
In his place,
Carl Buuma, assistantsuperintendent, and John Atman, assistant superintendent. Plans were
drawn up for a picnic to be held
at Tunnel park some time in June.
The Mesdames Gerrit Heneveld and
Stanley Heneveld were in charge
of refreshments/

ALLENDALE

Friend Service 7Ui and River

Geo. PeUon

...........

on M50

............................

........

.

WHAT HOLLAND

IS

AND HAS

Mayor
7 It i* the Tulip City of the Na-

7 It Boasts of a Holland Fish and
Club with its fish ponds replenishingour local bodies of water with millions of fish.

WHAT HOLLAND

—

City Clerk

—

—

City Attorney

7 Holland has 28 churches, representing the leading denominations.
All congregations are well-housed,
with ample church facilities, including pipe organs.

ELBERN PARSONS

—

City Engineer

7This city can show eight miles of
Tulip Lane* along its streets and
narks, and boasts of a boulevard
lighting system second to none.

JACOB ZUIDEMA

borders the Michigan fruit belt
is surrounded with extra-ordinary farm land.
It

and

—
—

7 Holland has a municipal light
and water plant that sets an example as a profit-makerto other dties in the nation.Many years ago
a municipal hospital was built
through that source. Daring the
stressfulperiod five years ago our
municipal plant kept the wolf from
the door for many needy families,
and tided the city over rough fln-

City Physician
7 It is the center of the pickle industry and for sugar beets, giving
gainful employment at home, and
a market for the tillersof the soil.

DR.

WILLIAM TAPPAN

City Inspector

BEN WIERSMA
7 It is the home of fine furniture
and also making efficient heating
un:ts such as furnaces.

7 It is a city with excellenthotel
facilities.

anrial spots.

Aldermen

First

Ward

—

7 Holland’sbonded indebtednessin
1938 is $228, 930.00. The total bonded indebtednessin 1932 was $776,504.00. Of this amount 1637,124.00
was paid during the pastflveyears.

HENRY PRINS
7 Holland is nearly 100 '/r paved,
and connects up with three main
trunk lines.
7 Its water system Is second to
none; and the quality of its water is
the talk of the tourists.

ALBERT KLEIS

—

Aldermen Second Ward
ART DRINK

WATER

7 Holland is a city of shade — in
fact, a veritable park dotted by
parks.

EDWARD BROUWER
MARTIN OUDEMOOL

—

Aldermen Fourth Ward

7 Its milk supply assures fathers
and mothers of growing childrena
healthfulplace in which to live.Orer
2Zi million quarts of milk are consumed each year.

BEN STEFFENS

7 Holland is well supplied with
theatres, where nothing but the
latest and the best is shown in the
movie field.

—

PETER HUYSER
HENRY MENKEN

Aldermen Sixth Ward

—

JOHN VOGELZANG

1 Holland's postal service is highly spoken of by home folk and tour-

FRANK SMITH

ists alike.

f

^

Its public service companies

We are indebted to City Clerk
Oscar Peterson for some of this information appearing in these columns.
7 Holland has a Board of Public
Works working without pay, and no
politics ir. allowed in this very successful enterprise.
7 Holland's best insurance is its
volunteer fire departmentand its
motorized equipment. No fire chief
and “fire laddies" could do more
efficient work than have
efficient fire departments.

HENRY KETEL

Aldermen Fifth Wara

7 Two golf courses and an airport are available here.

—

Aldermen Third Ward

• tors.

7 Holland's assessed valuation is
$11,414,270.00.Its census in 1930
was 14,351 Greater Holland eight
years later is nearer 18000.

7

CORNELIUS KALKMAN
7 Its svstem of parks is difficult
to excel. The main park— Centennial, the hub of the city, is the pride
of Holland and the envy of visi-

AND HAS

•

Game

7

18

7 Holland’s school system is of •
standard as h>gh as anv in the nation. These avenues of learningare
augmented by Hope College, an inetitution of higher learning, and the
Western Theological Seminary. A
Business College is abo popular in
this city as well as are the denominational schools.

OSCAR PETERSON

7 It is Within Ten Minute's Ride
of Beautiful Lake Michigan with
all its Recreational Fadntieaand
mile* of bathing beach.

Governing Body

HENRY GEERLINGS

tion.

7 It is the Center of an unapurpassed Resort District.

City's

up re

stand high in the estimation of
the people, which indodee tdef

our two

7 Holland's police department has
on the whole been efficient.There
ir. no crime wave existing here, and
the Board of Police and Fire Commiss loners, together with the men,
endeavor to keep it on a high standard of law obedience.

_

7 The park board and staff are
thorougl
, and
_____
___
rnly efficient,
our parks
and cemetariesand a new cemetery
project in the making, are evidences
of this efficiency.
7 Holland has an athletic field for
baseball and footballthat is the
pride of the eommonity.

phone and gas service.

We might go on indefinitely giving columns more of this beautiful
city-a city practically oat of debt.
It showa able management in the
past and present.Holland is a dty
to be prond of, and “a town where
folks really live.'*
7..

f Holland is a city of diversified
industries, some 60 in number, the
last empty factory ballding being
filled through the efforts of tho

Chamber of Commerce.

We

invite our friends

from abroad and our neighbors from the

countryside to visit Holland during the Tulip Festival. You will find

Stow

..................

The ChristianHigh school Juniorsenior banquet will be held June
FOREST GROVE
3 in the Woman’s Literary club
Peter 3oto4e ..;.UB31 and Lakewood
rooms, according to announcement
Wilson Van Loo 17th and Cleveland
GRAND HAVEN
Myaard Bros .............................
Store by. class officers.Richard De KidJ. Slooarik ................
M50 and US31
der is class president and James
. ........
.............
Wildschut, treasurer. John Pott
ZEELAND
JAMESTOWN
and Raymond Holwerda are class
BYRON CENTER
olllnk Soper ServiceM21 and Elm Sid Nyenhuia ........ ..... Starr Corners S. Van Noord ......................
Elevator sponsors.

Warm

Hall Holland's Business House and the

Women

of Hope collegewho are
residents of Voorhees hall, women's

PLANT PERENIALS — They

City

Dutch hospitality here always!

Mm

*£

Ruth Bon»n,
formed church. Miss LillianDob- Brick Tea Room on River Ave., Thursday at the home of Mre. kamp, Mia* GertrwU Van Der
ben was in charge of wedding mu- for their children and grandchil-Thomas Eliinga on West 19th St
LOCAL
dren. Following the dinner, a social Prizes at games went to Miaaea Ar- Wege.
Miss Fannye Driesenga, daugh- sic. Mrs. Fred Kolenbrander sang,
Mrs. Adrianna Wolfert, 91 wid- ter of Mr. and Mra. Henry Dries- "Thanks Be to God," and "O Prom- time was enjoyed at the Zuidewind nolda Derksen, Thelma Steketee, A miscellaneouashower was held
ow of Paul Wolfert, of 607 Lin- enga, became the bride Thursday ise Me.” Mrs. Ralph Teerman,sis- home on Church St., Zeeland.The
recently at the home of Mr». John
Peitnit to remodel the kitchenof
coln Ave., died late Sunday
y at
a her evening at 7 o'clock of Harold ter of the groom, and Fred Kol- Zuidewinds (have two daughters and Harriet Schrotenboer. A twoChest
board
and
Miss
Deborah
his home h»a been applied for with
and
a
son. Present at the affair courae luncheon was aerved by the Hellenthal,in honor of Miss Henenbrander
attended
the
couple.
The
home.
She
was
a
native
of
The
City Clerk Oscar Peterson by Veneklasen,Ottawa County E.R.A. Netherlands, where she was bom Klinger, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Misses Bertha and Gertrude Voss, were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Zuide- Misses Elsie Piersma, Billie reka Hellenthal.Winners of prizruncMrs. Willard WichKlinger, in a ceremony performed
Junes A. Brink, 268 West 19th St. administratrix.
wind and children, Vivian and Brandt, and Minnie Nykamp. The
ere presented a report on nursing Feb. 16, 1847, to Mr. and Mrs. Cor- by the Rev. G. Critters. Mrs. Crit- Lillian Dobbon, and Johanna Van
Cost of the remodeling is estimated
Melie",and Mrs'. Reka’Bomerswere Donald, all of Grand Rapids: and honor guest was the recipientof
activities, and a committeecom- nelius Kloene. Funeral services ters provided wedding music on the
in charge of the two-course wed- Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Zuidewind, Mr. many beautiful gifta. The guest list
at |50.
posed of Mrs. J. J. Good, Mrs. Jay were held privately from the home organ. Miss Mamie Klinger,sister
included Mrs. J. Van per Wege, Those present were Gantt Ver
Den Herder, and Dr. Otto Vander at 2 p. m. and publicly at 2:80 p. of the groom, and Peter Driesenga, ding supper. Followingn short and Mrs. Henry Van Ommen, Phyl- Mrs.
N. Griep, Mrs. V. Van Ooater- Burg, Henreka HellenthaliMrs. G.
lis Van Ommen, and Mr. and Mrs.
Langel
funeral brother of the bride, attended the trip, the couple will reside at
Miss Martha Moenich, traveling Velde was appointed to investigate m. from the Langeland
hout, Mrs. J. Mulder. Miss Harriet
Theodore Du Mez and son, John.
missionary,
who has spent some the local nursing problem. 0. W. home, the Rev. D. Walters, pastor couple. Miss Clara Dys was vocal East 19th St.
inary, who
Schrotenboer,Miss Arnolda Derkfurther Lowry, J. J. Riemersma, Mr. Van- of Central Ave. ChristianReformed soloist, and Arthur Van Der Veen
time in Holland, left
sen, Miss Elsie Piersma, Miss Cor*
church,
officiating.
Mrs.
Wolfert
speaking engagementsSaturday at der Meulen, Dr. Vander Velde, Mr.
served as usher. Gesina Mast preTheir 40th wedding anniversary!Miss Jeanne Griep, who will be- nelia Woldring, Miss Toots Vol*
Detroit and other cities. She has Tahaney, Mrs. Den Herder, and was a member of Central Ave. sented a reading, following the
staying at the J. Nyboer John De Wilde, members of the church. Burial took place in Rest ceremony. The young couple will was celebratedlast Friday by Mr. come the bride of Cornelius Van- kers, Miss Ann Van Der Wege,
been staying
lawn cemetery. Nine of 12 children, reside at the Ben Groenhof farm, and Mrs. Jacob Zuidewind with a der Wege in a short time, was hon- Miss Thelma Steketee, Miss B ifile
home here.
board, attended the meeting.
including Mrs. Henry Schouten of southwest of North Blendon. Out- dinner party presented at the Red or guest at a shower presented on Brandt, Miss Julia Huizenga, Mias eknecht, and Marian De Fouw
Palmyra, N. Y.; Mrs. Andrew De of-town guests were Miss Laura
Funeral services for George SIX YOUNG PULLMAN
PEOPLE HURT Vries, Borculo; Mrs. Arthur Huis- Wehyng and Arthur Van Der Veen
Boersema, 13, who died last Thursjen, Cicero, III.; John Wolfert of
of Sioux Falls, la.; Mr. and Mrs.
day, were held Monday at the
Six Pullman young people en this city; Mrs. Lambertus Touw, Ben Vander Veen of Sioux Center,
home of the parents,Mr. and Mrs. route home Thursday from the Paterson,N. J.; Mrs. John Dogger,
uogge la.; and Mrs. A. Vander Veen and
Peter Boersema, 352 West 18th Fennville High school at about Holland; Paul Wolfert of East
Mrs. John Sitter of Boyden, la.
St., followed by servicesin Bethel
4:30 collided with a Consumers Paris; Cornelius Wolfert of SaraReformed church, the Rev. C. A. Power truck in which Mr. Hutchins nac; and Mrs. Elbert Wassink,
Stoppels officiating. Burial took
A group of friends were enterand Mr. Close were riding, and it l^)di, Cal.; 46 grandchildren; and
place in Reatlawn cemetery.
tained last Saturdayafternoon at
turned over in the ditch. The men 52 great-grandchildrensurvive.
• • •
her home on State St. by Mrs. E.
were unhurt. Wilbur Earl, 18-yearboard. Reports of Boy Scoot Civic
Health committee, and Salvation
Army expenditureswere received.
A report on social work locally was
given by A. W. Tahaney of the
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HOLLAND LADY DIES AT
YEARS

II

ing, also of th« South High faculty.

KMi

sSslSwuS

THE SWING-OOT BROILER
INTRODUCES A

Announcement was made here
last Saturdayby the Rev. H. D.
Terkeurst, pastor of Trinity Reformed church, that he had declined a call to become the pastor
of Hope church of Los Angeles,
Cal. He has been pastor at Trinity
since 1930.
Miss Elizabeth Van Appledorn
sophomore at Oberlin Conservatory
of Music, from Holland, Michigan,
was among ten placingon the Conservatory Sophomore Honor List,
it was announced today in Finney
chapel at the annual Honors Day
Convocation. Dr. Charles Mcllwain
from Harvard University, past
presidentof the American Historical Association, was the main
speaker for the program. Miss Van
Appledorn is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Van Appledorn, 60
East 10th St., Holland, Michigan.

old driver of the student car, suf- BROOKS DISCUSSES SOCIAL C. Brooks. Place cards and flowers
decorated the table at the Tulip
fered arm and forehead injuries.
REFORM AT EAGLES
luncheon. Mrs. James A. KlomSeveral stitches were taken to close
INITIATION
parens and Mrs. George A. Pelgrim
the wound in Helen Johnson’sneck;
were winners at contract bridge.
she was also cut about the face.
Muskegon Chronicle
Those who attended the affair were
June King suffered nose injuries
The part taken by the Eagles in Mrs. Klomparens, Mrs. Pelgrim,
and Hilma Coppach was lacerated bringing about social reforms was
about her head. Betty Hyler and explained Friday night bv State the Mesdames Kenneth De Free,
Norma l^itz were unhurt. The two Sen. Earnest C. Brooks, of Holland, Randall C. Bosch, G. J. Bosch, M.
men were badly shaken but un-' who spoke followinginitiationof 19 L. Hinga, R. D. Esten, Roy M.
Heasley, F. E. De Wcese, M. C.
hurt. The Earl car was a complete
candidates at the local aerie last Lindeman, J. M. Den Herder, Harwreck.
night. Sen. Brooks was one of the mon Den Herder, E. J. Yeomans,
leaders in the state legislature last J. H. Kleinheksel, Harold McWIONvS BLOWN
year in reform measures.
Lean, C. J. McLean, R. W. Everett,
OUT BY WIND Other speakers included John A. A. ViBSch''r,Otto Vander
Gerber, state president of the Velde, C. C. Wood, H. S. Macntz,
Farmers in the Gun swamp sec- Eagles, Ralph Berg, president of B. M. Raymond, J. D. French, C.
tion were dusting off their prem- the Grand Rapids aene, John Ro- F. Cook, H. P. Harms, W. C. Snow,
ises near Martin, Allegan county, mans, former justice of the peace, R. F. Alder, Marvin De Vries,
Saturday after experiencingone of and Chester Chesmer, worthy pres- Mayo Hadden, J. C. Ridenour, Dathe worst two-day dust storms in
years. There were times when so
much black dirt was in the air that
the sun was blotted from view and
motor cars had to stop along the
oads until the dust clouds cleared
the highway. Onion growers have
suffered heavy losses. Early plantings in many fields were blown
out. Some producers erected temporary windbreaks to save their

Budgets for May for the various
units which come under the Community Chest were approved at a
meeting of the chest board last
Wednesday night at the office of
C. Vandermeulen, secretaryof the plantings.

PECKS
Cut Rate Drugs
Holland's Busiest Drug Store,
Corner River and

Eighrh

Holland. Mich.

75c Doan’s

Kidney

25c Phillip's Tooth

1c

44c

Pills

Paste

-

14c

$1.00 Ironized Yeast Tablets

58c

25c Citrate of

Magnesia

Fountain Specials
Pure Orange Juice

10”oz.

10c

Thick Malted Milk with

Pure Ice Cream

10c

Delicious Fresh Ice Cream
pint I3c; quart 25c— all flavors

testseitstswsat

tMsaefatieicsfc

money

• •

it

to clean, too. you'll find this

See These

tympany

Guests of Dr. and Mra. S. C.
Nettinga until yesterday noon were
Dr. and Mrs. J. Harvey Murphy
of Hudson, N. Y. Dr. Murphy spoke
at services at Hope Reformed
church Sunday, and attended sessions of the board of superintendents of Western Theological sem-

T

w

U

E

L

•

Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur J. Kingwrll spent part of last week in
Reading, Pa., where Mrs. Kingwill’s father was in a serious con-

I

dition with heart trouble.
•

Dr. and Mrs. John K. Winter

E
L

Word was

received here Friday
of the engagement of Anna Jean
Murphy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Irving Murphy of East Lansing,
to Watson Spoelstraof Detroit, son
of Mrs. Jennie Spoelstra,17 West
14th St., this city. Miss Murphy,
a graduate of Michigan State college, is a teacher of economics in
Monroe High school. Spoelstra is
a graduateof Hope college. He
was all M.l.A.A. center for three
veare during his college career.
Now a member of the sports staff
of the Detroit Free Press, he was
formerly reporter for the Holland
Evening Sentinel and Holland City
News. The wedding date has been
set for early in the summer.
• •

P

W

left last Sunday for Chicago, where
Dr. Winter will spend two weeks
al Cook county graduateschool,
and where he will attend surgical
clinics at Cook county hospital.
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luncheonand linen shower

July. About 35 attended the affair.
Hostesses were the Misses Doris
Seadlebowerand Cynthia Stock-

al of our citizens are receiving Franklin Annuity

Turbine

Room
ELECTRIC SERVICE WITH

SAFETY

ELECTRIC ENERGY IS A BOON
TO MANKIND

SAFETY FOR EMPLOYEES
Your MunicipslPlant is equipped
with the most modern and safe
equipment available to protect its
employees.

PUBLIC WORKS

checks.

HARRY

iB not far from

SAFETY FOR PUBLIC

reaching the half century mark of

J.

KRAMER

Special

Geo. Ageol

Agems

KEN. DE FREE

From our colhetion ol wmeh-

Spaulding Shoe Store

Goodyear Tires
1

Guaranteed lor

tt

e

FOR YOUR OWN SAFETY
IN THE HOME
There are five fundamental principDs for the *afe use of electricity in the home which, when followed, will go far in eliminating
f hock and fire hazards, and assure you the adequateservice
which we desire to render.
1. In wiring houses or mak'ng extensions, use material suitable
for the job and inrtall it in the
proper manner by licensed electricians. Have the work inspected
by the inspectiondepartment.
2. Do not tamper with appliancesor
other eletrica! equ’pmcnt.Have
repairsmade by authorizedelectricians. Frazzled cords need repairs. Keep adequate supply of
fuses on hind. When fuses blow
out, don’t increase the size but
locate the cause. They are for

1 Ea»t 8ih

life

St-

Phone 2812

Holland.Mich.

ol the tire.

mercial plants through

electric

power that operatesthe scores upon
scores of electricalaccessoriesthat
bring ease and comfort, and dispel home drudgery.
The Board of Public Works plays
an important part in heating,light-

WANTED
LOUIS

in the nation. Harking back from
that day to this has brought wonderful developmentin the use of
electricity.

The Board of Public Works of
Holland can be of service to you
through its electricalfacilities,
bringing modernizationto com-

obh Kodettos

Repairing
New

line* and distributionsystem are der'gned and constructed
to protectthe public.

perimentedwith Pghtning and a
kite during an electric storm. That
story is known by every school child

Expert Tire

Liberal Allowance on

The

ita establishment, and while its
services have been augmented with
several other phases of public service, such as our water supply and
our sewer disposal, stress can especially be laid upon the dispensing
of ElectricEnergy. Electricity has
been a boon to mankind from the
time that Benjamin Franklin ex-

You

OLIVE,

3.

power for rad;o, refrigerators,
washing machines, ranges, flat
ing,

PADNOS

Wants to Buy

all Kind* of Scrap
Material,Old Iron. Radiator*,Old

Batteries and other Junk. Beat
market price; also feed and sugar
kfl#*

irons, vacuum sweepers, electric
docks, culinary devices, and scores
of other conveniences that play
such an important part in home
comfort.

LUMBER BARGAINS
Hemlock, Rough or dressed, 2x4.
2x6, 2x8, 2x10-630.

IT

SURE

HAS A KICK.

HoDanj VBlcaniang Company
Chat. Van Zylan, Prop.

Phone

3926

182 River

Ave.

Holland, Mich.

Sheatinf, 630.00, Shiplap. 110.00.
Boards, rough, 684.00.
Gat our prices on Bam shingles
and rough Hemlock and white
pine Bam Boards. Anything you
want in Yellow Pine, Whili. Pine
and Fir lumber at lowast prices.
We deliver anywhere.
All Types of Insulation.
Bolhuiz
nil Lumber and Mfg. Co.
200 E. 17th 8t
Holland. Michigan,

ATTENTION—

Stock owners. Free
service given oh dead or disabled
service given on dead or disabled
horses and sows. Notify us
promptly.. Phone 9746; collect,

your protection.
Avoid handling

electrical cords
and devices with wet hands. Do
not use electrical equ'pment adjacent to water or in damp places
unless special precautions are
taken and equipment is designed
for thin use. Use rubber insulated

cords only for this service. Watch
your children. Old type open receptacles are dangerous for small
children.
4. Use only appliances and elec-

The members of the Board of
Public Works are also deeply interested in Holland’s Tulip Festival
-

TRY A GOODYEAR BATTERY.

r

The Source of Holland^ Electric Power

THE HOLLAND BOARD OF

WM.

Broiler,

New Ranges at Our Showrooms

you have earned. Sever-

Let Us Serve

new

swings out and gives plenty of elbow room.

•

Franklin InsuranceAnniity and have tie

to enjoy the leisure

Easy
for

was held Saturday in Warm Friend
Tavern for Miss LucilleOsborne,
teacher in South High school,
Grand Rapids, who will become the
bride of Cassimer Bierwagen in

Provide For Future Security
a

of the broiling.

•

Week-end guests at the Henry
Brusse home on West 12th St. were
P. W. Wehrle of Racine, Wis., and
O. D. Maal of Glendale,Cal.

A

Wilh

Food is placed on the Grid, turned, or removed
without stooping or reaching into hot interiors.
As the Broiler swings out, the food cornea into
full view, making it easier to note the progreaa

NEWS

• •

9c

The Broiler Pan and Grid are attached to the
door which opens easily and swinga right out—
almost at the touch of the hand.

A son was born last Friday at Last Thursday afternoon at 4 o’Holland hospitalto Mr. and Mrs. clock, Miss Julianna Kolenbrander,
Clarence South, 27 East 20th St. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Kol4A4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA4AA* enbrander of East 24th St., became
'he bride of Arnold Hoek, son of
SOCIETY
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hoek, 28 West
21st St., in a ceremony conducted
CTTVWVVVfVVTVWVV'VVTTV?st the home of the bride’s parents
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Beardslee and by the Rev. L. Van Laar, pastor
daughter, Mary Ruth, spent Sun- of ProspectPark .ChristianReday with Mrs. Beardslee’sparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mulder and Miss
Lucile Mulder, 79 West 15th St.

• •

Oval Nurser

CONVENIENCE IN BROILING

ident of the Muskegon aerie. Assis- vid Boyd, W. A. Butler, John
tant Prosecutor Noel P. Fox was Eaton, J. F. Shramek, Phillips
toastmaster.
Brooks, and Miss Ethelyn Metz.

inary.

8-oz.

NEW

and fed that, not alone is it a real
un'qne annual event, but, it also
fits into the scheme of things as
far as Holland Is concerned.It is a
celebrationclothed in dignity, and
whlls its successhas long ago been
assnred, the Board of Public Works
sincerely hopes that Tulip Time in
Holland any continue indefinitely
on the same high plane.

trical equipment marked "Approved by Underwriters Laboratory." TVs signifies that the design, materials and workmanship have been passed upon after
exhaustive tests by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters.
5. In case, of extreme emergency,
pull the main switch and call
the electrical department

HolUncTs Main Light and Water Plant

Board Of

P U b

C W

I *

Or

|<$

Holland, Michigan
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Pent Four

& Mrs,

Beautiful Dutch Garden of Mr.

Chester

Van Tong<eren

baa, head of the Music

was brought there. He was em- bouquet which on investigation
ployed there for 28 yetre, And 15 proved to be 50 one-dollar bills
yeArt Ago retired.

Born In Germany
Mr. Wojahn was born at Bromberg, Germany, 71 yean ago. Mn.
Wojahn was also bom in that
city but it remainedfor them to
meet in Chicago where their courtship was consumated with marriage.

twisted into flower-like forms all
tied together with gold ribbon. The
gift came from the children and
each bell represented a milestone
in the marned life of the haipny
cake
couple. A gorgeous wedding e
graced the center of the table on
which was inscribed the dates 1889-

Those from Grand Rapids

at-

1938.

ARTIST TO EXHIBIT DUTCH

-

--

PAINTINGS HERE
Rebecah Nyland, artist, of Mi
[artin, Michigan is coming here du
luring Tulip Week to exhibit son
some
of her Dutch paintings.She will
bo at the Dutch Kraft Paiht Store
on College Ave. between 8th and

r

At the wedding supper one of the
o
\
features that the bride of 50 yean
A corner of “Kleine Nederland” In The Holland Armory
HOLLAND GIRL CONTRIBUTES
was presented
lented with
wi
a coreage and
TO
SAUGATUCK
PROGRAM
a gold
Id crown
c
and led to the table
with the groom to places of honbusiness meeting was held at the ed the Holland Music Club with
or. The table was elaboratelydecThe District Federation of Mu- home of Mn. Crane of Fennville, a group of violin solos. Mn. Roborated with gold decorations and sic Clubs comprised of Grand Rap- followed by a luncheon at the Conbins accompaniedMiss Keppel.
the house was trimmed with gold ids, Grand Haven, Holland, Alle- gregational church at Douglaa. A
\ bloe«om tour was enjoyed by
streamen.
gan, Douglas and Fennville,were musical was given, each club of the all In tho evening the combined
After the supper the bride was the guesta of the Douglas Musical district contributing to the pro- Glee Clubs of the county were unpresented with an old fashioned Club on Thureday, May 12th. A gram. Miss Ruth Keppel represent- der the direction of Harper Maycorner of the recently- er Van Tongerens all occupy promsurrounding inent places. Mr. Van Tongeren,
the home of Mr. And Mrs. Chester it will be remembered,is the man
Vsn Tongeren, 574 Central Ave. who makes windmills, “klompen,”

of

tending the convention wire Mn.
Marie Koyce, Mrs. Charles McDonald, Mn. Rom Dillev, Mn. C. L.
Series, Mn.* R. Thomas, Mn.
Thomas Ford, Mn. Irving Orr and
Mn. Oscar Kilstronu'

Those who were there attended
Five childrenwere bom to them St Paul’s church in a group and
and one of their greatest sorrows Rev. Arthur Ebeling announced
was the loss of a son, Otto, who the occasion from the pulpit Mr.
died in 1917 when he was 25 yean and Mn. Woiahn
hn have been
t
been mem
old. The other children are Ed- ben of the church since they came
ward, Chicago; Paul. Holland, to Grand Haven to live.
Clara, Mrs. Paul Ambler of LanMany childrenwere present besing and Olga, Mn. Fred Stang of sides several other relatives. Mr.
Lansing.
and Mn. Paul Wojahn of Holland
Given Coreage
were also there.

This

Dept

Western State Ttaehere College,

9th Sts., and will paint in the window. Miss Nyland is a student of
the Federal Art School at Minneapolis, Minn.

market throughout the nation. Even the fountain image is
curious and about to take a look.
The landscaping is a work of art
by Jan B. Vander Ploeg of HolMrs. Vsn Tongeren and the young- and Dutch novelties, for which he land, landscape artist.
is

finds n

msde Dutch gArdcn

METHODIST CHURCH PLANS
TULIP FESTIVAL SERVICES

der also the offertory and the post-

lude during the service. Anthems

PARENTS OF HOLLAND MAN
CELEBRATE WEDDING ANNI-

will be sung by the A’Cappella
The second annual Tulip Festival choir under the directionof Miss
Divine Worship servicewill again Trixie Moore. Mayor H. Geerlings

VERSARY; GIVE

DOLLAR

50

ONE-

BILLS

Mr. and Mrs. Reinhold Wojahn,
be sponsored by the First Metho- will offer prayer, read the scripof Grand Haven, parents of Paul
and pronounce the benedic- Wojahn of Holland, officer in Vet-

dist Church this year. Shinday even- tures

ing at seven-thirty this

The address will be given by erans of Foreign Wars, observed
the 50th anniversary of their wedding May 6 in the form of a happy
family gatheringat their home
ense has been filed by Ted Gajew- in Grand Haven.
When Mr. and Mrs. Wojahn were
ski, 22, West Olive, and Evelyn
married in Chicago 50 years ago
Behm, 20, West Oiive.
thei-e was no such thing as Motl
oth-

special tion.

program will be offered to the public. Doors will open at 6:45 and a
pipe organ recital will begin at
7:16. At 7:30 the High School Orcheetra, directed by Eugene Heeter,
will play the prelude and will ren-

Rev. William G. Flowerday.

River Ave. & 10th St.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Special Items on Sale
For Your Convenience This Store Will Remain Open Friday Night Until 9 P. M.

INDIANA BLANKETS:
$1.69 on Sale

fa

t

-i'.

Avoid the Saturday Rush and Enjoy the Tulip Festival.

$1.19

Beautiful Two-tone Reversible Blankets
It.

70x80. Heavy

singles. $2.59 on sale

Zion Lace Panels. Extra Special. 2 curtains lor

Special

i

Quaranteed Meats

$1.95
89c

Prim*

RIB ROAST

Grouped together from our higher price ranges.

Deep Flounce Bedroom Curtains. Attractive pussy-

%

We

dot. 2j^x45.^ $1.25 for 79c

f

W.

With Bouquet

each.

have other special prices too numerous to
in and see

them.

Mass Furniture Company
50

WOJAHN

PORK CHOPS

10th St.

Holland

Phone 2011

Beef

er’s Day, but the date of their

25c

Old Plantation

riage has since come within a
short time of that occasion,observed widely through the United
States, and so the occasion Saturday and Sunday served a double
purpose.
The couple came to Grand Haven
in 1903 as Mr. Wojahn had been
employed by the Challenge Machinery Co. at that time and moved
to Grand Haven when the factory

Dry Salt
Fat Backa

SALT PORK

17c

P. 8c G. Soap

2

Chopped
Best Cati

With Pocket
Beet Quality
Sugar Cared
U-Ib. Cello

Package

Draft

27c

Junket Rennet Tablets
Junket Rennet Powder

17c

Ann Page Chili Sauce
Wyandotte Cleanser

10c

Kitchen Klenzer
Pabet-ett Cheese
Eagle Brand Milk
Whitehouse Milk
8 o'Clock Coffee
Bokar Coffee
Condor Coffee

14c
2

25c

Small Laan
Sugar Cared

HOCXLESS PICRICS

17c

the Piece

2

Machine

HAM

Sliced

2

23c

FRESH PERCH

While They
Last

2

25c

No Bono
No West*

HADDOCK FILLETS

Raady for
tho Pan

2

19c

2

25e

2

29c

Maxwell House Coffee
Sanka • Kaffee Hag

ROAST ^

1

2-lb. can

Fruits

#

Northern Tissue
Soft Twist Bread
Pan Rolls
doz. 5c
Campbell’sTomato Soup 4 cans 25c
Hems Soup Umt yaiwtiaa 2 cans 25c
Heins Ketchup
14 oz. 17c

5c

_

ORAHOES

2

Scratch

Feed

/

100 lbs. $1.60

WAX BEARS

StringlM*

(F-cjlU Cm.

fe

CELERY

$2.98)

TOMATOES
Naw Tax#*

ORIORS
PEAS

S

19c

Fancy Freak

3

25c

2

15c

HEAD LETTICE

HEW POTATOES

SELF
SERVICE

F»»ey 13

u.a«fc»

j If

ik.

25-lb. bag $1.25

Confectioner’sSugar

1

10

T#ai. #r

lbs.

lb. 3

Powder 2

Soup

All

Corned Beef
Fruit

49c

for 20c

16-oz. 37c

v«g. 3 cans 10c

Flavors

Hash
oz.

Cocktail

16

Gems
Butter

Dole Pineapple
Peanut

3 pkgs. 14c
2 cans 25c
2 cant 25c
14 oz. 10c

21c
Clothes
pkg. of 30 9c
Vag. ar To*. 2 46-OS. CUBS 25c
Herthey’s Chocolate Syrup 3 cans 10c

Pint
Soup

lit

Y allow

Brown Sugar
Beet Sugar

Jello

10c

2

100 lbs. $1.25

Beans 4 cans 29c
Marshmallows 16-oz. bag 10c

35c

3

i

Feed

Stringless Green

15e

2

Dairy

Webster's

5c
2

100 lbs. $1.90

Calumet Baking

49c

Stringle.. j

GREER BEARS

PIHEAPPLE

and Vegetables

Larga SaadltM
California.

49c

lb. 35c

3 cans 25c
3-lb. can 49c
4 rolls 19c
3 24-oz. loaves 25c

Crisco - Spry

Bonelass

Ocaan Parch

Juke

Grapefruit

^

Garden

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Ivory or Lux Flakes

Pkg.

large 21c

Soda Crackers
Educator Crax
Shredded Wheat
Wheaties
Sunnyfield Corn Flakes
Scot Towels
Waldorf Tissue

2

4

Scot Tissue
Dill Pickles

15c

pkg. 10c

(l

Salad Mustard

lbs.

2 pkgs. 29c
2 pkgs. 23c
2 large
3 rolls
4 rolls
4 rolls

15c
25c
17c
29c

qt. 10c

Vtfl.

25c

SPARKLE 3-10c

16%

31)

phg. 10c
2 cans 19c
2 8-oz. 15c
2 for 15c
3 cans 17c
2 pkgs. 29c
can 18c
4 tall 25c
3 lbs. 39c
2 lbs. 43c
2-lb. can 45c

Egg Mash

S.

Supersuds Red

Fresh

PERCH FILLETS

Concentrate^

pkg. 13c

GELATIN DESSERT

Visit Holland’s

Corner River Avenue and Fourth Street (on U.

Supersuds

10 bars :5c
2 large 39c
2 large 39c
2 large 35c
2 giant 33c

19c

Canght

POLLOCK FILLETS

Wooden Shoe Factory

-is: ioc

pkg. 19c
large pkg. 21c
2-Ib.

large bars 33c

Ajaz Soap
Chipso - Oxydol
Rinso - Fels Flakes

29c
H-lb.
each

BLOE PIKE

Fresh

I

Sliced or by

LIHCHEOR MEAT

VEAL

Sure Good
Pure Refined

Larsen’s Veg-all

Best Rib
Cate

SLICED BACOR

)OZ. 20c

In Cartons

25c

from

Leg or Loin

BACOR SQUARES

Eggs

Lard

Fresh

LB. 27c

Country Roll

Oleo

11c

Short Ribs

BROBHD BEEF

inoccc
Choic*

Batter
Fresh

Tandtr Meaty

VEAL BREAST

“TULIP FESTIVAL”

10c

Chock Cats

BOILIRG BEEF

BOILED

Peas - Corn - Tomatoes
4 cans 29c
Del Maiz Niblets „ ^
3 cans 35=
2 cans 25c ,
Reliable Peas
Del Monte Peaches 2 large cans 35c
Fels-NapthaSoap
6 bars 25c
Ivory Soap * Large
3 cakes 25c
PalmoliveCamay Soap
3 cakes 17c
Lux • Lifebuoy Soap
4 cakes 25c
Babbitt’s Cleanser
3 cans 10c

Cboic#

BEEF ROAST

VEAL STEAK

WHILE AT

25c

2

mar-

VEAL CHOPS

B

16c

Seasoned

lb. 17c
Wisconsin Cheese
Tomato
2 14-oz. hot. 15c
4-Sewn
each 21c
American Family Soap
10 bars 49c
Iona Flour
24 Vt lbs. 63c
Gold Medal Flour
24 V* lbs. 87c
Lfly White Flour
24 Vi lbs. 83c
Henkel’s Family Flour
24 Vt lbs. 85c
5 lbs. 33c
Vehret Cake A Pastry Flour

Catsup
Brooms

of $1.00 Bilk

.

the

18c

Cboic. L««n
C.nt.r Cats

,

PORK SAISAGE
mention. Come

I

MRS.

lb.

L«.n Rib
End Cat.

PORK LOIR ROAST

-$1.39

2^29c

PEACHES
Brandsd

Assortment Bedspreads:

willow

Iona

2-lb. jar

Apple Butter
Minute Tapioca
Postum Cereal
Potted

58-oz. jar 25c

pkg. 10c
large 21c

Meat

3 cans 10c
Baker’s • Hershey’s Cocoa
2 Mb. 23c
Matches
3 boxes 10c
Grapefruit 1$ Segments
can ICc
«
Iona
16 oz.
4 cans 19c
Macaroni • Spaghetti
4 lbs. 25c
Pink Salmon
2 tall 25c
Sardines In Oil
3 cans 10c
Red Salmon
tall cans 23c
Tall
3 cans 29c
Sultana Tuna Fish
2 cans 29c
Red Seal
I
• can 10c
Wallpaper Cleam r
4 cans 19c
Soaked Peas
. 4 cans 19c
Salada
Green
Vs lb. 28c
Daily Dog Food.*
6 cans 29c

Beans

Mackerel

Lye

1

Tea

Navy

Beans

Selected

bag

16-oz. bag 10c

Tip Top Caramels
APenn Glass Claanar

DOUGHNUTS
Fruit Nectars AssL
Excel Soda Crackers

2 bottles 19c
DOZ. 10c

3

12-os.

cans 28c
lb. 10c

WELFARE ORDERS REDEEMED

SUPER
Owned and Operated

.•

-j.

A
P

MARKET

by Great Atlantic

:

-

A

Pacific

Tea Co.

___________

__

__

7c

Flour

21c
A

19c

Mb. pkg.

A. Sc H. Soda

Swansdown Cakt

9-lb.

largo can 99c

Oval tine

SELF
SERVirr
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ROTARY CLUB SELECTS NEW kAAk*AkkAkAkkA.AkAkAkkAAA POLICE WILL BE
CHAIRMAN FOR COMING DOCK AND MARINE RAILEXAMINED ANNUALLY
YEAR
ROAD FOR VIRGINIA PARK

May

12, 1938
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Peter Smith
Puts First Ice

Results of the examinations of
Peter Van Domelen,

Jr.,

at an or-

ShantieOnLake

Application has been filed with 82 applicants for a police job in
ganization meeting of the board
the
U.S. Armv Engineer's office the city, which were taken at Holof directors of the Holland Rotary
club, has been named presidentof at Milwaukee, Wis., by the Camp- land high school recently, were rethe club to succeed William Berg, bell Boat Co. of Virginia Park, for vealed last Thursday at 5 p. m., at
present president. The rule of the a permit to build a dock and mar- s specialmeeting of the board of
club is to select a new president ine railway on its property, ac- police and fire commissionersin
each year. Orien S. Cross, Dr. Otto cording to word received by the the office of City Clerk Oscar PeVander Velde, and Vaudie Vanden- Holland Chamber of Commerce. terson in the city hall. Principal
berg have been re-electedon the Gordon R. Campbell, in making the J. J. Riemersma and Justice John
board. Mr. Van Domelen, the only announcement,stated that inten- Galien were in charge of the examnew member on the board, replaces tions are to make the railway about ination. Harvey Murray, 29 East
Marvin C. Lindeman.Other elec- 60 feet long, and the piers about 19th St., received the highestgrade.
tions includedDr. Vander Velde as 30 feet by 8 feet. Work on the
Next in order were: Ralph Marvice president; Rudolph Brink as new addition which involves 2,800 tinus, 121 West 19th St.; Neal Sysergeant-at-arms;and Leon Moody, square feet of floor space, is near- bosma, 221 Lincoln Ave.; Oscar
secretary-treasurer.
ing completion.
Van Anrooy, 12 West Eighth St.;
Chief Engineer Lieut. W. W. and Lester Boeve, 239 West Ninth
Members of the Rotary club
Holcombe has posted a notice in St. The last three were tied in
board, which made the ejections
the local post office which sets
following last week’s regular forth that May 12 has been set as their ratings. A physicalexamination was ordered for Mr. Murray.
Thursday noon meeting of the the deadline for filing protesta Bv a resolutionadopted by the
against
the
construction
of
t
h
e
club, include Mr. Berg, Henry
board it was decided that all police
should submit to an examination
Wilson, Henry Carley, Dr. R. H. railway and dock.
of this type at least once per year,
Nichols, and William M. Connelly.

WAS A PAPERED DRY GOODS
BOX FROM STKKBIWS
STORE
"PeU
was born in
was the first
shantie
66 years ago. "Pet®"

ad

been

___ _

but this was terribly
and he thought, why not fix
shelter? He went by A.
store on Eut 8th St.,
ioe,

lad,

and sawjtwojhirge

boxes that had just been emptied.
He asked Andres Steketee,
of the store, if
if ha could hare one
of the 'boxes, which cost 40 cents,
and he• would pay him in fish. “All
said Mr. ____
Steketee. "take
right,"’ ______
the box and bring me a good mesa
of Ash." "Pete" says he did not
have the price, so Ash was the
only Isgal tender as far as he was
concerned.

_

r

_

He said he took the box and the
Aral Ash he caught went to Mr.
Steketee. He said he papered the
inside of the box with copies of the
two Dutch papers that existed
then, namely, De Grondwet
Hollander.When he hauled
with a door in it onto Black

_

everyonewas
was for. Fish
not thought of ___
__
“Pets" was sheltered fro
wind, and together with tu
terns, he was able to keep wann.
Today “Pete" says, “You can Ash
in comfort, in fact, in luxury, and
enjoy a whole day's fishing, and

FRESH-UP
The American

have food and coffee brought right
to
but not a half oratory

m—

ago.

Two outstanding events of interest to the Michigan tourist are
scheduled for this month. The annual Blossom Festival, which is presented in Benton Harbor and St.
Joseph, twin cities, is to be held
May 8-16, and the Holland Tulip

Quenches Thirst
Stays

Drink

Down

Festival,

When Water

Sensation

Won’t

LOCAL RAILROAD GIVES HOLLAND TULIPS IN MAY FIRST
PAGE WITH PICTURES

For the past fifteen years, thou-

The Chesapeakeand Ohio Pere

While the first Tulip Time Festival was celebrated in Holland,

systrue
merit of Holland’s Talip Festival.
Editor T. B. O'Meara of the publication, printedin Huntington, West
Vs., devotes two entire pages to

Good Today
Tends

and
Good

to

Restore

Normal Body

for

Tomorrow

Alkalinity

the event, besides printing three
pictures of Dutch scenes, one of
our miniature “Kleine Nederland.”
This railroad magazine jgoes to
thousands of employes and tourists
along their two systems, extending
across Michigan, Illinois,and then
through the Ohio Valley to the
Southland. Every city and hamlet
along the lines receives this monthly publication,so the coverage is
tremendous.

In writing the Holland
News, the

City

tired

you

and want a drink that

up. You get

insist

will fresh

the best when you

on 7-up, a friendly fresher-up-

It is always a pleasure to give
space to the Tulip Festival, as we
think it is one of the outstanding
events on our Lines.

Thanking you for your comments and interest in our publica-

am
Sincerely,

T. B. O’Meara.

per.
less

It is

pure as sunlight-a color-

carbonated beverage.

Made

in

Michigan’s Finest Bottling Plant

;

AN

ICHK5

The following is a reproduction
of the article and pictures found
in the "Chesapeakeand Ohio Pere
MarquetteMagazine.”

Donald Israels, eight-year-old
son of Mrs. John Israels, 148 West
29th St., was honor guest Thursday afternoon at a birthday party
given by his mother at the Israels
home. Franklin Oudemolen, and
Stanley and Kenneth Mulder won
prizes at games played. Others who
attended the affair were: Hilbert
Oudemolen, Joyce Smecnge, Carol
Smeenge, Roger Bouwman, Betty
Israels, Junior Israels, Stanley
Mlder and Egbert Kars.
Announcement has been made
h<»re of the change in name of the
Oliver A. Wallace, Inc., advertising agency of Grand Rapids, to

Wallace-Lindsman,Inc. Marvin
1-indeman.who resides at 282 West
12th St., former publicity manager
for the Charles Karr Co. of West
Fourth St., and later associated
with National Advertisers,Inc., of
Grand Rapids, has associatedhimself with the concern. Mr. Lindeman for a time also conducted an
advertisingagency in this city.

7

-Up Bottling Co. of Western Michigan

Private funeral services for
Gearge Boerama, 13-year-old son
of Mr. and Mr*. Peter Boersma of
West 18th St, who died Thursday
afternoonat his home from inflamatory rheumatiam, were held at
1:80 p. m. Monday from the home,
followed by public
___
at 2
p. m. from Bethel Reformed
church, the Rev. Charles Stoppela
officiating. Burial took place in
Restlawn cemetery. Dykstra funeral home waa in charge of arrangements. Survivors inc’

>11 of

____

Dayton,

Vanden Brink

two brothers.Jacob of
Grand Rapids and Frank of this
city; and the maternalgrandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wierda,
Sr,, of Allendale;and two nieces.

Dr. A. C. Van Raalte, a minisheaded the party to the now
country,and they establisheda settlement on Lake Macatawa,which
is connected with Lake Michigan
and forms a fine harbor. More followed soon after and the City of
Holland was laid out and ouickly
became the center of the largest
Dutch population in the United
ter,

States.

tern Michigan,but Holland has

to forward cuts used with the Tulip
Festival story. I shall also appreciate your sending me two or three
copies of your Tulip Festival edition.

tion, I

Michigan, in 1930, it could rightfully date back to the year 1847,
when a small colony of pioneers
from the Netherlands made their
way to Western Michigan.

It was inevitablethat in due
time tulip culture would be introduced. Thriving tulip farms artlocated in various parts of Wes-

editor states as follows:

May 2, 1938.
Dear Mr. Mulder:—
I have yours of April 30, and
have today requested our printers

You deserve the best when you are

the authentic.Freedom from commercialism, ballyhoo and carnival
has been rigidly adhered to.
Each year the program of the
Holland Tulip Featival Is varied
from that of the precedingyear for
the benefit of the many repeat visitors. The coming event will include the usual tulip tours, trips
to the tulip farms, which are flood
lightedfor nocturnalvlsltora,open
house on the Steamships North and
South American, Village Green
program with folk dancing,the opening day program with Street
Scrubbing, klompen dancing and
Volks Parade, Parade of Schools
on Children’s Day, which is midWednesday. The great Band Review and Parade of Bands on the
last Saturday, and Dutch psalm
singing on the two Sundays. The
festival is heralded in at 10:00 a.
m. on Saturday, May 14, by the
pealing of the village chimes, at
which time the doors of the Netherlands Museum and a new feature
to be known as "Little Netherlands", will be thrown open to the
public. The latter is an innovation
that will be staged in the big Armory. It is a combined garden show
and reproduction in miniature of
the land of the Dutch, depicting the

held in 1930.

Marquette magazine, official month-

taken the lead. Until a few years
ago, the growing of tulips in America was pursued for the blooms
only. Western Michigan and Oregon, where the climate and soil
seem particularlyadapted to bulb
culture, have seen many Dutch establish large nurseries;and bulbs
are now being produced on a commercial scale, first for greenhouse
forcing and more recently for outdoor growing. One nursery in Holland has plantings estimated at
five million blooms. Many of the
finest varieties are cultivated. The
fields are fllood lighted each night
during the blooming season,which
has become known as “Tulip
Time." “Tulil) Time" has made
the City of Holland, Michigan, a
mecca for the lovers of the pic-

6,

And

Holland Mich.

—

So old traditionshere survive,
And customs quaint are kept alive;
Old skillful arts their time beguile,
worth while.
Which then, as now, madei life wo

Thus saving from the Past what’s best,
it,

remember distinctly that we met
Henry J. Dykhuis at the Montague
depot. He was town marshal at
that villagelong before he came
to Holland, where he later was

I

marshal, chief of police,and sheriff
of Ottawa county. Dykhuis asked
what our luck had been and we
showed him our basket of Ash. He
said that these were the nicest
select mess he had ever seen
esught at Montague. He asked us

where we came from and we told
him Holland. Henry Dykhuis, who
is now living in Holland, often refers to that incident.”

Peter also stated that for many
years he was the fishingpartner
of Judge Umma of Chicago, who
came here every summer. He recollects fishing Round Lake in AlleThe Michigan Tuberculosis As- gan
county with two others and
sociation estimates that approxicatching twenty-nine pickerel,
mately six people were killeH every
the heaviest being nine pounds.
day last year by the White Plague.
The combined weight of
all the pickerel was 106 pounds—
• • •
Deaths from tuberculosis in and coming from “Pete'’ Smith,
China at the present time average veteran fisherman, we know that
about 200 per 100,000 population these fish stories are true “to the
—nearly five times as great as the best of his knowledgeand belief.”
Michigan rate.

• •

To make these blossoms feel at home,
The old homeland they closely comb
For things that thrilled a by-gone age
For facts now gleaned from History’spage.

Forgetting not religious zest

- Slid Peter: "There were no automobiles in those days and we hml
to take the train back to Holland.

ation.

In gardens glow their color groups,
Around their porches, steps and stoops;
On country road and city street,
The long, long lanes of Tulips meet.

—

too,

Just like the Tulips, old and new.
n

•

LICENSE PLATES LOST
BY THOUSANDS YEARLY
Leon D. Case, Secretary of
atate, has renewed his caution to
motorists against haphazard attaching of licenseplates to their

Dr. and Mrs. John Winter of this motor vehicles.
city left Sunday for Chicago,where
Records of the departmentof
Dr. Winter will spend two weeks
state over many years show that
at the Cook County Post Graduate
thousagds of plates are lost in the
School, and will attend Surgical
early part of each license year, inClinic at the Cook County Hospital.
dicating that those who are going
•
to lose plates, lose them shortly
Hostesses for a shower given re- after they attach them to their
cently at the home of Mrs. Wil- care.

• •

liam Klingenberg, West 20th St.,
No definite count of the number
for Miss Myrtle Hulst, a bride-to- of plates actually lost is possible.
be, included Mrs. John H. Jansen, Some, of course, are stolen; others
Mrs. Helen Tula, and Mri. Wil- are mutilated in accidents. A set
liam Klingenberg.Refreshmentsof duplicate passenger or eomd
were served to the following
mercial plates costs $2; municipal
Mre. Gerrit De Vries
plates eost 25 cento. Dealers pay
Mrs. Herman Batts
a pair for their first three seta
Mre. C. Rickers, Mrs.
plates,and |6 per set therebut Subsequentduplicates
indicateloaaes, but rather
the desire to equip additional care
with dealers’ plates for demonskra-

_

Tn P1937°Uwdepartment of state
collected $82,807.75from the sale
of duplicateplates. The 1938 to-

nwSSsWSf

O, “Tulip” » a magic word,
Through every state ite name is heard,
And Holland shares its world-wide fame
As Tulip-Town, a well earned name.

Harry Prins, Mre. William 1
Mre. John Hulat, Sr., Mre. A.

iifg

rSSr

forenoon, after building an improymed reft, and caught altogether
40 select trout, after eating all the
small ones. These 40 trout collectively weighed 41 pounds.

• • •
Tuberculosisis spread chiefly by
close associationwith an individual who has active disease, saya
the Michigan Tuberculosis Associ-

In this new home which they adorn,
Live folks with love for them inborn,
Who tend them with intensivecare,
And plant them almost everywhere.

As]

borne's
i pond. He says tkat on
that nfiht ‘"0lnga™
•ns
in order that _ _______
hermen would
not start out ___
before
_
re the
the deadline
was reached.One
i» of theee dei
deputies
was named Mf. Kennedy, a state
game warden. Later Mr. Kennedy
came to Holland and cleaned up on
the net Ashen In Black Lake in the
early days, who were hard to convict. However, with the help of
tW* newspaper, Mr. Kennedy and
William Alden Smith, later senator, did the trick.

of Zeeland and many other scenes
typicalof the Netherlands of old.
The entire project will be on a acale
of one inch to the foot; little men
and women, six inches in height,
domesticanimals, vehicles, dwellings and all other objects of corresponding size. It is the intention
to make tnis a permanentfeature
of the Tulip Festival,to be augmented from year to year.

floral friends, the Tulips, came
found a new place for their fame.

The present mingles with

and

dikes, dams, fieldsof tulips, quAint
fishermen'svillages, the sand dunes

From Fatherland to Colony—
From North Sea to our inland sea,
Our

— V£ w^

quette tracks on E.
later burned,
startedfrom

Zuider Zee, windmills,canals,

Flowers and Folks
Ralph Schepers, R. R.

Pstsr Smith has been a trout
Asher for flfty years and has just
retained with Hyo Boa from the
trout streams in Oceana county.
During these 60 years Peter has
never missed a trip on tbs trout
streams in season. This rear he
brought home 80 beauties. His
trip was made with Landlord

occasions.
In this city, which la the center
of 30,000 people of Dutch birth of
deicent, the inatitution of “Tulip
Time” has attained International
note because of Ita adherence to

14-22.

sands of persons have been attracted to SouthwesternMichigan
bv the annual Blosson Festival.
The first Tulip Time Festivalwas

ly publicationof these two
tems, surely recognizes the
POUR YOUR OWN

May

Since that time tee Ashing in
shantieshas become the most popular of winter sports. Today there
are largs ice villages, hundreds of
them in groups.

turesque and beautiful.
By no people in the United States
have the quaint customs of a fatherland been treasuredmore than by
those from the Netherlands of
Europe, not as a daily usage, but
as a vehicleof enhancing featival

_ __

eman, Mre. John HulsL Jr., Mrs.
E. Edcwaard, and Mre. Harry
Hulst; and the Misses Beatrice
Ttenmer, Bernice Hulst, Kty Hulst
and Aims Bulat.

folks who have not been accustomed to seeing these things.

The Tulip Festival and the
Publicity

A

It

Has Brought shoes

miniature pair of wooden
to an American is a wonder-

ful keepsake.

A great mtny things can be said nual Tulip
about Tulip Time— its beauty, its this city.
unique features, its almost instant
popularity, in fact, we might go on
indefinitely.Much

of what

is

said is true, but few persons,
who are not in intimate touch with
our annual flower celebration, can
realize the publicity that this an-

A small Dutch windAmer-

Festival has brought to mill is a "joy forever”to an

ican child, and even the adults give
The Festival is what a newspaper a smile of satisfaction when they
man would call “A Natural." The watch the whirling of the blades.
things that are seen here brings
To show how popular these
about a spontaneous interest, not
so much among the Hollanders,but wooden shoes are, it will be rememamong all classes of American bered that when the Republican
National Convention was staged in
l>eople.The costumes,footwear,the
customs, the landscapes,the wind- Cleveland,the delegationfrom here
composed of Andrew Klom^arens,
mills and dikes, have an appeal to
John Arendshorst, Vaudie Vanden
Berg and the writer, took over five
hundred pairs of miniature wooden
shoes. Some of them were pinned
on the uniforms of waitressesat the
hotel where the delegationstopped.
Within an hour, waiters, guests
and bosses alike, beseiged the delegate tables, begging for wooden
shoes. A wire was sent to “Chet”
Van Tongeren of the Dutch Novelty Shops, and he rushed a thousand
more pairs. Before the week was
half over, and they were sparingly
distributed, this thousand had also
been depleted. No matter where the
delegationstopped,the news of the
“wooden shoe men" had been thoroughly broadcast. The appeal was
instant. That was one kind of
publicity.

Early in the game, when the
Tulip Festivalwas Just beginning
to be recognised,a large empty
store on State Street, Chicago, was
ased_to publicizethe Tulip Festivat. Two pretty young maids,
ias properly dressed in Dutch garb, were in
the window of this State Street
store. There was a profusion of
paper tulips, large Dutch landscape,
pictures of Holland,Michigan, and
Holland,The Netherlands,and that
display brought a furor amongst
Chicagoans. It was the most popular window on State Street, and it
wasn’t long before the Chicago
newspapersbegan to recognize it
and make inouiries,and stories
about Tulip Time soon followed.
Exhibit of Chicago-Dnluth Geor- Festival programs were handed I occasion. The above-named com- The picture of the young ladies
accompanies this article. That was
gian Bay Transit Co. at Detroit out by this Dutch girl, to whom we l,)any is the own<T of the North and another form of publicity.
Carden Show, 15,010 Holland Tulip furnisheda Dutch coslume for

this MonlXpSt' Ho,,and*

dockln«

.

mmi

Some two

vears ago

fit

The bitch String at the

"If

arm Friend” Establishmentis Always Hanging Out

THE HOLLAND FURNACE COMPANY
Extends Greetings to thz Tulip Festivil Visitors
THE HOLLAND FURNACE COMPANY, the largest mckers and

in-

greetings to the thousands of guests who are to
come to Holland during the next ten days. The publicity of Holland’s unique
and colorful annual festival has been given through press, magazine and ov*r the
air. We wish to say, however, that this publicity has been augmented through
the literature that the Holland Furnace Company has been sending cut, covering
the United States and Canada through 4500 Holland Furnace Company employstallers of furnaces,

extends

its

ees scattered throughout the nation at factories and branches,
boosters for Holland’s outstanding celebration during the beautiful

who have been
month oi May.

several

automobiles laden with Dutchmen,
boys and girls, and the newspaper
fraternity of Holland, went to Lansing, Michigan, while the legislature was in session. There were at
least fifty young ladies and a score
of young men all “klompen"shod
qnd decked out in the rest of the
Hollandish regalia. They clattered
into the State Capitol.The whole
pToup "klomped" their way over
’he nrincipalstreets with the astonished ponulation gaping at the
'iruo-unlsight. One thousand tulips,
fre«h blooms, were brought to the
capitol building. The House called
a recess, invited the Senate in. and
a joint meeting was held to hear

what Holland. Michigan, and its
"klompen"brigade had to say.
Representative Ed Brouwer collectivelyintroduced the Holland
delegation and the young ladies
went through the chamber and
pinned a tulip to the coat lapel of
each Senator and Representative,
gave the Governor a large bouquet,
and then started spreading
tulip cheer into every office of the
capitol. They closed their com;"<r with the song "When It’s
Tulip Time in Holland." As

the sneaker said, “This is the
most delightful moment of the entire session, and we surely will be
there"— and they were, including
the governor.

A show window on State Street, Orcago, that act the metropolisof the middle west all agog.

That capitol building, if it could
speak, could tell some tales, undoubtedly; but if the capitol building had ears, the clatter of the
“klompen” on the iron and stone
stairs would never be forgotten.
Another form of publicityoccurred when Northern Michigan
had its Cherry Festival and the
“Queen" was taken to Holland by
plane. "Bill" Connelly soon had a
score of pretty girls from Holland, arrayed in their Dutch costumes. to meet the “Cherry Queen."
The "Queen" was presented with
a dainty pair of wooden shoes that
lust fit her. The shoes were embellished with ornamentations,telling of the event. In reciprocation,
the "Queen” presented the Dutch
bevy of girls with basket* of luscious cherries.The pictureof this
event is also found in this article.

Then when the new Saugatuck
road was opened and twenty-five
thousand soldiers gathered in Allegan County two years ago, our Tulip Time trademarks simply dominated the opening of this road.
There were thousands of strangers
nresent and the delight over this
tulip backgroundwas overwhelming. There were many wooden shoes
which “changed hands” at that time
from Holland civilians to "Uncle
Sam’s" soldiers. Holland’s Tulip
Festival for days was the talk of

-

men in uniform throughoutthat

Holland’s representationby boat a t the Saugatuck regatta and Venetian Night three years ago. Theirs
------’**'» a prize winner.
-

-----

:A.\>

«
orJt

.

“TWO-LIP” TIME IN

Sax

i

camp, and there were thousands in
those tented cities.

When Grand Haven celebrated its
100th Anniversary three years ago,
where at least 100,000 people gathered, William M. Connelly, of the
Chamber of Commerce, managed to
hold over at least one section of
the Tulip Festival parade for the
Grand Haven celebration. Holland’s representation
took instantly
with the crowd. Holland graced an
entire division. It was appreciated
by Grand Haven and Holland's
featuringof Tulip Time was broadcasted over the entire nation.
When Grand Rapids held its furniture anniversary and floats were
needed, Holland brought a prize
winner with its windmillfloat. When
'he State American Legion Convention and encampment was held
•here. Holland put in another windmill float, which got the applause
from the sidelines.

On two

occasions the windmill

HOLLAND

The warn hearts ol h--ppy children make warm the hearts ol the older grown.
The warm radiationol a

Warm

Friend heating unit makes

warm

'he hearr ol the home.

The Holland Furnace Co. was founded in this city more ih*n ihiity }eais
ago. From a very humble beginning it has grown to tienendcus propertiens
and

is

considered by the entire city of Holland as a potent factor as this relates to

the well-being of this

community. Some conception can be gleaned when

considered that thirty years ago the
half

“Warm Fiiend” establishment

started

it is

with a

dozen employees backed by two far-seeing men. Today the company has 400

branches dotting the nation, three large plants, the largest at Holland, 400,
branch managers, from 1200-1800 salesmen, 2000 installers and 400 cleaning ma
chines in service, not including the hundreds of plant workers during the peak of
the seison. It is not our intention to “talk shop” any further than that the contrasting figures between thirty years ago and today would indicate that the product, namely, Holland Furnaces, has great merit and plays an important part in
making comfortable the homes of the American people. Again we welcome you
to Holland, Michigan, the city of homes and the place “where folk really live”

float went to Benton Harbor’s Blos-

;om Time, where it was witnessed
by thousands. Some of these floats
ire representedon this page. That

Holland Windmill float at Grand Raplda Furniture Exposition.

•v-u.

One thousand musicians in a band tournament blow

their horns for Holland’sTulip Festival months before the big

event

Birds-eye

View

RiS:

of Holland Plant
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^
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
TWO

that— the editorstake it immedi- Netherlands can atill boast of the land, picturing the Tulip Festival ment also featured all the Dutch NEW CAR MAKES
QUICK OCEAN TRIPS
ately because they know their read- largest Tulip bulb market in the in Holland,Michigan, showing that embellishments that are seen durPublicity It Has Brought ers want to hear and see every- world.
even in foreign lands the press ing Tulip Time. The band concerts
No wonder there is an appeal to
(Continued from page 2)
One Detroit-made automobile
considers it “good copy."
and contestshave created a furor
thing there is to hear and see about
Because a Tulip Festival is "A
this colorful flower which fits perthis
unusual
Tulip
Festival
with
which
traveledprobably farther in
among
contesting
bands
and
even
is still another form of advertis- Natural,” it is “good copy” for the
An event or a celebrationmust
fectly in a Holland background.
be very high class and appealing more organisationsthan last year shipment than it did under its own
newspapers.What we mean by its millions of tulips. There is
in*
something appealing about a tulip; Add to that the colorful Dutch
blic '
•
to the public
before the
moving are clamoring to get a place on the power, for the first year of ita
its history is so unusual; the circostumes, the story of the dikes, picture industry will pay any attenprogram this year. There you have life, was recently turned up in
cumstances under which they were
tion. One reason naturally would
raised surroundedwith so many the windmills and wooden shoes, be that it costs tremendoussums a thousand musicians and their recordsof the Department of State
legends and outstanding happen- and you have a nerfect setting for of money to complete a reel of families and friends talking Tulip at Lansing.
ings makes it unique and popular a city named Holland, the cradle
anything in the movie line. How—and there cannot help but be of the Hollanders of this nation. ever, to come a long way to Holland Festivalfor at least three months Late in 1936, a new 1937 model
created a certain appeal when this Newpaper men know that; there- with an entire outfit costs the movie before the event. The newspapers rolled off the assembly lines of a
(lower happens to be the center of fore, most of the publications in the
of thirty cities,from which these Detroit factory,to be shipped to
entire nation have printed thou- industryconsiderable and still more
j the entire celebration. While tulips
bands come, will herald news Germany. There it was purchased,
money
to
finish
up
the
reel
and
to
sands upon thousands of columns of
I originated in Turkey, in reality
ship duplicationsto every theatre through their columns.
reading
matter,
augmented
by
they were propogated in The Neththousands upon thousands of pic- in the United States and to forerlands. The Holland City News at
It is evident that there is praceign countries.
one time printed the story of how turCs about our Tulip Festival, for
tically no end to the publicity that
The Holland City News receives Holland,Michigan,receives through
folk left their business, their fac- which Ifbllandhas not paid one
letters from many points abroad all these sources. It is no wonder
tories, their jobs, to raise tulip penny.
The fact is, metropolitan dailies, —north, south, east and wCst, that more than a half million peobulbs for the rest of the world. The
whole nation became crazed about as well as countryside weeklies, from Holland folks who have ple visit Holland during the tentulip raising. Big money was paid have begun clamoring for copy moved away. Every letter express- day event, and this throng has
for a single bulb, then the market since the opening of spring. Maga- es elationover the fact that Hol- been coming and going, leaving
became saturatedand the tulip bub- zines and trade papers, railroad land, Michigan, was shown in the well satisfied. They say, with one
publications,
have theatre in the town in which they accord, “A clean, wholesome, ele»rt pul
ble burst. Although this Tulip circulars, resort
Bevy of Holland girls at the State Capitol three years ago.
craze occurred centuriesago, The been keeping
ig “Bill” Connellv busy now live. They are earnest in their vating, constructive celebration,
furnishing
.......... „ piictures and feature desire to let their home newspaper free from ‘ballyhoo,’ free from
stories of the Tulip Festival in in Holland know that the Tulip Fes- commercialization,free from anyMay. One ready-print newspaper tival has been shown and appre- thing
syndicate furnishes
reading mat- ciated there.
»h
further that "the entire festivity
ter to at least 10,000 weekly newsThe Chamber of Commerce re- has a complex of culture and repapers, who jointlymail to every ceives thousands of letters after a finement.'
comer of the nation millions of
copies. How many millions of film has been released showing

The Tulip Festival and the

*

and shortly thereafter,brought
Its

by

owner back to Detroit, hit homo.

Friedrich Hopfleld,2275 Cahrert
Avenue, Detroit, bought the car at
Koln-Solz, Germany, on Nor. 11.
1936. The unusual history of the
car waa revealed when the owner
appliedto Leon D. Case, Secretary
of State, for a Michigan title. Employees of the Departmentof State
were hard pressed trying to read
the German title. It waa in the form
of a pamphlet, voluminous with toformation— all in German.

FURNITURE
OF

..

UISTINCTION AT A

•

Hunter Seea Albino Deer
copies of newspapers, magazines, Tulip Festivalpictures. We might
weeklies and dailieshave carried go on indefinitely pointing out oththe story of Holland’s Tulip Fes- pr avenues of publicity;for inRock Chartierof Muskegon, who
ung Holland lady was
tival is difficult to estimate. The stance,a young
has hunted deer around his home
Holland City Nows even has issues asked to give a musical treat emcity of Manistique since he was a
of newspanersfrom India, South bracing Holland music some time boy, saw his first albino deer this
America, The Netherlands, Eng- ago at Cadillac. This entertain- year, and never fired a shot.
Chartier saw the big white buck
near Lake City, but it being his
first sight at an albino, he did not

PRICE BY

CHARLES R. SLIGH

COMPANY

fire.

"I just stood there and watched
that oeer when I had a good shot
a’ him," Chartier said.
Several hunters also saw an albino in Mason County.

BEST STATE COSTUMES

— Old Dutch costumes and

We

join in inviting out-of-town folk to our

annuil

Tulip Festival

wooden shoes won

for the best costumed Michigan delegationin the Endeavor parade.

for Holland the prize
The Holland visitors,too, had a large

windmill, but the judges rouldn't very well give Holland two of the prizes,so the float prize went elsewhere.

We Welcome You!
WARM

HEN

FRIEND TAVERN was

years ago, u already
lady in ihis picture,
fire

ture

shows

the spinning wheel in front of the

at

place in the lobby

typical things in ihe

is

14 years older today but this pic-

Neiherlands. The Tavern’s Dutch com-

plex includes ihe dress of the bell boys;

Holland boys passing out Tulip Time programs at the gate-way of
the city.

dedicated fourteen

was Dutch and Tulip Minded. The

and the signs over the entrance

give a Holland smack to this popular hostelry.

Cherry Queen flies to Holland and is greetedby our Klompen dancers at the local airport3 years ago.

Holland'sTulip and Windmill float at Benton Harbor.

Holland and Its Windmill and Tulips greet Uncle Sam’s soldiers in Allegan County at opening of l'S-31
lo Saugatuck two years ago.

Holland at Spring Lake street opening three years ago.

AAAAAAAAAkAAAAAAAAAAAAA*
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Over

the

main entrance you

meaning “Welcome Strangers”
a friend of the place

and

will find

When

“Welkom

V

reemdelingen”

the guests depart he has

in leaving this

become

sign meets his eye ‘ Vaarwell

Vri-nden”,meaning “Farwell Friend"
Well,

Warm

stranger and we

Friend Tavern

is all

prepared to meet friend and

know that this colorful Tulip Tine

will

make

all

who

come, friends of Holland and friends we hope, of this fine fireproof hotel
with

its

beautifulsurroundings,with its pleasing, comfortable sleeping

accommodationsand

its

cuisine possibilitiesunexcelled.

W'e Welcome You All!
JU

*

manttJfrhntiiSaucnt
if93i

•
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Telling New York about Tulip Time in

.

May. HoDand American Legion Delegation on
summer.

HOWARD
Headquarters of Tulip Time Adlcitles

L1LLARD, Mgr.
''-I'

£:i»

J

m
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and Chamber of Commerce
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Fifth Avenue in the national metropolislast
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ApparentlyThey are Expecting a Surprise

r-

LOCAL NEWS

I

to

Eliiabeth Van Appledoorn,
daughter of Mr. and Mr«. John Van
Appledoorn, 50 East 10th St., has

r

I

garden vegetables. Big, tender peas,

Mark Old

delicate beans, crunchy carrots

and

a host of others — all

slow-cookedIn

own juices! There’s not a bit
of meat or meat stock in Heinz
their

Vegetarian Vegetable Soup, and so
it

makes an

Try

ideal dish for fast days.

or dinner — soon.
Or, if you prefer soup with rich
meat stock, ask for Heinz Vegetable
Soup. You’ll like them both!
it for lunch

Members of Elizabeth Schuyler
been accorded mention on the
Sophomore honor list at Oberlin Hamilton chapter, Daughters of the
Conservatory of Music, according AmericanRevolution, Thursday accepted the report of a committee
to word received here.
• •

li

to taste like the best
vegetable soup you ever ate! You
get all the fine flavor of choice

Indian Trail

Miw

to

be

home way

4AaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA«
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want your vegetable soup

juat so— and that’s why
you’ll like the new Heinz Vegetarian Vegetable Soup. It’s made the
I

;

&e

•thUtwAuf it tastes
youR soup/

of that organizationwhich outlined

•

P*an® for the landscapingand
marking the historic Waukazoo
trail at the trianglewhich lies at
the intersectionof the Ottawa
Keach and Waukazoo roads. Miss
Lida Rogers and Miss Martha
Sherwood, committeemembers,
have expressed hopes that the

Dr. Samuel M. Zwemer, emeritus
professor of History of Religion
ai,d Chri*ttan Missions at Princeton Theologicalseminary, is a delegate to a conferenceat Mildmay,
Ijondon. He sailed April 22 aboard
tha S. S. Bremen for England, and

jSjT1*

10 retUrn here

• • •

C-X»A

HOME-

SOUPS

STYLE

4:

80metimein county will aid in the project. Miss
Laura Boyd, regent, presided at
the meeting, which was held at

O'r<ro'o,°

In keeping with its record since

•n"a°r

E.«hX °Sft

1?24' Ho'1*"')
Christian high school has again

... *O<'0

J' P-

Devotions were in charge

TJL

,

of

PT,C*d on the credited list
PE- DeWeese and Mrs. Marof tha University of Michigan, actha Robbms. The Mesdames B. M
cording to word received late last
Raymond, W. J. Olive, and R. D
week by Superintendent John A.
Esten were appointed as a nomiSveta.
nating committee to report at the
Mr* John George and Mrs. Fred next meeting. Mrs. Orien S. Cross,
*J7ick Hanchett. and Mrs.
dt/ »tt«M*ed the K. r . Adler, presented a report on
National P.T.A. conference in Bathow
funds
for the Waukazoo projtle Creek last week.
ect might be raised. A letter from
-o
regard to
SON OP HOLLAND BUSINESS Beth Marcus, local goodm citizenship
MAN GRAND HAVEN’S CITY pdgrim, was read by Miss Boyd.
A gift was presented Miss Man™
ATTORNEY

fS5». 5

sof

m
Spick 'Ut

pp

61

4
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No changes in

V

left for

^

•m

Hartman A rending was given by
'i0 u Partrid8*'and music,
th' Gr*^ H.v.n arranged by Mrs. C. Vander Meu-

•onon
^

AMo^v'w

'

fcl.v

'Xg

MM

WSm

Wtti

were

the len, was in the form of piano solos
*ame as last year./
Seymour Justema was reappoint- by Miss Elizabeth Kools. Mrs. E.
. “rooks was m charge of the soTm*^fer at » «lary of
eon
2neJhKCMf2!l0Wed' A lunch'
Po€l’ city c'crk,
din?!?'000!*

"

m"

to suc-

,

<V vX;

v.v

;

dntive concerned with a dicussion of the
offices,other than that o
o-fT,oward
flag, was arranged by Mrs. E. V.
W. Pant as dty attorney

™

M

wm
,

Washington.A patrioticmeeting,

the

_*?'•**,

Frie^

VOTED THE

m

Wa™

he t Mty 12 at
iT^. Vanden Bosch, friend Tavern
by the group.
Cl!!JkPat |1‘4605
Z™1’ city attorMr' Ftnt !• the son

Md

Miss Alma Kammeraad, daughZ0t Mi-™te
8nd Mr8- Ed KammerNo. 4, became the
bride last Wednesday afternoon of
ZntP^rpTd^K
ot
the coun«l Jumes Nysson, son of Walter Nvsand Philip Rosbach. member of the

a

•

at

kaU8e/f'»/VefCb„ -^4
tu S°r>ch he.

\

m

n°wa

£

Su,

oho plan t0 re8>de
arp on a short

the northern
part off8r*i!np.throUgh
the state.

GRAND^HAVe'nT TOO, WILL

______
__
Board of Education of the City of HoUand, be,

^ely.^d

m

i?1'’

Holland, Mich., May 5, 1938.

WHEREAS, the

m

H e,n

loy.

Q

you. ’nr \u!u°
ayi

Japmga and Miss Lucy Kammeraad, sister of the bride. Mr. and

PROPOSED VACATING OP W.
MRD ST. BETWEEN MAPLE
AND WASHINGTON AVES.

Vr
to

nerform^H

D0*rt ofJ,JlPerv«o« as special as’n 8 cerernony
a«ssor. Edward Soule, city asse- TWhTTJ
parRonaPe of the
sor, was appointed the third MonWi M.nfv0”?!6! Ci,Urch' the Revjjjv in January at a salary of $1,- William Van t Hof officiating.Attendants on the couple were Henry

MTPOKijJt

mi

.Wrj- Ftnt- own*r of the HolJaiid Monument Works.
Janies Van Wessera was ap-

are th u'

u

thcy

fn* fo gr^®
/avon,e

T'y: »'•< h'^P'y

r

Wj»V

*°

^°9ton''9rty '

St. ^“Ce-

a^0^'

,

HAVE FLOWER SHOW
h^a/j

•^10

Aul ltj1e st*te Gladiolus show to
be held at Grand Haven Aug. 19
to ^.1 at the Robbins warehouse
on Water Street there will be two
special days.

CHu

discontinueand abolishsaid street

Saturday Aug. 20, members of
between Maple and Washington Chambers of Commerce in Western
Michigan will be invited to attend

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLV- the show at the invitation of the
that th^ Common Council of Grand Haven Chamber of Com-

the City of Holland deem it advisamerce and the Grand Haven Garble to vacate, discontinueand abolden club, sponsoring the show, and
ish said W. 23rd St. between Maple
Sunday garden clubs from all secand WashimrtonAves.
tions of the state will be Urged to
And the Common Council of the

City of Holland hereby appoints
Wed., June 1. 1938, at 7:30 P. M.
in the Council Rooms of the City
Hall as the time and place when
he Common Council will meet to
heer objectionsto same.
By Order of the Council.
Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.

I'
^

•'

r

L

O
A
N
S
HOLLAND
STATE

'
K
•.
^

attend. Holland Chamber of Commerce is also invited.
Tours through the beautifulgar( , . v
dens on Spring lake and in this
vicinity will be arrangedfor the
j
’f; **.• '’W'
visitors and the Grand Haven
groups will put forth special effort
to make the trip worth while.
Grand Haven has been honored
this year as it is the only city in
Michigan that has secured the state
,
show for two consecutive years.
The policy is to move the show
'
among larger cities in Michigan.
v
Due to the extreme success of the
show last year, both from a financial point and numbers exhibiting
and attendance,the officers decided to bring it to Grand Haven
again.
A special $5 prize will be offered
this year to any local grower exhibiting the best single spike. Children in the schools,who planted
bulbs last year and who have been containing over three million multi-colored tulips in full bloom. The Tenth
unfortunatewith them may secure Annual Tulip Festival will be held May 14 through May 22.
other bulbs through the courtesy
The more colorful and interesting activitieswill be broadcast over a
of the Garden club by notifying
CBS national hook-up on May 14 from 1:00 to 1:30 P. M. EST. A welltheir teachers.

; w.

•

ficers to impose undue restrictions
Member, Library Board— Henry
on motorists but the recent appeal Geerlings.
to the council to allow bicycle
Member, Hospital ’Board— Mrs.
riders the use of the sidewalks Margaret Olive.
brought up the subject of danger
Member, Health Board— Otto P
to bicyclists because of speeding Kramer.
cars.
1 Member— Board of Appeals—

t/m
I#-

V**

’4•

|

Alderman James Van Wessem 3 yrs.—R. W. Everett.
suggested at council meeting
Members of Harbor Board— Harthat signs be erected at the ry Harrington,Henry Vander Schel,
several entrances to the Andrew Klomparens,Andrew Hycity warning motorists of the ma, B. A. Mulder, E. C. Brooks,
speed limitations there as he feels Henry Prins.
the motorist is due some consideraMembers of Playground Comtion, especially visitors,as there is mission — George Damson, Andrew
npthing more detrimental to a Klomparens,Andrew Hyma, Edcommunity than a reputationas a ward Brouwer, Jacob Zuidema,L.
speed trap.
B. Dalman.
The following officers were elecSigns are being placed around
the city, city manager Justema ted by ballot:—
City Inspector and Welfare consaid, with speed warnings in
the hope that motorists will ob- tact man— Ben Wiersma.
serve care and good judgment in
Member of Park and Cemetery

entitled' “An Ordinance to Provide for the Payment of salaries
of Certain Citv officersfor the Year
A. D., 1938," asked concurrence
therein and recommended its pas-

I

propositionas outlined.
Adjourned.
Oscar Peterson, City Cler
On motion of Aid. Prins, secondHKT
ed by Smith,
sage.

The report />f the Committee
was adopted and the Ordinance
placed on the order of “Third Reading of Bills."

Third Reading of

NOTICE OF SALE OF CITY

PROPERTY

Rills

An Ordinance entitled"An Ordinance to Provide for the Payment of Salaries of Certain City
officers for the Year A. D., 1938,"
was read a third time, and

Swamp Land Between 5th and

6

Sts., West of College Avenue

Holland, Mich., May 5, 19
Holla
On motion of Aid. Prins, sec- has received an offer of $150.001
onded by Smith,
a atrip of swamp land descrit
RESOLVED, that said Ordin- as:
ance do now pass.
Beginningat a point on t
driving and thus avoid possible ar- Board— Cecil Huntley.
North line of 6th St. 86tt
Carried unanimously.
rest and payment of a $10 fine.
Member Board of Appeals to fill
East of the S.E. Corner of Lot
vacancy— 1 yr.— John Arendshorst. It was moved by Alderman Prins,
Block 21, thence North para!
»»»>»»»»»>»»»»»»>»»»»»»>» Member Board Public Works to seconded by Kleis,
with Central Ave. a distance
fill vacancy— Joe Geerds.
That the Common Council ap264 ft. to the South line of £
Member PlaygroundCommission point Mr. Tony Beyer as poundSt., thence Weat along 6th St.,
4444444444M44444l444mMM««4444—Harry Koop.
master for the ensuing year. In
distance of 173 ft, 'thenceSou
The Council then proceeded to commenting on this proposition,it to the North line of Lot 1, then
Holland, Mich., May 2, 1938. consider the Salary Ordinance.
was stated that it had been tenta- Southeasterly along the Nor
Committee on Ways and Means tively agreed to pay Mr. Beyer a
• • •
line of Lots 1 and 9 to place
known radio announcer and commentator will described Festival and
reported
for
introduction
an
OrdinThe Common Council met purbeginning,and—
straightsalary of $12.50 per week
FORMER SHIPMATES OF
ring to the microphone well-known movie celebrities present.The
suant to Charter provisions for ance entitled “An Ordinance to plus $1.00 for each dog that he imWHEREAS, this property is n
CAPTAIN MARTIN GIVE
the purpose of making the ap- Provide for the Payment of Salar- pounds. It waa stated in this con-, being used or useful for pub
HIM SHIPS CLOCK noiiand Furnace Company is sponsoringthe broadcast.
pointments of the various city of- ies of Certain City Officers for the nection that Mr. Beyer will use purposes, and
Year A. D., 1938”. and recommend- •an enclosed truck, and patrol' the
ficers and fixing the salaries.
WHEREAS, it is the iudgme
Captain Edward Martin, retired
Present: Mayor Henry Geerlings ed ita passage. The Ordinance was City to pick up stray dogs.
of the Common Council of the Cl
the first of the year after over 40 soon after Capt. Martin retired April by the Grand Haven city poread
a
first
and
second
time
by
ita
years as an employe of the Grand but he left for a trip to Florida lice for trafficviolations, of which and Aldermen Kleis, Prins, Drink*
The qeation was raised aa to the of Holland that it would be to t
title, and
Trunk railway, and former mai- before it could be presented. The 21 were for speeding, totaling $223 dater, Kalkman. Brouwer, Oudedispositionof these dogs ’and it advantageof the City of Holla:
On motion of Aid. Prins, secondler of the carferry Madison, has clock is a handsome one and aa the in 'traffic bonds collectedby that mool, Steffens, Ketel, Huyser, Menwas stated that Mr. Beyer had a to dispose of this property,
ken, Vogelsang,Smith, and the ed by Smith,
THEREFORE,BE IT RESOU
been presented with a handsome ship’s bells peal out to mark the city.
place to impound them outside the
Clerk.
The Ordinance was referred to City where they would not be a ED, that the city of Holland ahi
ahip’a clock by his former ship- watches, Capt. Martin will go back
Complaints have been made reThe Council then proceeded to the Committee of the Whole and nuisance to anyone.
vacate, discontinueand abolishat
mates and aacodates of the Grand in memory to the many years he
sell at private sale for the afor
Trunk. • t
spent aboard ship where the hours cently that many violate the speed the appointment of the aeverai! placed on the General Order of the
It
was
further
stated
that
under
said sum, UNLESS a better pri
The clock was brought a few of the day and night are marked' ordinancewhich is 20 miles per City officers.
the present system there was conMayor appointed Aldermen Menis offered, the above describe
General Order of the Day
days ago to the Martin home in off by bells, from one to eight, hour in the residential sections and
siderable dissatisfaction due to the
Grand Haven by Capt and Mr* instead of the usual .number of 15 in the business districts. While ken and Brouwer as tellers.
On motion of Aid. Prins, sec- fact that the present poundmaster property,and
It was moved by Alderman onded by Smith,
RESOLVED further, that tl
Walter Braithwaite and James Me- strikes to indicate the 12 hours of
did not have a vehicle for either
these restrictions are npt followed Brouwer, secondedby Vogelsang,
Kemie, chief engineer.ofthe 8. 8. the day and night.
The
Council went Into the Com- patrolingthe City or pickingup the Common Council of the City
to the letter. Chief of Police LawHolland designate Wednesday, Jut
That the Council proceed by bal- mittee of the Whole on the General
Madison. Capt. Braithwaite sucdogs.
rence De Witt and- his officersare lot unless otherwise agreed upon
15, 1988, at 7:30 P. M. at the Cil
ceeded Cept. Martin aa master of GRAND HAVEN MAKES MONEY
Order, whereupon the Mayor callAldermen Vogelsang and Huymaking efforts to curb speed and
unanimousvote.
the Madison. Mrs. Martin was
ed Alderman Steffens to the chair. ser questioned the advisabilityof Hall as the time and place wht
ON SPEEDERS; COLLECTS other violations.Chief De Witt byThe
following officers were appresented with a beautifulbouquet
After some time spent therein, making any change until the mat- the Common Council shall meet
$223 IN APRIL
said recently the only way is by pointed by acclamation:—
of roses.
the
Committee arose and through ter was given thorough considera- hear objectionsthereto and to r
arrests and payment of fines.
ceive. other bids if any are pr
City Engineer— Jacob Zuidema. ita Chairman,reported having had
The clock waa purchased very
tion.
There were 31 arrests made in
It is not the purpose of the ofsented.
Mayor pro tem— Peter Huyser. under considerationan ordinance
After some explanation,however.
OSCAR PETERSON, City Clei

m

WHEREAS, the City of

COMMON COUNCIL

<

•

BANK

on the part of Aldermen Brouw
and Prins, the Council decided
n unanimous vote to appoint N
Tony Beyer in accordance with tl

•

*

.
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TULIP FESTIVAL NEWS
RELEASE

Netherlands For
Tulip

AA

A Bunch

of

Holland Charm

A

Thousands of visitors are expectin Holland this week due to the
early blooming of the tulips. To

Time ed

THB LAND OF DIKES BEING accommodatethese pre-festival
BUILT HERE COVERING

3,5®0

SQUARE FEET; TINY VOLENDAM HOUSE 12 INCHES
TALL

tr

Time committoa
announces that The Netherlands
Museum will be open Saturday.

visitors the Tulip

in Tulip

Town

In

Mlsconceptiaa of Hoop
Saakes, Glare Lisarda,ud

Have

the

Bird Ufa

(By Meek B. Stielau
in DstroitNews)

V*; d
‘'Zip"

Nature
Still Believed
By Many Folks

4*1

In addition to
thousands of momentoH of Dutch hisThe Sea, the Canala, Will Hare Dif.
tory and culture, a new and novel
ferent Water Lerela; Gardena
With Waterfalla,Windmill* on
the Dikea; Canal Boat, All
Built to Scale

(By

Myths

Houtman)

Any boy who has access to a pool
or dtoeh will find what la commonly
called

the

borre-kalr

worm

or

“Make." Upon trying to

West Michigan
Construction Co.
Builders of the Best
Concrete Highways

Our work in the past, which has been approved without exception,presages our work for the future. We

commend

heartily

the City of Holland for

ful “Tulip Festival”each

year.

wonder-

its

It is a celebrationof

high order. It takes good roads to get to

it

and Hol-

land has made fine strides, both in Tulips and in good

We

roads.

join the City in welcoming those from

abroad to come and see the Tulips and to enjoy the hospitality extended

by Holland and

vicinity.

West Michigan Construction Co.

identify
the specire, likely as not ho will bo
told that it Is hair from a horse’s
tall which dropped into the water
and, after a certain time, was converted into a living thing. And the
boy can scarcely be blamed for accepting this as a full-fled gefl fact
because the horse-hair worm looks
exactly like a strand of hair from
the Ujl of a horse. This belief bas

One of the major attractionsof
the 1938 Tulip Fete Ls a miniature
exhibit called the Little Netherlands. Held in the Armory, it will
\y'V^x
be open from 9:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m. with a small admission charge
to help pay expenses. The setting
will be oval shaped in the center of
the Armory floor. It is to cover an
area of approximately 3,500 square
been handed down since time Imfeet of which one-third will be Netherlands Museum Across From
memorial, and will proboblf perwater. It was designed to repreCentennial Park
sist for years to come. Some of the
sent a typical cross section of the
older nature books even give direcNetherlands with the quaintness
museum attraction will be pretions how to create horse-hair
and peculiarities of this old country
sented. This will be the first Holwonna by “planting” strand* of
shown in authenticdetail. At the
land showing of the George F.
hair in still water and holding them
north and south ends of the setting
Gets trophies. Comprisingthis exIn place with rocks!
will be gardens in full size with a
hibit are skulls and skins from his
Actually,tha horse-hairworm is
background of cedars. At the east
East African hunting expedition
related to the common threadworm,
center of the oval a rock garden is
and mounted specimens which at
and is a parasite form of life which
planned and opposite this, at the
one time thrilled the many visiinflicts itself on certain inrects,
west center, a marine garden with
tors at Lakewood Zoo; also relics
waterfalls is to be constructed.
of the World War collected by MaWhile these units will be full sise,
jor Gets in France. This museum
parasitefives for months within its
all the rest of the settingis to be
is located in the Masonic Temple
Above is a refreshingpicture of child life. Young America, a la Dutch, at its beat
host, subsist!nx upon fluid taken
at a scale of one inch to the foot
on 10th Street, and will remain
from the blood. When the insect
Thus, the men figures are to be six
in moist surroundinfs,
sum
host is in
the
inches high. The buildings will open until the Festival closes
May 22nd.
fores their way
wai out. lf
Officers elected by the Boy Scout recording
_ secretary, Mrs. Gordon head of the music department of worms force
range from twelve inches for the
find themselves a short
committee at Fennvilleare: Chair- Hoffman; coresponding secretary,
tiny Volendam houses to one hunwiffie
man, J. E. Burch; secretary-treas-Mrs. D. A. Heath; treasurer,Mrs. Western State Teachers’ college, from the water they u
dred inches for the Zaandam lumnerring
will appear as guest criticand con- way to it with the une
ber mill with the windmill on its even*” necessary to completethe urer, John DuBreil; committeemen, W. A. Comey.
of s turtle.
carnivalspirit.
Robert Keag, Guy Teed, Lloyd Philroof.
The goal for this vear is the lift- ductor. The program will Include
Rolls Uka a
lips.
Hie
animal
life
of
Holland
is
widely
known
classical
and
aemling of the balanceof building debt.
The large proportionof water is
We are all familiar with the
shown
in
all
its
angles
from
the
necessary to truly represent the
classicalselections, sung by the legend of the hoop-snake,which is
Officers have been elected as folSaugatuckhigh school will hold entire chorus of 200 voices, which supposed to take the end of Its tail
land of dikes. In this miniature re- plodding milkcart dogs to the
productionthree levels of water are storks whose adoption of one’s lows by the Saugatuck Woman’s its first annual Ma: music festival will include the best musical fit its mouth and roll along like a
sident, Mrs. R. E. Mad- Mav 12 at the school
schc
auditorium groups from high schools of Alle- hoop. This is also now conceded to
used; the sea level as highest, then, chimney top as a home means good club: President,
Mrs.
Frank i under
direction
Miss ____
Margaret
. -. _______
der direc
_____ of ____
, ____
connected with it by loc
gan, Otsego, Plainwell,Wayland be an absolutemyth.
cks for the luck. A flock of ducks under the den; vice presidents,
of boats, the canal
level, drip from the water wheel in the Wicks and Mrs. Irene Sheridan;I Vander Hart. Harper C. Maybee, and Saugatuck.
.
__________
Perhaps the most popular of such
millpond,
the
cattle
offered
in
the
and then the natural level of the
tales is that of ths Glare “Snake"
water in the ditches. While some market place, the horse waiting on
wWch Is able, so we are often
of the many windmills constructed the tow path as the barge is loaded
solemnly told, to reunite itself after
for this exhibit are shown as power with peat, the goat with its
having been broken in two or more
mills for grain milling, lumber cut- forefeet on a wheelbarrow so it can
peris by the blow of a stick. This,
eat
the
thatching
from
the
barn
ting, bark crushing, etc., most of
of cou*??'
Further
roof,
the
sow
witb
its
litter
in
the
them stand close to the ground and
more, this snaka" is really a Usard
are used to pump the ever threat- full activity of mealtime, the team
and belongs to a family of i
ening water up into the canals. Ex- of powerfulPercheronsdrinkinj
cept for the naturallyformed sand from an old well and the herd o
tail of thli creatureIs so precaridunes of North and South Holland, Friesian- Holsteins grazing in l
ously attached to Its body that a
water-saturated
meadow
complete
the Netherlands’low lying area is
Blight blow Will break the connecprotected from the sea by dikes this part of the picture.
tion and leave it in two parts. These
composed for the moat part of
arts do not nioin but, like a numThe buildings reproduced are of
stone and spiles. Almost invari- equal interest to the student of
ber of other lizards, this reptile
ably these dikes serve as road beds. architectureand history. The old
will grow a new tail. He ranges
The road may be concrete or red waterwheel is quaint and creaking
from the Carolines westward to
brick.
“j* northward up the MIsin its action. The next building
In the Little Netherlands, Hol- tells a story of Dutch obstinacy;
un ppi ,VaU** 10 K*nn»B and
land’s continual struggle against it is a duplex and the inmate of one
Wisconsin.
the encroachmentof its mortal half decided to modernize with a
Swallows Young
enemy, water, is dramatically coat of plaster while the other inAnd before leering the subject of
snskes, we must add one more
by those from the Netherlands of Europe, not aa
TULIP FESTIVAL
v.
• fable— the one about the mother
daily usage but as a vehiclefor enhancing feativalsnake either swallowing or harborMAY 14th to 22nd, 1»S8
IN “KLIENE NETHERLANDS”
occasions.
ing the young in her mouth in
In this city, which is the center of 80,000 people
times of danger. In the first place
(Baiter* StendarS Tlaii)
of Dutch birth or descent,the institution of ‘‘Tulip
if she swallowed them they could
Time” has attained internationalnote because of not later be disgorged “as good
Saturday, May 14th
Opening Day
its adherence to the authentic,freedom from com»ome yarn-spinners
Any Hour— Tour Tulip Lanes, Parks and Farms
mercialism, ballyhoo and carnival.
would have us believe, and in the
9 A.M. to 10 P.M.— Little Netherlands Exhibition
Ten years ago the "Tulip Time" idea had its In- second place no snake in these
10 A.M. to 10 P.M. — Netherlands Museum
ception. By 1930 plantings of bulbs had reached
parts has a mouth large enough,
...... ,
10 A.M. to 5 P.M. — Ship visiting hour*
such proportionas to warrant the first festival prowith jaws dislocated, to house
2:00 P.M.— Street Scrubbing Spectacle and great gram
gram. The plantings have bean augmented from even
her rather sizable offspring. Moreyear
to
year and three millionbulbs are now in
Volks Parade, featuring the Klompen Dance.
over, so far as we are able to learn,
(Broadcast over nation-wide networe).
place comprising eight miles of tulip lanes, that is,
young snakes are left largely to
resident ial streets bordered on either side with end8 P.M. to 8:80 P.M.-VillageGreen Program
their own devicesvery soon after
less varieties. Mass plantings in parks and nurthey see the light of day.
series greet the visitors at many
pofnta. The muni
ny pofnta.
iunday, May 15th
In the realm of feather folk we
cipal
park
______________
_______
board
pi
rovidesthe bulbs and handles the
Any Hour— Tour Tulip Lanes, Parks and Farms
ui thW)ry of P*r®nt birds
horticultural
work.
work. Owners of private gardens vie
4 P.M.— Zingen van Psalmen, Vespers wil
with Dutch
teaching their voung to fly. It is
Psalm Singing and organ recital— Hope Chapel. in effort to excel in their tulip displays.
the opinion of many naturalists
The Festival runs for nine days. The opening that the power of flight is almost
ceremony
is
the
scrubbing
of
tne
street.
HunMonday, May 16lh
entirelyinstinctive, but it is condreds of men and women in Dutch costume, the
Any Hour— tour Tulip Lanes, Parks and Farms
ceded that the urge of the young to
men
in puff breeches (pof broeken) and the women
9 A.M. to 10 P.M.— Little Netherlands Exhibition
fly might be awakened by watchin
tight
bodices
and
full
skirts,
and
all
in
wooden
A barnyard scene in the Netherlands reproduced at the Holland Arm10 A.M. to 10 P.M. — Netherlands Museum
ing the parent birds on the wing.
shoes (klompen), engage in making the streets of
10 A.M. to 6 P.M.— Ship visiting hours
In years of careful observation we
ory for Tulip Time.
"Tulip Town" clean and spotless. On the streets
8 P.M. to 8:30 P.M. — Village Green Program
have never witnessedan actual leaare flower rirls with yokes and baskets (bloemennon in flying, but have often seen
raanden) filled with tulips, and milk carta drawn by
Tuesday, May 17th
young martins flutter near the
dogs as in the Land of Dikea. Old men with long
shown. In the construction over sisted that the red brick of a couhome site. Fledglings of other
Any Hour— Tour Tulip Lanes, Parks and Farms
pipe*
and
native
garb
frequent
the
Coffee
Shops
for
10,000 separate pieces of material ple of centuriesago was still good
9 A.M. to 10 P.M.— Little Netherlands Exhibition the daily "Koffie Kletz." The shops abound in species rarely return to the neat
after flying from it. We believe all
were used for the sheath-pilingand enough for him! Its neighbor is a
10 A.M. to 10 P.M.— Netherlands Museum
Dutch merchandise.
evidence points to the fact that
10 A.M. to 6 P.M. — Ship visiting hours
dikes. Most Hollanders lived next marvelous bit of artisanship!It is
birds would know how to fly even
8 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.— Village Green Program
to or actually on the water. To a reproduction of the Rembrant
though they had never seen a flight,
property show this peculiar phase house at Amsterdam and a typical
just as they are able to aing the
Wednesday, May 18th
Children^ Day
TULIP TOURS.
«ong of their kind when they reach
of Dutch life the makers of this example of early 17th century Any Hour— Tour Tulip Lanes, Parka and Farms
Dail
•any. Eight miles of Tulip Lanes, that stage.
exhibitfound it necessary to build architecture. Next is a stepped9 A.M. to 10 P.M. — Little Netherlands Exhibition start River Ave. ((US-31) and 18th St and follow
These are but a few of the na10 A.M. to 10 P.M. — Netherlands Museum
at least a dozen rowboats and al- gable house of a stHJ earlier period.
arrows — Kollen and Centennial Parks with choice ture myths that are repeated year
10 A.M. to 6 P.M.— Ship visiting hours
most as many large canal and fishvarieties
in
beds
of
Dutch
design
—
Windmill
Park,
In the center of the set is a lumber
3 P.M. Grand Parade of Schools— Colorful Pag- with its Dutch Mill and tulips in mass planting— after year, and this constant repeing boats, ranging up to forty intition has caused many people to
mill
copied
from
one
in Zaandam,
eantry on Parade.
ches in length. These boats necesNelis Tulip Farm, with millions of bloom brilliant- accept them as facta. ' ^
10
8
P.M.
to
8:30
P.M.—
Village
Green
Program
and
the
little
ship
building
center,
sitated much study to assure auly flood-lightednightly.
Serenade
to
the
Princess
Beatrix.
thentic detail. The canal boats are where Peter the Great of Russia
OPENING DAY.
the most colorful.The larger of worked incognitoto learn how his
Saturday, May 14th. Official
A mothers’ and daughters’ banthem had cabins in which the en- countrymen should go about the Thursday, May 19th
opening, 10:00 A.M. Hope Chapel Carillon program
tire family of the owner lived all buildingof a great fleet. Next is a
Any Hour— Tour Tulip Lanes, Parks and Farms
followed by Burgemeister's proclamation—Gates of
year ’round. When they are being group of “downtown" houses, the
9 A.M. to 10 P.M.— Little Netherlands Exhibition The Little Netherlandsand Netherlands Museum
tended by about 00. The meet was
towed or poled along the canals on rear of which is down to the canal
10 A-M. to 10 P.M.— Netherlands Museum
will swing open to the public.— At 2:00 P.M. the
dayi too quiet to sail the housewife level and the front ten feet higher
10 A.M. to 5 P.M. — Ship visiting hours
Street Scrubbing, Klompen Dance and great Volks sponsored by the Women’s League
hangs her laundry in the rigging to on the street level. Across the
2 P.M.— Aero Program at Waukaxoo
Parade will get under way. (Broadcast over nation- for Service of the church. A toast
to the mothers was given by Miss
8 P.M. to 8:80 P.M. — Village Green Program
wide network).
d*?. While the boat is tied up at a canal is a church patterned after
Necia De Groot. Mr*. A. De Roos
ZINGEN VAN PSALMEN.
loading wharf the children get a the Dutch Reformed church at
toastmistress. Mrs.
chance to widen their acquaintance Delftahaven where the Pilgrims,in Friday, May 20th
Sunday, May 16th.
beyond their own family. All of July of 1620, met with the congre- Any Hour— Tour Tulip Lanes, Parka and Farms
May 22nd, Vocal and Organ Edith Walvoord gave a talk on,
this queer life is realisticallyshown gation for a farewell service be~
Admission Free.
!^ppreci*tion-WMiM
9 A.M. to 10 P.M.— Little Netherlands Exhibition
Martha Moenlck of South Ameribv characters designed and mod- fore leavingon their trip to AmerPHERLANDS.
10 A.M. to 10 P.M.— Netheriands Museum
ca
gave
a
brief
talk. Mother's Day
ica. There is also a group of Isle
eled for this purpose.
9:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.,
10 A.M. to 5 £.M.— -Ship visiting hours
songs were sung by Mrs. Harold
daily,
except
Sunday.
'Mid
colorful
fields,
gardens
Each of the groupings of minia- of Marken fishermen homes. They
8 P.M. to 8:80 P.M.-VillageGreen Program
%rk;rtnd*B- S. Oudemolen,
ture Dutchmen is an artistic cre- are built on stilts and decidedly 8 P.M.— American Legion Band Concert, High and sea, Dutch artists have reproduced “Old HolMrs. H. Van Dyke accompanying.
ation. The costumes are in color quaint with their red tiled roofs,
School Auditorium— Guest Conductor. Admis- land" in miniature. 8600 square feet of Lilliputian
Netheriands.Among turning mills, passing boats Sn ^'Van Dyke, Un « Mass,
•“ the fifurea are compeHinglytarred walls and white trim
sion Free.
touched up with orange and green
and unique architecture are Dutchmen in action. Mrs. H. Visscher, and Mn. H. Newhouse Presented a brief play. Mrs.
atriping. A rustic setting is proSatsu-iay, Mar 21st
____ r combination
S’
dosed with prayer.
wl __
in the thatched,
painting his beloved Saskia seated Tided
Any Hour— Tour Tulip Lanes, Parka and Farms
Mrs. M. Den Herder and commiton the doorstep of his Amstenkm house and barn, farm unit The
9 A.M. to 10 P.M.— Little Netherlands Exhibition
tee were in charge of supper arNETHERLANDS MUSEUM.
house to a Volendam mother Volendam group is also picturaa|ag 10 A.M. to 10 PJI.— Netherlands Museum
rangements. •
changing the diaper of her child In in the extreme with Ks doorways 10 A.M. to 5 PJf.— Ship visiting hours
Daily, except Sunday.
10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M., Masonic Temple, 19 W.
the aheltered quiet of their tiny between the houses as one odd
1 P.M. — Band Review. Riverview Park.
Several thousand dollars worth
10th St. A priceless collection of antiques, historibackyard built over tho . cnaL feature.
Bleachers,28#. Reserved grandstand. 76#. ReHand-operated drawbridges,
cal record., and objectsof art, presented by Nether- of property damage was incurred
There is the bearded oldster redtserved box Berts, $1.00.
rt midnight Friday when the farm
mg sea tales to a shirtless young greenhouses, cultivated fields, a
4
P.M.— Grand Parade of Bands and Dutch Cos- ,lAndl,I^0??fr Historical Foundation, collaborrtresidenceof Mr. and Mrs. Herman
tar while the dock hands are roll- wayside shrine, a carnival setting,
tumed Unite.
vTllage^grkrn.^0^Sur,'y- Adml“ion
Feiker, which is located about
" barrels from quay to deck. many turningmills and the Queen’s 8 P.M. to 8:80 P.M.-VillageGreen Program
J women frequent the market carriage completes the list of
. _
Dully, except Sun. 8:00 P.lL three miles northwest of Fennville,
at Centennial Park. Folk Dancing—100 youth in was entirely destroyed by fire. An
plnrea and voung ones frolic on the miniature units upon which skilled
Sunday, May 22nd
wheeled stove or. defective flue
sandy beach. The Harken huckster men and trained artiste have
Any Hour— Tour Tulip Lanas, Parks and
___
__
was bUmed for the blase. Loss is
No
sells from his boat to the huis- worked many hapoy months.
partially covered by insurance. Wilvrouw In her doorway.. little girls
and
Num Key. bookkeeper rt the FennLast week Tuesday a social evewith a yellow curt over each cheek
rille Fruit Exchange, discovered
listen to stories while their older ning was spent by members of
the firs. Mr. Key, aseisted by two
co‘
brothers are too anxious to be the Harderwyk. Christian Reformed
“Tulip Time” has made the City of Holland a
men, removed the aged couple to
first one ip" to bother about bath- church, that day marking cessation
safety and rescued much of the
ing suits as they rush from school of men’s and women’s Bible class mecca for the lovers of the picturesque and beau- Th* Fctiral
furniture in the house.
to canal. In a Kermis scene sev- activities for the winter .
eral celebrants are dancing about a The Rev. C. M. Schooll and, pastoi
, Mrs. C D. Van Lopjk is visiting
merry-go-roundIt is evident they of the church, was presented with
her brother,Earl Kardux in New
believed many “alukjes van jan- ft gift by the Bible class groups.
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Charles Lowing was declaredelectand wu called to order by the
ed chairman or the board for the
Tfe work of tl* troop It mtlroljr rolun- chairman, Mr. Lowing.
ensuing year.
tarp aad ttt uptattt aro nominal but IU
Present at roll coll: Messrs. Zyl- Stegenga,Heneveld,
. Tor Avest,
Mr. Lowing as permanent chair- only meant of wttUog rack optaan It stra, Havedink,Hassold, Heribff,
Garbrecht, Szopinski Bottoms,
through
the
cooperation
of
tko
MtUlUoa.
man announced that the first order
wtod that n>ur Spite* Mo- Lowing, Hendrych, Eilander, Smal- Slaughter, Martin, Mohr, Cook,
of business would be for the elec- tion will taka plant about tko aiMdlo of legan,
Soule, Ros
Rosbach, Misner, Van Ark,
tion of a vice chairman.
*rit JOtatK I am again ronowtag my ro»
Aveat,
Geerlings,Poatma, Do Cook, ParMr. Parsons moved that the quo* for pour farorablaeon.ida rationof
______ __ •one, Ynte
tho work of thla (roup.
htoma and Cook.
rules be suspended and that the DMkUM* tko valuo of tko ultimate
Cook, Rosbach, Son], Misner, Gear-*
Nays— None.
clerk be instructed to cut the vote romplteloo of tko St. LawroncoBoa war
Unga, Van Ark, Poatma, De Cook,
Mr. Parsons moved that the
of the entire board for Mr. Gerrit kolte aa oeoaomk valuo to pour eouatr
aad Ha dtiaoM. Mac* tko law of MkU- Pomona, Yntema and Cook.
board adjourn to Thursday, April
interna for vice chairman for the £a Permit, tko making of aa approprUAbsent— None.
14, 1988 at 10:00 a. m., Which £oensuing year, which motion pro Mm for mtb purpoooo ao tlla om. parThe journal of the first day’s tion prevailed.
tote tko Ml? tekar Humbling block la tko
vailed.
oocajlaaod bp tea Mia- sessionwas read and approved.
The clerk thereuponcast the quincica f»ri
CHARLES LOWING,
welfareload. ate. It aoaam quite
A communication from the Michvote of the entire board and Mr. apparmt,kowovtsTtoteeoateroeUoa of
Chairman.
if?an
Association
of
Register
of
tbU
mat
project
would
bo
of
mat
aaGerrit Yntema wu declared electWILUAM
WILDS,
Deeds,
requesting
that
the
board
Mteaam
la
tko
rteM
of
unomplormout
ed vice chairman of the board for
aad that aajr aom wbleh you might bo able •end the Ottawa County Register
Clerk.
the ensuing year.
of Deeds to the comention to be
Mr. Yntema moved that the rules
governing the board for last year tributtef to tko aoaoralarooporityof tho held at Pontiac on June 28, 24 and
Third Day’s Seuion
dUaoaa of our atate aad to tko gtMraJ 26, was read and upon motion of
be adopted u the rules governing end of roltovlng unemployment.
Mr.
Van
Ark
was
received
and
The
Board of Supervisors met
the board for the ensuing year Trutelnt you will aw fit to favor ua
In tklo connectionaad with M»dote par- placed on file.
pursuant to adjournmant on Thurswhich motion prevailed.
tonal rvgarda,I remain
The Chairman announced the day, April 14, 1988, at 10K>0 a. ta.,
Mr. Stegenga moved that we
Cordiallyyour*.
followingcommittee appointments< and was called to order by the
proceed by ballot for the election
A. P. ZIRKALOSO,
Chairman.
Finance and Budget: Messrs. chairman, Mr. Lowing.
of an auditing committee consistMr. Slaughter moved that the Slaughter, Smallegan, Parsons, R.
ing of three members and that the
Present at roll call: Messrs. ZylArk
stra, Havedink,Hassold, Hering,
chairman appoint two tellers which communication be received and L Cook andd Van Ark.
placed on file which motion premotion prevailed.
Equalisation:Messrs. Ter Avest, Lowing, Hendrych, Eilander,Smalvailed.
The chairman appointed Messrs. Report of the Auditing Commit- Yntema, Misner, Ssopinski, Gar- legan, Stegenga, Heneveld, Ter
Havedink and Smalleganaa tell- tee*
brecht, Nicholas Cook and Eilan- Avest, Garbrecht, Ssopinski, Bottema, Slaughter,Martin, Mohr, R.
ers. .
der.
Mr. Geerlings moved that each
Taxes and Apportionment: Mes- L. Cook, Soule, Rosbach, Misner,
member write the names of three 10»u7AvHuooN^rirD',sv sm. Van Ark, Bottema, Soule, Geerlings, Von Ark, Postma, De
Cook, Parsoni, Yntema and NicholSmalleganand De Cook. *
on the ballot and that the three <aSSS2Zbf?an<,ANas Cook.
Your AudiUng Committee would rwhaving received the largest numPrinting and Stationery:Messrs.
•peetfully reportthat they have examined
Absent— None.
ber of votes be declared elected.
all tko claim* prooontedto than tlnre the Geerlings, Rosbach and Stegenga.
Mr. Stegenga moved u a subThe journal of the second day’s
,n purouanoe
Conservation: Messrs Hendrych,
stitute motion that we proceed to of a prwioua order of tMo Board wo have Garbrecht and Hering.
sessionwas read and approved:
ordered tho forocoingpaid by tho county
ballot for the members one at
Mr. Slaughter,chairman of tha
trenmicr.
Schools and Education: Messrs.
time and the first member
finance committeereported verbPHIL P. ROSBACH.
Eilander,Ter Avest and Soule.
electedto act aa chairmanof the
ally that the committeebed conMAYNARD MOHR.
Infirmary and Poor' Messrs. R.
committee which motion prevailed.
L.
Cook, Misner and Nicholu sidered the offer made by the
Result of the first ballot: Total
George F. Gets estate and would
w AUv,T,N*£ C0MMr™n* wo*?"* Cook.
number
of votes cast wu 28 of
recommend that the board take no
satisfactory results; and even some the Zeeland Brick Co., and the De
Buildings
and
Grounds:
Messrs.
cessful is the Albert A. Johnson which Mr. Rosbach received 18
action on the proposition at the
projects that turned out badly sow- Free Wagon Factory out of which
Rosbach, Zylstra and Postma.
votes and
present time.
Lumber Co. There is the new Ben- votes, Mr. Mohr
Roads, Drains and Ferries;
ed the seed and laid the foundation grew the Zeeland Furniture Mfg. nett furniture factory in the old Messrs. Hering, Geerlingsand Van
Mr. Parsons moved the adoption
Co. The leadersof the latter ven- Moeke factory, Peter Brill’sfactory Ark one vote each.
for a substantialindustry. This is
Marvin G Smith ...........
IIU Messrs. Havedink, Heneveld, Mar- of the report which motion preture were W. Wichers, M. Schram, opposite the Bennett Lumber A
tin, Mohr and Ssopinski.
vailed.
Mr. Rosbach having receivedthe
especially true of the poultry In- R. De Bruyn, C. Van Loo and othPriM ........ ........ ,0°
Good Roads: Messrs Yntema, Mr. Slaughter moved that tha
dustry,started forty years before. ers now deceased,and G. Van Ton- Mfg. Co., the Ottawa Casket Co., majority of the votes cast was deHendrychs,Parsons, Hassold and
These men were pioneers, had hard geren and John Schipper.Now it i> Heuvelhoret'scement block factory, clared elected chairman of the
report of the State Auditors reDe Cook.
the Zeeland Wood Turning Works, auditing committee.
COMMITTEES ARE WORKING sledding, but they sowed the seed the Dutch Woodcraft Shops.
garding car expense for the sherothers. Howard Miller is organ........
liS
Result of the first ballot for the
Agriculture: Messrs. Hassold, iff be taken from the table which
HARD FOR NEW INDUSTRIES that created a business enterprise John Spyker began the manufac- and
izing a new electric clock manufac- second member: Total number of
Havedink, Slaughter, Smallegan motion prevailed.
AND CITIZENS ARE PULL- that has gone far beyond Zeeland ture of hall clocks in a small way turing concern, G. Van Tamelen is votes
cast was 28 of which Mr.
and Stegenga.
and Holland, in fact, today, covers
Mr. Slaughter moved that the
!.g
at Lincoln and Maple, which was making beautifulelectric clocks in Mohr received 19 votes, Mr. Van
ING TOGETHER
Public Health: Messrs. Hering,
lower Ottawa and upper Allegan
Wlbon
_________________
g. so
sheriff be allowed to retain the
the beginning of the Colonial Mfg. Zeeland.Zeeland’s new dry clean- Ark 3 votes, Mr. Hering 2 votes,
Dorr Garter.Deputy ..........
11.70 Martin and Heneveld.
car expense received from the
There ia an optimistictone in counties. The Zeeland Record says Co. Others are the Wichers Lum- ing establishmentis operating suc4.00
and Messrs. Szopinski,Geerlings,Arend Jan Klaver ........
County Officers: Messrs, Zyl- state for the conveyance of pristhe air at Zeeland since our neigh- in part as follows:
ber Co., the old Wolverine Furni- cessfully. Vita Products, Inc., has Stegenga and Havedink 1 vote Wm. A. Kleft .......... . ...... . 13 00 stra, Postma and Geerlings.
(Zeeland Record)
Prod Boema ............... J
u 60
bor* have been very active through
oners to Jackson Prison, which
ture Co., gone by the way with the been successfulin its comparative- each.
Hospitalization: Messrs Mohr, motion prevailed.
LawroneeDeWItt ---------------.85
committees to bring about an indusWe feel certain that every citi- old Zeeland Furniture Mfg. Co., ly short existence, and The Zeeland
P.
Van
Ry
_________________
49 gi Bottema and Stegenga.
Mr. Mohr having received the
trial re-awakening. Recently two zen of Zeeland feels greatly justi- and the building was later occupied Record has seen a long period of
Mr. Slaughtermoved that the
------------- ,1.10
Mr. Parsons moved that the commajority of the votes cast was deplants have been secured and the fied about the securing of a new by the Herman Miller Clock Co. successfuloperation.
conaervation committee be given
mittee appointments be and they power to act to pay the taxes due
clared elected the second member
industrial committee is having factory for Zeeland, and justly so. Then there was the Zeeland CanWe feel certain that we have of the auditingcommittee.
are hereby confirmed by the board on the property now owned by the
many meetings and are making sev- There is not a person in Zeeland ning Co., the building later used by
V:!: which motion prevailed
Result of the first ballot fc the
eral contacts with prospects that but stands ready with open arms to the Michigan Star Furniture Co. overlooked some employment-procounty and used for conservation
L2 Mr. Rosbach reported that the purposes, which motion prevailed
ducing concerns, but those concern- third member of the auditing commight turn out favorably for Zee- welcome them here.
and now occupied by the Herman
Mr..
Saliiburr
----------t.00
Auditing Committee were holding as shown by the followingvote:
land.
But we owe the same allegiance Miller Furniture Co. There was the ed are all companies that provide mittee:Total number of votes cast John Bushman ................
(.go
The Zeeland Record, in an editor- to our other manufacturing and bus- Little Wonder Mills, manufacturers employment for labor that brings was 28 of which Mr. Hering re- Standard Grocer A Milling Co. _ ll.lt up payment on several billi reYeas— Messrs. Zylstra, Havefrom various doctors in the dink, Hassold, Hering, Lowing,
money into this community from ceived 8 votes, Mr. Havedink 7
ial, gives a review of Zeeland’sin- iness institutions that provide em"yy Farm Bureau ------ 8.90 ceived
of flour, organizedby the late Harm
county
for
glasses
furnished
and
votes, Mr. Van Ark 6 votes, Mr. Holland Federal Baking Co. ...... 21.64
dustrial set-up coveringmany years ployment here, which we are not
H. Karsten and located near the outside sources, and it is certain Strgenga 2 votes and Messrs. Bolt and Swart* ................44.10 innoeulationsadministered to in- Hendrychs, Eilander, Smallegan,
that the larger number of those
and is interesting indeed. It shows so likely to bear in mind.
Stegenga,Heneveld, Ter Aveat,
Horn# Dairy . .................26.11 digent county cases
present site of the Herman Miller
where many projectsbrought very
T. Cantwell .......... J..L s£ll
Garbrecht, Szopinski,Bottema,
Among the first of these were Clock Co., which was later re-organ- mentioned will continuesuccessful-Slaughter,Bottema, Smallegan,
Mr. Slaughter moved that the Slaughter, Martin, Mohr, R. L.
Hassold, Heneveld, received one Jonker Hardware ................ t.06
;zed by the late James Cook ly and that they will grow mater- vote each.
LembertVan Der Evnm, -------- 6.00 bill be referred to the committee
ially as the years go by. Some may
Cook, Soule, Rosbach, Misner,
of Holland, and a new mill conon Hospitalizationwith power to Geerlings, Van Ark, Postma, De
No one having received a ma- S
fail, as has been the case in the
structed on North Elm Street,
act
which
motion
prevailed.
jority of the votes cast, the second
Cook, Parsons, Yntema, and Nichthe building later being occupied past, but the general result Will be
Mr. Slaughterreported taxes olas Cook.
a greater Zeeland.
ballot was taken resultingas fol- MMM-li' tfMMB- C*~ iT Mkk~ IILOT
by the second Zeeland Canning Co.,
lows:
due on county owned land now
Nays— None.
All of these concerns deserve
if, used for conservationpurposes in
then by L. G. Stallkamp’s egg exTotal number of votes cast was
Mr. Parsons moved that tha
change, and today by the De Bruyn commendationfrom the citizens of
the amount of $60.88.
28
of
which
Mr.
Hering
received
board adjourn to this afternoon at
Seed & Produce Co. The Ver Hage Zeeland,and it should make no difMr.
Ter
Avest
moved
that
the
11 votes, Mr. Havedink 7 votes, Mr.
2:S matter be referred to the conser- 1:30, which motion prevailed.
Milling Co. on East Main St. has ference whether they are of long
Van Ark 6 votes and Messrs. BotCHARLES LOWING,
had a long and successfulhistory. standing or of recent standing in
vation committee for investigation
tema, Soule, Hassold and StegenChairman.
The Zeeland OrnamentalCo. had this community. We should always ga one vote each.
and report which motion prevailed.
.................
WILLIAM WILDS,
its beginning in the building now have the glad hand out for them be^ Mr. Frank Van Etta, Sheriff of
No
one
having
received
a
ma
Clerk.
occupied by Timmer’s Garage on E. cause they deserve the credit for
Ottawa County addressed the board
Jonty of the votes cast the third
Main St., and from that grew under having put— which is still an active
n. O. Grornrwoud --------------- 27 10 and requested additionalhelp In
ballot was taken resultingas fol
the able management of P. F. Ver- process— Zeeland on the map.
Afternoon Seuion
his office to handle the driven lilows: Total number of votes cast
plank to its present proportions.
The Board of Supervisors met
cense applications.
was 28 of which Mr. Hering re
An attempt was made at brass manMr. SmallpRan moved that the pursuantto adjournmentat 1:30
ceived 16 votes, Mr. Havedink
Mkbtan 8U1. Polk. ------ IS
ufacturing by a new concern or- FOR RENT— House, 315 West 13th
matter be referredto the commit- p. m., and wu called to order by
votes, Mr. Van Ark 4 votes and
ganized by local men, but it was
St. Well shaded, screen po^ch. Messrs. Bottema and Stegenga
the chairman, Mr. Lowing.
!!:S tee on county officen with power
not a success, and on the grounds
Inquire Isaac Kouw Real Estate votes each.
Present at roll call: Maura. Zylto act which motion prevailed.
^ ----------- "is
of its failure the Bennett Lumber
31 West 8th St.. Holland.
Mr.
Heneveld
moved
that the stra, Havedink,Hassold, Hering,
Mr.
Hering
having
received
/
A Mfg. Co. has grown. The Mead
,tX board adjourn to this afternoon at Lowing, Hendrychs, Eilander, Stegmajority of the votes cast was
Johnson A Co. plant grew from a
B. H. BowmasterCo. ............ 2146 1:30, which motion prevailed.
enga, Smallegan,Heneveld,Tar
declared electedthe third member
Vogriaan*Hardware Co. . ...... 64.00
small creamery operated by the late
CHARLES LOWING, Avest, Garbrecht, Ssopinski,Botof the auditing committee.
BmH
of Co. Road Commissioner*4.00
S. Brouwers and later by his son
tema, Slaughter,Martin, Mohr, R.
Chairman. ^
Mr. Ter Avest moved that the Jacob Ruaticu* ______________ |*.*g
For
a Quarter of
John. The Brouwers soon began
B Keefer .......... .....
STU
L Cook, Soule, Rosbach, Misner,
WILLIAM
WILDS,
soldiers and sailors or their wid- Maaon PubllahlngCo .........
gj 00
making cheese and from that the
Geerlings,Van Ark, Poatma, ParClerk.
ows of the Civil and Spanish Amer Spring Uk. Ic. 4 Coal Ca.."" Zollte
plant grew until today it is one
sons, Yntema, and Nicholu Cook.
lean wars, be exempt from the
Co. . ..........1.14
of the leadingmilk products plants
Absent— Mr. De Cook. .
UP TO
county tax as per act No. 243 of Difficult Repair Shop .............go
Afternoon
Seuion
Peter Van Zylen ................
.*>
in this country.
Mrs. Millir of the Old Age Asthe Public Acts of 1933 which moThe Board of Supervisors met sistance Bureau addressed the
Forty years ago Hans Fisher,
tion prevailed.
pursuant to adjournment at 1 :30 p.
board and explained the present
Peter Buwalda, John Brouwers and
Communication from William
itL, and was called to order by the
IS chairman,
program of the issuingof Old Age
K. Schipper,and one or two others
has kept Holland folks dry
Boeve:
Mr. Lowing.
Assistance.
made an attempt at the artificial
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN.
>iX Present at roll call: Messrs. Zyl- Fred Van Wieren, Drain Comi?hn J. Muktor, Druggist ........ 17.91
hatching of baby chicks. Their atstra,
Havedink,
Hassold,
Lowing,
If YOU DO, os many
MR. CHARLES lSCc"1’'
and they are in a position to give the best roofing
miuioner, addressed the board and
tempts did not meet with the deChairman of Supfrviaora.
Hendrych, Eilander, , Smallegan, requested office help for at Iqaat
P*opU de at this tin* of &•
sired degree of success, partly beOTTAWA
COUNTY.
MICH..
Stegenga,Heneveld, Ter Aveat,
service it is possible to give.
year— Ufa talk II evw. LendDEAR SIR:
nUtegBroa.
MJt Garbrecht, Szopinski,Bottema, three days of each week.
cause of the lack of hatching knowl&>m* time ar> I read a teatement la
tog money la our aele busineta
Mr. Hering moved that the matedge and mostly because it was an
!S:2 Slaughter, Martin, Mohr, Cook, ter be referred to the committee
7.,*r "•’t117“ »•<*« to tto sher— well be glad to talk year
almost impossible task to break
iff. It Mid that he would aak the Board
Soule, Rosbach, Misner, Geerlings,
on Roads, Drains and Ferries irith
for additionalhelp, that due to tke new
into a new market. Not many years
money problem* ever with you.
Van Ark, Postma, De Cook, Par- power to act, which motion preUw which went Into effect April let ia
Composition, Gravel or Asphalt Roofs— Roof Paints
later D. M. Wyngarden did some
We make quick, courteous and
**sarde to operator*liccaae which takae
sons, Yntema, Hering and Cook.
vailed as shown by the following
successfulpioneering in this line,
confidentialleone os your rigAbsent — None.
1 ^ not know what
Asphalt Shingles,Sidings and Roll Roofing
vote*
actioa
the
Board
will take ia regard* to Henry R. Brink ______________
setting into motion Zeeland'spoul11M
nature or ether peoonal securMr.
Van
Ark
moved
that
the
this Blatter but thould they author!** Cornrilu. Patmo. ---------- g.oo
Yeas— Messrs. Zylstra,Havetry industry which is today one of
ity- Come In— or phone.
th* additionalhelp. I would like to ha
matter of purchasing the tax rolls
our real assets.
conaidered. I aim reall*. that the aS w7ii!f!te ----------------IS for the various townships and cit- dink, Hassold, Hering, Lowing,
Hendrych, Eilander,Smallegan,
Office and Warehouse,29 East 6th St.
Mintment will be made by the Sheriff, but jjjj* A; Scott .................... 4.20
There are today several smaller
HOLLAND LOAN ASS’N
ies be referred to the Committee on
pnaume the Board la aUo (nitratedaad
gengn, Heneveld, Ter Aveat,
industries here which do not make
I could get a good recommend from "0.w»rd frfttoe...........
,.76 Printing and Stationery and the
rbrecht, Ssopinski,Bottema,
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
10 West 8th 8L
the auperviaor*and encourage my ap- John G. Tlmmcr . .............. 24.28 County Clerk with power to act
such a great splurge in the busiSlaughter, Martta, Mohr, R. L.
ness world, but all of which are valnfhwnce*
woald ** ot er*mt William Cooper ........ ........ g oo which motion prevailed.
Phone 3175
Claud Tambke ----------------L00
Cook, Soule, Rosbach, Misner,
uable assets to this community.
Thanking you in advance for your
Report of the Conmittee on Geerlings,Van Ark, Postma, ParJohn Griaaen ....................«.06
operationIn thia matter.
One of the biggest and most sucCoaaty Officers:
p!»rra0^L
son*, Yntema and Nicholu Cook.
R«P«etfully your*.
Peter DyaBn,mrael.............. 12.00
• oo
WILLIAM M. BOEVE.
Nay*— None.
TOTIW
HON. BOARDPor 8UPIRVI8r. 8.. I am also unemployed at the pmWe join the rest of Holland in extending a Hearty
I:S ORA OTTAWA COUNTY, MICH.
Resolution by Mr. Mohr—
ent time.
Waiter Vander Haar .............. 4.20 GENTLEMEN:
RESOLVED, Tint Uw Protote Jodg*
Mr. Smallegan moved that the Peter Ver Duin ______________ ]g |o Your committed on Cbunty Officer*to •m!
th* Coontr Health Offlror to required
Welcome to all ‘Tulip Time’' guests. The “Tulip
H. Beernlnk.M. D ...... ? -M* whom wm roftmd communication rate- la all
eas«* where pattente are sent to
communicationbe referred to the E.
Kenneth N. W.lk M. D _________
L00 Ura to deputisingan Indiridual for Iron - “7 «***• » apprerod hospital or tateftnCounty OfficersCommittee.
sing rorommondthat wo engage a doo- tton at Cronty expense aad whor* I
Festival’' is a unique celebration of high order.
Mr. Hering moved as a substijJT?u. -------------5:2
Ullsationand nwdtenl treatment are
« 9100 00
til tha Juno sms ton of th* board.
nlshed, at County expense,to obtain
tute motion that the communicaRropoctfullyyours,
th* patient thus assisted and/or
OF
tion be laid on the table until to- Nicholas Hoffman. Jr. ---------- 70.76
JUSTIN ZYLSTRA.
tires of such pattent legallyrenwaMM*
morrow morning which motion pre- Howard W. Erwin ...............50.16
HENRY OEERLING8,
therefor, or otherwise, agreement* In writABEL POSTMA.
vailed.
ing for th* re- paymentof mpenara InBills for month of March. Paid =:=:=
Coaaty Officers
enrrod in connection therewith and reCommunicationfrom Hon. Orien April .... . ............
Committee
11,764.76
Imhuroernentof the County therefore
S. Cross
Bills for month of January, Paid
Mr. Zylstra moved the adoption Mr. Mohr moved the adoption of
rahrnary
_____________________
2.918.14
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
i. , report which motion pre- the resolutionwhich motion preBill, for month of February,Paid
March 28 1928
March -----------------------2,680.76
vailed.
of Ottawa County, State of Michigan
BOARD OP SUPERVISORS T'
Jote^ “ Sh0Wn by the folIowin*
OTTAWA COUNTY.
Mr. Pareon moved that the clerk
GRAND HAVEN. RICH..
Mr. Rosbach moved the adopYeas— Messrs. Zylstra, Have- present the pay roll, which motion
GENTLEMEN:
tion of the report which motion
APRIL SESSION
prevailed.
October Mr. George P. Get* ofPhilip Rosbach, Charles E. Misfrred to sell a atrip of land 880 feet wide prevailed as shown by the foilow*OH, I'LL
ner; Holland City, Henry Geer- off from the Booth end of Lakewood Farm
TATI
OF
MICHIGAN
vote:
First Day’s Seuion
.COUNTY OP OTTAWA
lings, Peter H. Van Ark, Abel Post- for an addition to Tuanel Park. Thla
We. the
eas— Messrs. Zylstra,HaveThe Board of Supervisorsmet ma, Neil De Cook, Elbem Parsons; •rtf *»* pending and his aoos feel
raid Conn
dink,
Hassold,
Hering,
Lowing,
IT
that they ttealfeto ean-y out any aad all
Board of
pursuantto statute on Tuesday, Zeeland City, Gerrit Yntema, Nich- of
the wiahee of their father. However, Hendrych, Eilander,Smallegan,
April 12, 1938, at 2:00 p. m., and olas Cook.
A. D. 1911.
with certainother tntereeta now pending
Stegenga,Heneveld, Ter Aveat,
a regardto the future of Ukewood Farm,
was called to order by the Clerk.
Joteta Zylstra ...
The Clerk announced that the it
TlSr
become*
neeeaaary
to
know
definitely Garbrecht, Bottema, Slaughter,
Upon calling the roil the various first order of businesswould be for
William Havedink
9.10 |
****** or not the county desire* to now Martin, Mohr, Cook, Soul, Rosbach, John Haaaold_.
townships and cities were repre- the selection of a temporary chair- provide the aeeemary additional apace to
Misner, Geerlings,Van Ark, Poat- Hunter Bering . ..
sented as follows:
man.
TWcrPark
wko d**lr* *• tWt ma, DeCook, Parsons, Yntema and
Allendale, Justian Zylstra;BlenMr. Parsons moved that Mr. Th* mb* have decidedto hold the offer Cook.
don, William Havedink; Cheater, Yntema be selectedas temporary open for the action of your Honorable
Nays— None.
Body during the April. Ittt, session, and
John Hassold;Crockery, Hunter chairman which motion prevailed.
The clerk read part of the findifthia offer to not acceptedat the April
Hering; Georgetown, Charles LowMr. Yntema as temporary chair- "•Ion. then it will be neceaaaryto withing; Grand Haven, Frank Hen- man announced that the first order inw Uw offer bwuao of other proposed ings of the State Auditore aa followi: We suggest that the Board JXL8drych; Holland,John Eilander; of business would be for the, elec- arruiwMOta m to Ukewood Parra.
CL
of Supervisors state plainly jast
It
la
eoneoded
that
It
to
eaaenttal
that
Jamestown, Dick E. Smallegan; tion of a permanent chairman.
npHE SURE WAY to build a
ddttloool apace bo prorldod at Tunnal what their intentionsart in letOlive, Albert Stegenga; Park,
Mr. Geerlings moved that the Park,. aad It to dear that onlaa* thia adW. Martin
-------------------28
George E. Heneveld; Polkton,John rules be suspended and that the It tonal opaea la procured from Ukewood ting various county officials sal1 large balance ia by steady,
aries.
H. Ter Avest; Port Sheldon, Frank clerk be instructed to cast the vote Parra, that la Uw futureIt aril I be Impo*ETciok1^..:
1
a(bU to enlargeTuaael Park. It ia certain
The sheriffs salary ia set at Ed. Boute
consistent saving. Don't
Garbrecht: Robinson, C. Szopinski; of the entire board for Mr. Charles that the price for the land offered to
1
Phil
$4,000
to
include
car
expense.
We
I
Spring Lake, Gerrit Bottema; Tall- Lowing for permanent chairman rtasonabk, ao Uw only question aooaw
Chartea B.
postpone your saving until
1
madge, Henry Slaughter; Wright, for the ensuing year which mo- to ho aa to tho tenaa of payment, aad ao find that the sheriff received $896.- Haary
18
vory llboral terras can bo arranged, it 28 for conveying prisonersto state
Lester
W.
Martin;
Zeeland,
Maytion
prevailed.
after you’ve made all your
wo'i
***•
to aa- institutions which amount has ssraY'
nard Mohr; Grand Haven City,
The clerk thereuponcast the croted aad Uw dial eloaodwhite there I*
expenditures. Put aside a regRichard L. Cook, Edward Soule, vote of the entire board and Mr. •Una ehaaee to procureUw necaeoaryad- been retained by the sheriff.
SSL.-rES:.Mr. Parsons moved that the sherAwaltCTw
actioa
of
your
Honorable
ular amount at this bank each
iff be allowed to retain this car
Body, I aa
Vory truly roura,
expense in question in addition to
Given unde
under oar bends/thteMUTt* u< April. A. a I9M.
week, be/ore spending anyORIEN i CROSS,
his regular salary.
WILLIAM WILDS,
Attorney for Goorgu
Mr. Smallegan moved that the
Board of
thing, and you win be pleased
V. Get*. Jr. aad J
matter be laid on the table until
CHARLES LOWING
R. Gaits.
Mteja °f Board of
at the end of the year to tee
Mr. Ter Aveat moved that the tomorrow morning which motion
Tha foregoingpay roil paid in foil tha 14th day ofSP/Hp IMS.
communicationbe referred to the prmilado
how much you have saved/
Mr. Von Ark moved that the
committee which motion
Contracts
for
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prevailed.

Fonnvillc Canning Co. at

Communicationfrom the Port of
Detroit Authority:
prevailed.
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CHARLES LOWING,

'LE’S

STATE BANK

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

. Chairman.
aupiiviBORa,

VAN AUBURG COAL CO

WILLIAM WILDS,
Clerk.

Gr«BLPMssr

w*"?

dink, Hassold, Hering, Lowing,
Hendrycho, Eilander, Smallegan,
Heneveld.Ter Avest,

Boraetlawduring late October.Uw writDay’*
Bottetna,
addroseed a tetter to your honorable
The Board of Supervisors met
hr,
dy regoeetlngeoatederation
of a small
appropriationon your part for the sup- pursuant to adjournment on Wed- Cook, Soule, Rosbach, Misner, Van
of Uw work Pf Ito National Seaway nesday, April 18, 1988 at 10:00 a. I Ark, Geerlings, Postma, Parsons,

Second

469 Columbia Ave.— Phone 2679— HoUand, Mich.

Nld^JP^WMA.

Mr. Havedink moved the adop- Yntema and Nicholu Cook.
tion of the report,which motion
Nays— None,
prevailed, u shown by the followThe journal of the thlid da^e
ing vote:
ud approved.
Yeas— Maim. Zylstra, Have- le“lon

Seuion

R.1E

SA*
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THE HOLLAND CITY
lichigan Is

wide range, we have been unable
to find a single fatality. One case
was reported
iportoa to the
the Museum of
Zoology, University of Michigan,
where a young boy, six or seven
years old, living near Dexter* was
bitten by a Massasauga and succumbed. There is, however, no physician’s report or other authentic

M

Minus Snake
Fatalities

detail avail

But

It’s

NEWS
Expire* May 11—10906
STATE OF MICHIGAN

____

True

&

J.

BACHBLLER
BRIDES >—

D. C., PH.C.

n*

Probata Court for tha County
CHIROPRACTOR
of Ottawa.
Office:Holland City State Bank

Grand Haven in said County,
the 25th day of April, A. D.,

ablCHi

Phone SMS

It

A

arraifeM* wfttaNew Yerfc

detalle, fro. outfitting the bride

all

1988.

query directed
di
to the Bureau
of
Biological
Survey reveals the
By Mack & Stielan
fact that they have no record of
• • •
a human being dying as a result
DitroltChapUr, hue Weltoe
of the bite of this snake, and the
Lmcw
• • •
Mulford Biological Laboratories
Periodically, throughout the sum- confirm this in reporting its findseason, reports reach us from ings in 96 cases.
ns parts of the state to the
Inactivein Spring
that some person was bitten
We are told that the dangerous
a Massasauga rattler and Quality of a pit viper is detemined
died or was In a precarious chiefly by the amount of venom it
lition. Further, some Michigan injects and that this is directly relents in sections infested by lated to the sise of the snake so
reptile will solemnly affirm that the smaller species, s u c h as
at some time or other in the the massasauga,are not deadly.
j past a woman was bitten while Though his venom ranks high in
ithering huckleberriesand died, toxicity,
idly, he is incapid>le of injectfar as we are able to learn, all ing a lethal dose due to the limited
:h reports are absolutely ground- site of the venom glands and small
s. In an investigation covering a fangs. Notwithstanding this, great

By

amnffnf the

taUM. CnE

Bril*

,

BOSH CLOAK STORE
Dick Hamberf having
MSf filed
_____ ..
said
Court his final administration
-------------(Over Model Drag Steve)
account, and his petitionpraying
Holland. Mkk.
for the( allowsjic*thereof and for office
Hourai M 1 aon. S4
S4 p.«.
Mfke Hewn:
the assignment and distribution of Evening*—Saturday TM te tiM
Expiree May 21-1286C
siuu of said estate.
the residue
LiV€L,*S*SHOTUP9VM
Phene* s Office
lee. S77I
It is Ordered, That the 81st dtjj
STATE OF ‘MICHIGAN
of May, A.D., 1988, at ten o’cloc..
• * *
in the forenoon, at said Probate
The Probate Court for the CounExpires May 14-18481
Office, be. and is hereby appointed
ty ofOttawa.
for examining and allowing said
STATE OF MICHIGAN.
At a session of said Court, held
account and hearing said petition;
The Probate Court for the Counat the Ptobate Office in the City of
it is Further Ordered, That pub- ty of Ottawa.
Grand Haven, in said County, on
the 20th day of April, A. O.. 1688.
Presen tiH
: HON. CORA
CO
VANDE
J j ----ur»na naven in miu MJuruy, or
WATER,
Jud
ATER, Judge
of Probata.
Probate.
In the Matter of tha Estata of
18lh d,l'
1838suu> fnts vtM w tm€
PmmhI.
V*mt* WaPresent, Hon. Com
Cora Vande
Vivian H. Vlaecher,Daceaaad.
printed
and
circulated
in
said
coun
KDVUL COWT W HAROLD
tmUKi HUNHLDtN
ter, Judge of Probate.
The Grand Rapids Trust Comty.
* mamma, mam*,
______
CORA VANDE WATER. In the Matter of the Estate of iny, a Michigan corporation,of
4 th*d eyg
ms CHM.es V*$T.
-rand Rapids, Michigan, and Anna
Judge of Probate. Maggie P. Hummer, Deceased.
just urn*
rhhi
( rwmt ft touMM swuv )
Daniel Ten Cate and Vernon Ten G. Vlsscher,of Hollsnd, Michigan,
A true copy
tm.SUS 941TH 4(1
Cate, having filed In said court having filed in said Court their
MR 7HRR£ FV*5/
Harriett _____
Swart._
their fourth annual account as Exe- Sixth Annual Account as Co-TruaRegister of Probate.
cutors of said estate, and their pet- tees under the Will of said Deition
Expires Msy 21—17123
______ praying (or the allowance ceased, and their petition praying
______ OF
__ ___
___
thereof,ami
wicicvi,
and bibu
also iui
for miiuwancc
allowance ui
of for the allowance thereof, for the
STATE
MICHIGAN
THE PROBATE COURT FOR THE their fees for extraordinary and allowance of their foes as such Co1
difficult
services rendered on be Trustees,and for all matters thereCOUNTY OF
..
in set forth,
At a aeasionof said Court, held half of said estat
POES NOT
OH WRITE
IT IS ORDERED, That the 81st
It is Ordered, That the 24th day
at the Probate Office in the City
Ci of
Grand Haven in said County, of May, A.D., 1988, at ten o’clock day of May, A.D., 1038, at tan o’GAELICHIS
i
on the 28th day of April, A. D., in the forenoon, at said Probate clock in the forenoon at said ProOffice, be and is herabv appointed bata Offica ba and la hereby ap1938.
IN
Present, Hon. Cor* VsndeWster,for examining and allowing said pointed for hearing said petition
account; and the above mentioned snd allowing said account
4.,..
Judge of Probate.
CWHU Service
IT IB FURTHER ORDERED,
In the Matter of the Estate of petition:
It is Further Ordered, That pub- That public notice thereofba given
Henrietta J. Stone. Deceased.
Mr. 0’CassMyhas never been to school One day In ISM he visited London, carried with him his manuscripts which he had prepared. They were accepted at once, translated Into English.
Theron A. Stone having filed in lic notice thereof be given by pub- by publicationof a copy of~ this
said Court his petition,praying lication of a copy of this order, for order for three successive weeks
for licenseto sell the interestof three successiveweeks previous to
said estate in certain real estate said day of hearing, in the Hoi
land City News, a newapaper print- paper printed and circulatedtin
therein described.
care should be exercised to avoid ens was, nevertheless,responsible Allyn A Bacon ....................1-16
Irculated in said county.
said County. .
It is Ordered, That the 81st day
his bite because it is likely to cause for the death of AssistantCurator Remington Rand Co ......... 6.00 of May, A.D., 1938, at ten o’clock
CORA VANDE WATER,
CORA VANDE WATER,
Judge of Probate.
severe discomfort and might even Snyder of the New York Zoological J. B. LippincottCo ......... 1.65 in the forenoon,at said Probate OfJudge of Probate.
prove decidedly serious to weak Gardens, while on a snake-collect- R. R. Bowker Co ............. 2.50 fice, be and is hereby appointed for A true copy.
Atrue copj;
Harriet Swart,
persons or very small children. In ing expeditionin the eastern part Public School Pub. Co ..... 2.50 hearing said petition, and that all
Harriet ______ _
Register of Probate.
the early spring the massasaugais of that state. It is said, however, Grand Rapids Herald ...... 144 persons interestedin said estate
Register of Probate.
2.86 appear before said Court, at said
too intent upon getting “thawed that his physicalcondition at the Express ................................
American
Type
Founder’s
oat” to strike, ana
d the writer
v
has time may have rendered him pa
time and place, to show cause why
Expires June 4
Co .....................................
15-07 a license to sell the interest of said
WotioXS
frequently passed within a few ticularly susceptibleto the poison.
list
Cures Vary
Central Mich. Paper Co.
45.99 estate in said real estate should
MORTGAGE SALE
indies of his head without arousing
In snake country “cures’’for Holland Printing Co ......... 32.75 not be granted;
him. The period of greatestdanger
Default having been made In the
The Probate Court for the Counis during the latter part of July snake bites vary with the locality. Associated Truck Line .... 1.65
It is Further Ordered, That pub- conditions of a certain mortgage ty of Ottawa.
and the month of August, when he Among the most popular are split- Jas. A. Brouwer Co ........ 17.86 lie notice thereofbe given by pub- signed and executed by Gesienus
At a sessionof said Court, held
is most active. This reptile cannot ting open a live cnicken and apply- Liability Insurance ............ 47.89 lication of a copy of this order, for Kampa and Jennie Kemps, mort- at the Probate Office in the city of
stand the heat of the sun and will ing it to the wound on the theory Janitors’salary ................1,600.00 three successive weeks previous to gagore, to Hiram Ramps, mortgagOther OperatingExpenses
seek shelter under any object. Cot- that it will "draw out the poison.
said day of hearing,in the Holland ee, on the 4th day of March, A.
tagers at lake resorts and picnic and the drinking of large quanti- Model Uunary ..................14.99 City News a newspaper printed and D., 1912, which ssid mortgage was 1988.
parties should, therefore,be cau- ties of liquor in the belief that it Comer Hardware Co ......... 1.05 circulated in said county.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Warecorded in the officeoff the Registious about reaching down to pick will “neutralize”the venom. But Holland Lumber Co ....... .30
CORA VAN DE WATER ter of Deeds for Ottawa County, ter, Judge of Probate.
1.80
up anything but, instead, turn it the only reliefmeasure having any Quality Millwork
In the Matter of the Estate of
Judge of Probate Michigan, on the 8th day of March,
• Li*
1.95
over with the foot. In the fields real merit, says Dr. Githens,is the EssenburgLumber
Maatmaa, Bewail
A. D., 1912, in Liber 96 of Mort2.00
he usually warns one of his pres- applicationof a moderately tight Smith’s Drug
It apoearing to the court that the
Harriet Swart
gages, page 63, which said mort6.75
ence by vibrating his buttons, or tourniquet, associatedwith free in- Holland Super
Register of Probate.
gage was assigned to Hudsonville time for presentation of claims
[N SPITE of the capable ears with
The amaslng change which has
14.86
rattles, but he has been known to cision of the site of the bite, with Holland ladder
State Bank and subsequently as- against said estate ahould be limwhich they have been endowed, come to this island was brought
Expin
Expires .....
Msy 21—16715
. ......
350.22
persistent use of suction. As much Board of Public
strike without warning.
signed to Gerrit Jan Buter, on which ited, and that a time and place be
donkeys still seem to be about throughtbs discovery and deSTATE OF MICHIGAN
23.87
as half the venom injected by the Michigan Gas Co. .............
mortgagethere is claimed to ba due appointed to receive, examine and
Timber Rattler
over the changes that have velopmentof some of the richest oil
The Probate Court for the Coun- at the time of this notice for prin- adjust all claims and
snake may often be removed before Bolhuis Lumber Co ....... 1.30
A tabulationof snake bites pre- it has time to be absorbed by the Gebben & Vanden
ty
of
Ottawa.
at about in their homeland— fieldsin tbs world— thoss of Vena
299.50
cipal and interest the sum of TVren- against said deceasedby and before
pared by Dr. Thomaa S. Githens,a
At a sessionof said Court, held ty-seven Hundred Sixty-oneand aaid court:
aba. A small Island belongingto suela on the northera coast of Sooth
system. Then go to a physician. Gerrit Kraght ...................22.50
noted Eastern Heroetologist,
shows
And, above all things, remain as LiabilityInsurance ........ 69.86 at the Probate Office in the City of 12/100 ($2,761.12)dollarsand an
It is Ordered, That creditors of
Leeward group of the “Dutch- America less than fifty miles from
that more than half are inflictedon
calm as possible, because running De Pree Hardware ........ .46 Grand Haven in said County, on attorney fee as provided in said aaid deceased are required to preIfest Indies. Arnba was until com
Aruba. The "black gold' from this
the lower limbs of persons walking
for help stimulates heart action Zoerman Hardware ........ 4.84 the 28th day of April, A. D., 1938. mortgage, and no suit or proceedclaims to said court at
itlveiy recently a quiet little rich country is sent to Aruba and
past them as they lay concealed in
and
hastens absorption.—De- Central Hardware ............4.16
ings at law having been instituted aaid Probate Office on or before the
ad slmost unnoticedby the rost the neighboringIsland of Curacao
the ^rass or other cover, or by troitthus
Present:
Hon.
Cora
Vande
WaNews.
Nies Haniware ..............10.52
to recover the monies assured by 7th dey of September. A. D., 1938.
the world. Now, however. It Is to be refined. Today the Island of
stepping upon them. Almost all of
Holland Super
2.04 ter, Judge of Probate.
at ten 0 clock in the forenoon,aaid
said mortgage,
the remaining bites were on the
lied dally by giant airliners Aruba has two of tbs largest oil r*
In the Matter of the Estate of
L. Lanting ........................ 60
NOTICE
IS HEREBY GIVEN time and place being hereby ap_________
hands,
wrists
and
arms,
and
reslilch connect It with the sUtei^ flneriesIn the world. A fleet of shslEstelleB. McLean, Deceased.
Jas. A. Brouwer Co .........10.75
that by virtue of the power of sale pointed for the examinationand
sulted when the victims reached
The Michigan Trust Company contained in aaid mortgage and the adjustmentof all claims and dead Curacao SO miles distant,and low draft tankersosnally sailing In
Harry C. Bontekoe ............8.29
of
down
for some object.
Holland Lumber
.80 having fifed in said court its first
Importantcities on the main groups of twelvs daily brings the
The timber rattlesnake, found in
Henry Kraker ..................919.00 annual account as Executor of said
md of South America; and Its bar crude oil from the Maracaibo fields
New England, middle Atlantic Holland, Michigan, April 11, 1938 Firestone Auto Supply ... 13.27 estate, an
>’ shelters ships from all parts of In Venesnela, and ocean tankersflyJune’ A- D W38, at two o’clock in
states and spreading into another
the allowance ........ , P y *
VIUM ll#r
The Board of
_________
_____
— - afternoon,
Education
met in Frank L. Smith ...........6.25
j... the
afternoon, ______
Eastern Standard H cat ion of a copy
k« world, Includingthose bearing ing the flags of all nations call here
zone from western New York and
It is Ordered, That the 31st da,
Knoll Plumbing
3.65
regular
session
and
was
called
to
Time, the undersigned will, at the three successiveweeks previous to
reekly pleasure cruises from New to load the refined oil and carry It
Pennsylvaniato Minnesota and order by the President.
Keppel's Sons ....................
.55 of May, A.D., 1938, at ten o'clock North front door of the Court aaid day of hearing, in the Hoiro-k to the Caribbean.
iouth to Tennessee, and rated not
to the far-finngcorners of the earth.
White Bros. Elec.
6.62 in the forenoon, at said Probate House in the city of Grand Haven,
Members
all
present
except Geo. Woldering A
particularly dangerous by Dr. Gith27.17 Office, be and is hereby appointed Michigan, sell at public auction to
Trustee Kollen.
I
for examining and allowing said
Interest
CORA VANDE WATER,
the highest bidder the premises deTrustee Arendshorst opened Detroit Trust Co .............447.52 account;
Judge of Probate.
scribed in said mortgage, or •0
with prayer.
It
is
Further
Ordered,
That
pubA true copy:
Moved by Trustee De Koster
much thereof as may be neceaai
necessary
The minutes of. the previous supported
Harriet Swart,
by Trustee Van Lente lic notice thereof be given by pub- to pay the amount due on aaid
meeting wre read and approved.
Register of Probate.
that the report be adopted and lication of a copy of this order, mortgagewith interest and all legMoved by Trustee Mooi sup- orders
drawn for the several once each week for three successiveal costa together with aaid attorported by f]
Trustee Olert that the
amounts. Carried, all members weeks previousto said day of hear- ney fee, the premisesbeing deExpires May 21-17248
schools take advertising space in
ing, in the Holland City News, a
voting aye.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
scribed as follows:
the Tulip editionof The Sentinel
newspaper
printed
and
circulated
Board adjourned.
The Southweat quarter (SWK) , The Probate Court for the Counand News. Carried, all members
Henry Geerlings,Secretary. in said county.
voting aye.
of the Northwest quarter (NW- ty of Ottawa.
CORA VANDE WATER,
K) of Section nine (9), Town Ai *r!2*ion •L“ld Court. held
The committeeon Claims and
Judge of Probate.
five (5) North, Range thirteen at the Ptobate Office in the CHy of
A true copy:
13) West, containing forty (40) Grand Haven, in the said County,
Expires May 21—15540
Harriet Swart,
acres of land, more or less, sitClerk of Board ................ 137.6O
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Register of Probate.
1938^ 26tH d*y °f Apr,1' A* D*’
uate in the Township of JamesAttendance Secretary ...... 80.00
The Probate Court for the CounPresent, Hon. Cora Vande Watown, Ottawa County, Michigan.
5?1Cd Se!,1Te,e-00 .........30.26 ty of Ottawa.
H. R. Brink ..............75
The assignee may elect to pay ter, Judge of Probate.
Expires May 21
In the Matter of the Estate of
At a sessionof said Court, held
any taxes due prior to date of said
Kee Lox Mfg. Co ...... 4i92
Edward J. Elbert,Deceased.
at the Probate Office in the City of
sale, and add any amounts so paid
it !ng lro8 ....................... 100 Grand Haven, in said County, on
MORTGAGE SALE
It appearing to the court that the
the amount due on said mortIhhng Bros .........................
22.15
time for presentation of (Claims
gage.
Holland Even. Sentinel .... 14.28 the 25th day of April, A.D., 1938.
Default having been made in the
against said estate ahould be limPresent, Hon. Cora Vande WaAmrican Book Co ...... 24 07
GERRIT JAN BUTER, ited, and that a time and place be
conditiona of a certain mortgage
ter, Judge of Probate.
Assignee. appointed to receive, examine and
In the Matter of the Estate of signed and executed by Oakwood
Teachers Salary ..............
17,635.00
Mushroom Farms, a corporation,Lokker and Den Herder,
adjust all claims and demands
Anna
R.
Cooper,
Deceased.
Scott Foresman Co.
4.50
mortgagor,to the Peoples State Attorneys for Assignee.
against said deceased by and beCharles
H.
McBride,
having
filed
Webster PublishingCo.
.68
T\ __ A. TT
«• mm
fore said court:
Business Address:
in said Court his petition, praying Bank, a corporation,of Holland,
Zoology Dept. U. of M.
4.80
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
Holland, Michigan.
for licenseto sell the interestof Michigan, mortgagee, on the 21st
Fris Book Store
3.77
“Tulip
is periodical.It is a
ssid deceased are required to presaid estate in certain real estate day of April, 1936, hvhich said Dated: March 12. 19M.
Mich. Audubon Society
1.75
------- —
— _ office
___ —
sent their claims to ssid court at
mortgage W®8
was recorded
in the
therein described,
World Book Co. .....
10.39
of the Register of Deeds for Ottasaid Probate Office on or before the
Expires May 14
celebration,
Holland is to be congratulated.
E. E. Fell ..................
It
is
Ordered,
That
the
31st
da)
9.25
y wa County, Michiganon the 23rd
7th day of September, A.D., 1938,
.
MORTGj
...... AGE SALE
Express ............................
.75 of May, A.D., 1938, at ten o'clock day of April ,1938 in Liber 154 of
___________
Default
having
been
made
in the at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said
Fns Book Store ........
2.47 in the forenoon, at said Probate Of- Mortgages on page
197, on which conditions of a certain mortgage time and place being hereby apAssociated
Truck ojub
Line .... I
---IV flee, be and is hereby appointed for
1.70
pointed for the examinationand
De Pree Hardware ............ 14.72 hearing said petition, and that ail mortgage there is claimed to be signed and executedby Jacob Poest,
due at the time of this notice, for mortgagor,to the *Peoples
«;UF,co State adjustment of all claims and deG. R. Wood Finish .......... 1.64 persons interestedin said estate
principalsnd interestthe sum of Bank, s Michigan corporation,of mands against said deceased.
Scott & Lugers Co .............10.51 appear before said Court, at said
It is Further Ordered, That pubFive Hundred Twenty-five and 25/ Holland, Michigan, mortgagee, on
G. JR. F[bre Cord Co ......... 9.00
tlme
an(l
place,
to
show
cause
why
9.00
100 ($625.26)dollars and an attor- the 26th day of February, A.’ D., lic notice thereof be given by publi28.42 a license to sell the interest of said
ney
*
fee ”as
— rprovided
— ’ -—
In said mortMW*
1912, which 0WIV4
said Slavs
mortgage
Vgeegv was
tv an sc
re- cation of a copy of this oitler for
--------- Wilcox
1.70 estate in said real estate should not
gage, and no suit or proceedings at corded in the officeof the Register three successiveweeks previous to
Zoerman Hardware ........ *.,1
2.71 be granted;
law having been institutedto re- of Deeds for Ottawa County, Mich- said day of hearing, in the HoiCentral Hardware ............ 1.14
It is Further Ordered, That pubcover the monies secured by said igan, on the 1st day of March, A. iand City News, a newspaper printNies Hardware ............
6.24 lic notice thereof be given by pub- mortgage,
D., 1912, in Liber 101 of Mortgage, ed and circulated in said county.
S. S. Kresge Co ...........
6.00 licationof a copy of this order,
CORA VANDE WATER,
NOTICE
IS HEREBY GIVEN page 237, on which mortgage there
Bolhuis Lumber Co. ..
10.00 for three successive
iiv
weeks previous
Judge of Probate.
is claimed to be
the time of
that by virtue of the power of sale 18
oe due at tne
Express ..........................
.58 to said day of hearing, in the HolA true copy:
White Bros. Elec. Co ..... 1.75
x.lo land City News, a newspaper print- contained in ssid mortgageand the thi* notic* tor Principal snd interHarriet Swart,
«8t the
Hundred Forstatute in such case made and
snd propro .......
- sum
— >• of
- Five
*
.....
John Verhulst .... ............... io!oi ed and circulated in said County
it ill the
County.
Register of Probate.
vided, on Tuesday, the 81st day of ty-six and 29/100 ($546.29) dolSuperior Ice Co ............... 7.75
CORA VANDE WATER, May, A. D., 1938, at two o’clock lars, and an attorneyfee as providHarry Prins — ..........
9.75
Judge of Probate. in the afternoon,Eastern Standard— School Clerks ...................... 156.00
A
true copy.
Time, the undersigned will, at the or
^ proceedings
the Stars
Health ............
... ..........
108.00
Harriet Swart,
North front door of the Court institutedto .vw...
recover the
.... .........
monies
IXL Machine Shop
....... ^o
Register of Probate.
Most beautifultribute to one deHouse in the city of Grand Haven, secured by ssid mortgage,
Wm. Champion ................14.00
Don’t let your insurance on your home lapse and find unexpectedly that you
Michigan, sell at public auction to
to NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN parted is the offeringthat expect*
Dale C. Harris ....... . ...........40.75
have an uninsured home, or no home at all and no money to build another
the highest bidder the premises de- that by virtue of the power of sale
Gamble Hinged Music
no reward save its own evidence
Expires May 21—16746
and the
scribed ...
.......
in obiu
said mortgage,
luviVKSgc, vr
or so contained in said mortgage«>.u
6.61
with— should an unexpected fire take this home away from you.
STATE
------ OF MICHIGAN
much
thereof aa may he necessary itatutein such case made snd pro- of lasting worth. Whether simple
Expenses to Music Con..
60.00
The Probate Court for the Coun- to
pay
due vis
on said idatl*s —on
— r—
# the amount wv
- — - - — — * v the 24th day of or Imposing in character, memorial
Franklin Waddle .........
15.00 ty of Ottawa.
•— Tuesday,
0,clock
mortgage with Interest snd all le- May, A. D., 1938, at two
Edu. Music Bureau .....
2.83
At a sessionof said Court, held gal costs together with said attor- in the afternoon,Eastern Standard problem* of yours become our*
Meyer Music House .....
from the day you consultus.
50.42 at the Probate Office in the City of
ney’s fee, the premises being de- Time, the undersigned will, at the
Education Div. of ConGrand Haven in said County, on scribed as follows:
North front door of the Court
servation............_______
1.50 the 26th day of April, A. D., 1938.
Becklery Cardy Co. ___
The South two and one-half House in the city of Grand Haven,
12.87
Present, Hon. Cora Vsnde WaVOfrixanf Hardware .i._
(2%) acres of the North seven Michigan, sell at public auction to
ter. Judge of Probate,
and
(7H) acree of tho the highest bidder the premises deSuperiorHardware .....
Is
Periodical
m the Matter of the Estate of Westone-half
twenty
(W-20) acres of scribed in said mortgage,or so
Corner Hardware .......
2.05
Reka Streur, Deceased.
land
of
the
South
forty-nine(49) much thereof as may be necessary
Milton Bradley Co. — ;.
2.20
Dick Hamberg having filed in
awes
of
the
West
one-half
(WH) to pay tha amount due on said
A. L. Kraemer Co. .........
20.58 Said Court his final administration
Whether for fire, accident, burglary, automobile coverage, the time to
of the Northwest fractional euar- mortgage with interest and all legDu Saar Photo Shop
21.98 account, and his petitionpraying
ter (NWfrK) of Section Nine- al costs together with said attorVan Putten Grocery ___
59.94 for the allowance thereof and for
insure is NOW! Tomorrow may be too late. We carry nothing but the best
R. Ten Have
teen (19), Township live (6), ney’s fees, the premises being de1.50 the assignment and distribution of
North of Range fifteen (16) West scribed as follows:
Follett Pub. Co. ____ _ _____
8.60 the residue of said estate.
insurance and cover all standard classifications of risks, compatible with
Lota nineteen (19), Twenty
measuring on West and South
Central Scientific Co ........
.70
It is Ordered, That the 81st day
(20), Twenty-one(21), Twentygood business judgment.
sides from the center of the presMich. School Service ______
2.50 of
1988, at ten 03’clock
_____
' May, AD.,
‘
ent highway, situated fat the two (22) and Twenty-three (28)
Central Mich. Paper Co..
8.77 in the forenoon, at said Probate
Township of Holland, Ottawa of Slagh’s Addition to the city
Associated Truck Line ....
Office, be and is hereby appointed
of Holland, Ottawa County, MichCounty, Michigan.
Holland Electric Co. ______
for examining and allowing said
a
igan.
Fris Book Store ..... .......
5.16 account and hearing said petition:
The mortgageemay elect to pey
Dding Bros.
2.79
It is Further Ordered, That pubty taxes dee prior to date of
H. R. Brink
lie notice thereof be given by pubHolland
ild sale and add any amounts so
Postage and Express
lication of a copy of this order, *v*
for
paid to the amount due on said
W. if. Welch & .....
32.87 three successiveweeks previous to gage.
Cook— Washington
40.00 ssid day of hearing, in the Holland
Dated: This 24th day of FebruDated: This 21st day of FebruStudent helpers
33.55 City News, a newspaper printed ary, A. D^ 1988.
ary, A. D., 1988.
Ollies’ Inc.
Block north and half block
85.46 and circulatedin said county.
PEOPLES STATE BANK,
PEOPLES STATE BANK,
Educator's ProgressLea!
Phone 4616
6.70
west of Warm
TaZ!
Holland
CORA VANDE WATER,
6 East Eighth Street
Mortgagee.
Wilcox and Ft...
Follett
.....
20.90
Judge of Probate. Lokker and Den Herder,
Lokker A Den Hentar,
PHONE 4284
Henry Holt Co.
A true copy.
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
Gaylord Bros. ...
Harriet Swart,
Business Address:
Book Nook ______
1.71
Register of Probate.
, Holland, Michigan.
Michigan.
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A Review Of Pioneering Days
This Vicinity;

A

Call Of

mm

In

The

fowls. Weasels, minks, wildcats, to pleaae the ear. Grain was sep- ed stretches of highway.Kneadin Milwaukee;
TOObChica-'
ever prowling arated from its chaff by winnow- ing of the bowels, Swedish move- go; and several
sevi
in Kalamazoo.
around in search of their coveted ing. Aa the mixture was tossed ments, or any other of your modern Many of these are expected
cpected the
delicacy.Skunks often left their up, the wind blew the chaff away, manipulation*, can compare with
tic

and foxes

wen

_

perfumed callingcards to let us and the cleaned grain fell onto the the jolts the intestinalJract reknow that they had already attend* threshinr floor or onto a sheet, if ceived while the passenger found Drenthe. A water-power aaw mill
ed to the gathering of the ens. the work was carried on in the himself aboard a springiest wagon, is to operation.Another one is beI
But the most feared enemv of chic- open. Not only waa the household traversing genuine corduroy.
ing built. The foagdationis laid for
kendom was. probably, the omnt* larder, at timet, scantily provisThe shrinkage of purees, occas- a third one. An Americanfrom Depresent hawk. Perched h
high up in ione^ but equally well did
_ the
___ ioned by the purchase of land, the troit waa there prospecting to
the top of some tall tree,
*, he would •canty store, laid up for this lock]
erection of houses, and expenditures build a steam saw-grist-furniture
watch for an opportune moment to forebode times of scarcityborderTIm article below is by Johannes roots. Into this denuded soil, withfor neceasarjroutfits, had been a mill.
dive, and snatch the unwary fowl. ing on famine. It was then resourceKolvoord of the well-known Kol- out previous plowing or harrowThe ministers are: Van RaaHe
serious menace to the majority
oord family,many of whom lived ing, the tillablecrops were planted.
Or circling far aloft, he would sud- fulnesa
waa needed
in
-----to help the an whose financialstanding fell be- (Holland); Van Der Meulen (Zeein Ottawa and Allegan Counties, Not infrequently, soil for covering
denly drop like a leaden weight, to imals eke out a living. In such
Bolks is
low the medicum of moderate land); Yyma (Vriesland.)
Jboi£hb
at Hamilton,Allegan, and 4iew the planted seeds was taken from
pounce upon a too venturesome emergencies, tree* were cut down
means. Even after the products of in America, hot not yet laiown
Groningen. In fact, in the early
“biddy"
out foraging. Such were the in order that the cattle might
where the hoe could most easily
where he will locate. Rev. Zenne
days they were very prominent in
advene circumstancesunder which browse on the tender twigs and the forests began to bring returns,
dig it up. And cultivating the crop
remuneration for toil expended was (Milwaukee);Rev. Scholte (Pella
Old Groningen, which was destined
domestic fowls were raised.
dormant buds. The portion doled
la.).
would have been a laborioustask,
in pioneerdays to be quite a manWhen plowing came later into out to the sucklingcalf, where the often an uncertainquantity;for, in
but, fortunately, the weeds arising
Commenced to build two churchthose days preceding the Civil war,
facturingcenter, of which we will
vogue, it was, least of all, a boy’s milk of the dam was so sorely
out of that virgin soil were neither
there waa much wildcat currency os. In Albany they ware cheated
have more later. Mr. Kolvoord, of
job to hold and to handle a plow needed for family use, consistedof
multitudinous,nor hard to eradiafloat. In thoae days, no merchant •—overcharging
of freight rates.
Battle Creek, below gives an exthrough the meshes of green roots. a little buttermilk and hay-tea.
cate. The majority of them being
trusted the value
of the bank
___________
__ notes Immigrants art cautioned against
cellent word-picture of primitive
It was more a process of tearing Luckily,the •wine fared better
__ _
annual plants,
oiiiiuoi
J.iaiu.-', rather
lamci lllllllt'U
limited 111
in BCtru
seed
i, without consulting Jbv.
— of New York; but
conditions in nature, the sphere
and ripping. All along, it was J du- winter, for there generally was a
his "Detector, Commercial ratings Rev. Wyekoff. of Albany, is rtoof wild life, and the antiquated production,they were not so perbious question how soon-the power generous supply of beech-nuts and
sistentlytroublesome; and therewere given in those periodicalsof ommended. The News omitted the
methods our pioneer farmers had
at the yoke-end would be overbal- 'corns stored sway under the leaves
fore, it also was possibleto raise
the paper money then current Of- name of the flrat pastor. Undoubt^
to resort to, to wrest a mere exisanced by the tenacityof a root at in the wood*. This natural provissomethingbetween the prostrated
ten a dollar was quoted at but a edly he has passed on yearn ago.
tence from the stump-filledsoil.
the other end. The steady strain ion was also a Godsend in that the
see
few cents. And. glad was the posMr. Kolvoord also adds entries trees, even before the brush and
exerted by the oxen, as well as the nuts served to put the erstwhile
sessor of a bill, who succeeded in
from the notebooks of the Vande heavier wood were gotten rid of.
The following extract is from a
tugging and twisting of the plow- lean animalt in a condition At
Luysters, early pioneers of Zeeman, were exacting on man and for slaughter.True, that pork had getting rid of it before its value letter written by Cornelia M. Van
Following,if not incidental with,,
had reached the vanishing point Malaen-VandeLuyster:
land and New Groningen. These the laborioustask of clearingthe
beast. And, so long as the roots a flavor distinct from any of
During that time, business transnotes are rather incomplete,but it land, came an incessant warfare
were green, it also was impossible Heina’a **67,” notwithatanding it
December 16, 1847
action consistedchiefly in trading
does give an insight into pioneer with the animals of the forest. LeDuring the winter,en American
to do anything near a stump. At waa served serviceable. And if any—a
swapping
of
commodities.
The
life in lower Ottawa and upper
wilj teach school tin Holland).
best, plowing was little better than body’s taste was too dainty to pargions ui
kiuiib
of uiaciujiras
blackbirdsana
and wua
wild pigpig_________ .
Allegan Counties. The following cons took toll of the farmers’ seed. PICTURING PRIMITIVE SURROUNDINGS AS EXISTED HERE scarifyingthe soil in the most im- take of the trainy grease, well. merchant would offer so much in
~
wa
w will
will Kiy
Tomorrow
Van Raalte
go Ml
to
trade, or a less amount in currenis the story as Mr. Kolvoord wrote Thmixnnda nf
pressionable places. It was most •You don’t have to" criticism, if
WIIKV ni
'H
Pt
I-’IIP » Du r< t as c<
__
.
...
Thousands of squirrels, large and WHEN
OUR FOREBEARS CAME-From Leo. C Lillie’s History helpful, probably,in leveling slight
cy, the latter reckoned at ita true
it; and let us say, it is well writsmall, stood sentinel in the tree
harbored, was not allowed to es- commenclal value. And when the
of Ottawa County.
ten.
elevations and depressions. The cape, except in the garb of a lie.
tops, ready to descend, and helo
here next
money value Anally became ex- spring. There are already
120 houssurface of such plowed fields bris• • •
themselves to the ripening corn
tremely
panicky,
some
merchants
At that time, many of the first
es built in our city. She advisesthe
tled with broken roots, which, being
and wheat, as soon as the vigilance
of
Holland,
Grand
Haven,
and
SauBy Johannes Kolvoord
an impedimentto dragging, were roads were built along the lines of
coming immigrants to by in a supof the watchers was turned aside.
gatuck, issued fractionalcurrency
• • •
usually gathered before this work least resistence. Conformableto
ply
prunes, raisins, pickles, cuIn harvesttime, these predatory intickets, which were accepted in lieu
was undertaken.
cumbers, oranges, sugar,
vinegar,
»r, vinegar.
One somewhat arauainted with cursions were lengthened into the
this requirement,their course was of money for general merchandise,
wine, tea, coffee, dried apples, and
The harrow resembled a large
the experiencesof pioneer life in night and day performances. So
by
the
merchants
in
the
places
namserpentine, to avoid interveningobnears, eggs, etc., for the voyage,
capital "A. "Its teeth, catching here
western Michigan, instinctively ap- soon as the rising moon began to
U ructions.Until a distinctlydis- ed. Wherever the credit of the is- besides flour, rice, pearled barley,
there, and everywhere,would
preciates the inadequacy of a pen- dispel the deeper darkness,the racsuers
was
not
questioned,
in
those
cemable track had been worn, the
etc.
bounce along, and often had to be
picture to describe the strenuous coon left his lair, bent upon his
trail was followed by looking for circles the “chips" were generally
spoil
of
corn.
The
hedgehog,
too,
lifted
over
obstructions.
And,
on
neas of things endured by the new
the blazes on the trees. This meth- accepted as a monetary means.
this scratched,and somewhat levdenisens of the forest. There stood was n nocturnalrobber with whose
FAIL
od of indicatingthe way was ab- Those directly interestedin the is"fretful
quills"
many
an
audacious
eled
ground,
the
seed
was
sown
by
the raonarchs of the wilderness,
solutely indispensible when the sue of the fractional currency, unhand. Subsequent harrowing servwhose mammoth trunks challenged dog made a sad acquaintance. In
tracks were obliteratedby leaves doubtedly profited by the venture,
ed to cover the grain. Around the
the combat of the woodsman'saxe. trapping these night raiders,the
or freshly-fallen
snow. Before the but likewise did the public-at-large,
stumps, and where the harrow
It was a veritable struggle of pig- dog was man’s chief reliance. Havcreeks and rivers could be bridged, for the tickets were honored at full
With < grasshopper Infestation
failed to cover, the hoe was used to
mies against giants, for, after the ing locatedthe thief by scent, the
that may prove more seriousthan
they were forded. The difficulties face value.
dog’s
barking
served
as
a
bugle
give
the
finishing
touches
to
the
monster had been felled, the prospresented by hills and morasses
JOHANNES KOLVOORD. any previous growing seasons in
blast for the farmer to join in the
job. Let it be understood that this
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trate form loomed up far more formidable than before. One by one,
the limbs had to be lobbed off, and
piled in heans; the trunks, to be
cut into log len
lengths, which in tum,
were rolled side by side with others
superimposed,to form the log heap.
Next came the
of
— tedious
------ process u*
disposal, by burning the green wood.
Fancy, if you can, how much labor
it took to clear the first three or
--

-----

fray with pitchfork or club.

descriptionapplies to the very earliest experiences;to the land which
was subdued immediately from the
wild.

In

case the wily animal escaped the
detective’s immediate arrest, it had
the nearest tree, whence it was
to run for cover or find refuge in,
and usually brought forth to meet
the doom of a predetermined judgment.

Many did their harvesting with
sickles. Others used the ordinary
scythes, which had a fixing mounted on the lower end of the snath,
wherewith the cut grain was pushed
aside. Rye was generally bound

In perils oft; assailed in ways de-

four acrea of those homesteads. vious; harassed by enemies many:
The supply of patience and per- this comes near expressingthe
severancemust have been well nigh
inexhaustible.

It is true, they soon learned to
expedite matters, as well as aviiling themselves of more practical
methods; but those did not avail in
the first onslaughtFurthermore,
after those first patches of ground
were clearedfor tillage, there still
stood all the stumps, both large
and small. And again, the spaces
of ground intermediatebetween the
stomps were crisscrossed with

with two bands. Threshingwas

done by flail. And when this process
exact conditionin which the pionwas carried on by three or more
eers fought their struggle for exismen, who kept proper stroke,the
tence. Life was one strenuous
rythm, almost musical, never failed
round of toil, and an incessant duty
of standing guard. The brush fences served well enough to ward off
the depredationsof the cattle roaming at large, but they were no barrier at all against the incursionsthe question naturally arises whethtle that tended towards the laying
of the swine, for these razor-backs er it was not their natural, as well on of flesh.
of that time were as full of deviltry as legal, way of waging the strugThen there was the requirement
as if the breed were a direct im- gle for existence. During many < f care, and the cost of anxiety conportationfrom the land of the Cad- months of the year, the highways
•iccted with the raising, as well as
arenes. On sober, second thought, and forest ranges afforded but litthe later protection, of the domes-

were, in many instances,circumvented by circuitous routes. Where Battle Creek. Michigan.
there was no easy way to get
around a miry place, a corduroy
MR. VANDE LUYSTER writes:
road was built across it The early
December 15, 1847
bridges, too, were almost exclusively of the corduroy type, without
They have a colony store of which
•ny regulations regardingspeed he is clerk at 60 cents per day. The
limitationaffixed. A warning not following year a potash, a salerato drive over those structuresfas- tus, and soap factorywill be openter than a walk would have pro- ed. He has the promise of becomvoked an audible smile from the ing superintendentof these indusearly conservators of public utili- tries at $16.00 per month.
ties. Indeed, there was no tempta-'
The population of the colony is
tion to exceed the ordinary ox-gait, estimated at 1,500-1,600. Some 700
when passing over those improvis- are yet in and around Buffalo: 600

Michigan, steps are being takoi to
catch ud early with the young hoppera with poison bait Advice from]
the United State* Department
Agriculture indicates that
in Michigan had better su<
poison baits. Reports from •

srther west had

Indicated

perhaps the castor bean plant was
capable of protectingother crop*
“y poiaoningand controlling grass*

claims that castor bean plants aro
not the answer to the farmer’!
prayer for a cheap and easy way
to control ILa naa*
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Manufacturersof High Quality Registers and Grilles for Air
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;
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Factory and Executive Office— Holland, Mich.
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